NATIONAL RESEARCH FOUNDATION
LIST OF AWARDED PROJECTS

Project

Lead PI

NRF2008NRF-POC001-185
Yin Chiang Freddy
Multi-layered Surgical Prosthesis with Drug-releasing
BOEY
Biodegradable Coating for Hernia Repair
NRF2008NRF-POC001-178
An Ultra Low-Power RF Transceiver Chip Towards a New
YEO Kiat Seng
Paradigm of Life Quality
NRF2008NRF-POC001-068
A Hand-held Digital Lens-less Microscope System for MEMS
Anand ASUNDI
and Micro-device Inspection and Characterization
NRF2008NRF-POC001-071
ABU SAMAH
Flexible
Pressure
Sensors
using
Area-Array
Zuruzi
Nanocomposites
NRF2008NRF-POC001-100
Ultra-low Cost Bead-Based Microarrays for Biomolecular
DIETER Trau
Diagnostics
NRF2008NRF-POC001-168
KOFIDIS
Novel, Less Invasive Mitral Valve Implantation Method
Theodoros
Involving a Bayonet Insertion and Release Mechanism
NRF2008NRF-POC001-078
DISH: Enabling Cooperative Multi-Channel Communication
MOTANI Mehul
for Wireless Ad-Hoc Networks
NRF2008NRF-POC001-140
Creating, Viewing, Publishing, and Sharing Stereoscopic
ZHOU Steven
Images/Videos at Anytime Anywhere
NRF2008NRF-POC001-091
KHURSHEED
Redesign of SEMs for Parallel Energy Detection
Anjam
NRF2009NRF-POC001-024
Development of a Hand-held Solid Dispenser using a MotorLEE Ken Chi Lik
Driven Auger
NRF2009NRF-POC001-118
Processing Full Range of Waste Grease into Renewable
SONG Sin Nee
Energy
NRF2009NRF-POC001-037
Anti-inflammatory Peptide-Loaded
PONNAMPALAM
Microemulsion Gel Formulation as Potential Therapeutic for Gopalakrishnakone
Post-operative Adhesion
NRF2009NRF-POC001-049
Spin-Wave-Based Non-destructive
YANG Hyunsoo
Semiconductor Testing Tools
NRF2009NRF-POC001-124
New Compact, Fast, Parallel-processing Fourier-transform
Mark B. H. Breese
Interferometer
(FPP-FTIR)
Enabling
Short-pulse
Spectroscopy
NRF2009NRF-POC001-119
Single-coil Superconducting Miniundulator - the Next Step
DIAO Caozheng
Towards High-brilliance Synchrotron Radiation
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Host
Institution
NTU

NTU

NTU

NYP

NUS

NUS

NUS

NUS
NUS
SP

RP

NUS

NUS

NUS

NUS

Project

Lead PI

NRF2009NRF-POC001-038
Development of a New and Precise Spherical Air-Bearing
TAN Kok Kiong
Alignment System for Double-sided Nano-imprinting of Disk
Media
NRF2009NRF-POC001-045
VASUDEVAN
A Human Monoclonal Biotherapeutic to Target the Dengue
Subhash
NS3 Protein
NRF2009NRF-POC001-012
A New Endoluminal Device for Duodenal Exclusion in SO Bok Yan Jimmy
Treatment of Type 2 Diabetes Mellitis and Obesity
NRF2009NRF-POC001-068
High Efficiency Electrogenerated Chemiluminescence with
SUN Xiaowei
Colloidal Quantum Dot Emitters in Ultrathin Cells for Display
Applications
NRF2009NRF-POC001-093
A Semantics-based and Service-Oriented Framework for the
LIM Hock Beng
Virtualization of Sensor Networks
NRF2009NRF-POC001-010
Development and Demonstration of Silicon-Carbide based
TSENG King Jet
Power Electronic Converter for Motor-Generator Control in
Hybrid Electric Vehicles
NRF2009NRF-POC001-061
GOH Shing Mei
Low Cost High Performance Anti-Reflective Coating Based
Eunice
on Si Nanocrystals Embedded in SiO2 Film
NRF2009NRF-POC001-047
New Grid Array Antennas and their Integration Method for An ZHANG Yue Ping
Innovative Solution to 60-GHz Radio Devices
NRF2009NRF-POC001-021
Photonic MEMS-Integrated Wavelength Tunable Laser via
LIU Ai Qun
Silicon Thermo-optical Digital Mirrors
NRF2009NRF-POC001-113
HedgeSPA.com (HEDGE Fund and SPecial Investment
LEE Bernard
Advisors)
NRF2009NRF-POC002-019
GARDNER
3-Dimensional Micro/Nano-Structures for Energy Harvesting
Hannah
NRF2009NRF-POC002-028
Creating a Comprehensive Lexical Index of Documents from
DATTA Anindya
the World Wide Web (WWW)
NRF2009NRF-POC002-097
CDH17 Marker as a Novel Target for Liver and Stomach
LUK John
Cancer Therapies
NRF2009NRF-POC002-104
YANG Hyunsoo
High-Frequency Graphene Transistors
NRF2009NRF-POC002-062
Development of Efficient Methods for the Production of
LI Zhi
Biodiesel from Grease
NRF2009NRF-POC002-074
Improvement in Yield of Haemotopoietic Stem Cells (HSCs)
via Automation and Optimization of the Umbilical Cord Blood
TAN Kok Kiong
(UCB) Collection Process with Further Stem Cells'
Characterization
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Host
Institution
NUS

DUKE-NUS
GMS
NUS

NTU

NTU

NTU

NTU

NTU

NTU

SMU
NYP
NUS

NUS
NUS
NUS

NUS

Project
NRF2009NRF-POC002-029
Partial Breast Reconstruction using a Nanofibrous Scaffold
Following Breast-Conserving Surgery
NRF2009NRF-POC002-102
Fluorescent-tagged Antimalarials as Commercial Molecular
Probes to Diagnose Drug Resistance and to Study Diseases
NRF2009NRF-POC002-103
Development of a Novel Bioabsorbable Drug-Eluting
Ventilation Tube for Chronic Middle Ear Infection
NRF2009NRF-POC002-094
Development of a Highly Energy-Efficient Revolving Vane
Expander
NRF2010NRF-POC001-002
An Adaptive Ultra-Secure User-Controllable Routing
Algorithm for Next-Generation Mobile Ad-hoc Network
NRF2010NRF-POC001-001
Rapid Design Verification Platform for Analog/RF Circuits
Beyond the Scale of 65nm and 60GHz
NRF2010NRF-POC001-004
Automated Neuro-Motor Stroke Rehabilitation Device - A
Platform for Functional Recovery of Paralyzed Hand after
Stroke
NRF2010NRF-POC001-014
Sol-Gel-Derived Environmentally Stable Nanostructured
Single Defogging Layer with Persistent Superhydrophilicity
NRF2010NRF-POC001-021
Scalable Production of Ultrahigh Purity Single-Walled
Carbon Nanotubes
NRF2010NRF-POC001-023
Network Animation Factory (NAF)
NRF2010NRF-POC001-026
Immersive 3D Audio System for 3D Media
NRF2010NRF-POC001-051
A New Glaucoma Drainage Device with Sustained Drug
Elution
NRF2010NRF-POC001-031
Ballast Water Treatment using Ozone Microbubbles
NRF2010NRF-POC001-035
Fabrication of High Performance Li Rechargeable Batteries
with Superfast Charge Rate and Ultra-high Power Density for
Green-Powered City
NRF2010NRF-POC001-038
Line-scan Focal Modulation Microscope
NRF2010NRF-POC001-040
Nanoparticle Factories in Flowing Foams: Scalable
Continuous Sub-Micron Size Material Synthesis in MultiPhase Microreactors
NRF2010NRF-POC001-042
A Turn-Key Machine For Graphene Production
NRF2010NRF-POC001-049
Conjugated Polymer-Biomolecule Conjugate as Next
Generation Fluorescent Probes for In Vitro Diagnostics
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Lead PI

Host
Institution

CHAN Ching Wan

NUH

TAN Kevin SW

NUS

LIM Lynne

NUS

OOI Kim Tiow

NTU

KAN Siew Leong

NYP

YU Hao

NTU

HENG John

NTU

WU Xinghua

NTU

CHEN Yuan

NTU

SEAH Hock Soon

NTU

TAN Ee Leng

NTU

VENKATRAMAN
Subramanian

NTU

NG Kim Choon

NUS

LU Li

NUS

CHEN Nanguang

NUS

KHAN Saif

NUS

LOH Kian Ping

NUS

LIU Bin

NUS

Project
NRF2010NRF-POC001-052
A Randomized, Double-Blind, and Placebo-Controlled Trial
of an Anti-Malarial Drug Artesunate for Chronic Asthma
NRF2010NRF-POC001-053
Development of Novel Mesoporous TiO2 Anode Based Li-ion
Battery for Electric Vehicle Application
NRF2010NRF-POC002-017
An Interactive Web-based Game for Helping Angry Children
and Youth
NRF2010NRF-POC002-008
A Supercapacitive Energy Storage Device Based On
Proprietary Nanomaterials
NRF2010NRF-POC002-024
An Advanced Adsorption Cycle for Desalination: the
AD+MED or ADMED Cycle
NRF2010NRF-POC002-038
Large-Scale Transparent Graphene-Ferroelectric Devices for
Touch Screen Applications
NRF2010NRF-POC002-044
A Novel Cryo-Preparation Technique for Near-Instantaneous
Vitrification of Biological Samples
NRF2010NRF-POC002-015
A Body Vein Pattern Verification System for Criminal
Investigation
NRF2010NRF-POC002-018
Low-Cost Antenna-in-Package for Single-Chip Tri-Band
Radio Devices
NRF2010NRF-POC002-019
Drug Loaded Microparticles Encapsulated into Bioadhesive
Films, Locally Delivered by Angioplasty Balloons
NRF2010NRF-POC002-021
Ultrafast-Charging and High-Power Lithium Ion Batteries with
Novel Two-Dimension Electrode Materials
NRF2010NRF-POC002-028
Electrochromic Photonic Crystal Smart-Window Technology
NRF2010NRF-POC002-045
Beyond Lithium Ion Batteries: Novel Fluoride Ion Batteries
NRF2010NRF-POC002-049
Handheld Ultrasonic Bath Analyzer
NRF2011NRF-POC001-033
Perspective Audio: Creating 3D Sound Ready for Prime Time
NRF2011NRF-POC001-065
A Scalable Technology for Transparent Conducting Oxide
Thin Films on Flexible Substrates
NRF2011NRF-POC001-028
Application of Nano-sized Adsorbent for Arsenic
Contaminated Water Treatment
NRF2011NRF-POC001-026
SMART Active Nanopores Membrane; Integrated Catalytic
Disinfectant and Sensory for Air/Water
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Lead PI

Host
Institution

WONG Wai Shiu
Fred

NUS

Palani BALAYA

NUS

Daniel FUNG

IMH

XIE Xian Ning

NUS

NG Kim Choon

NUS

Barbaros
ÖZYILMAZ

NUS

Daniel PICKARD

NUS

Adams KONG
Wai-Kin

NTU

ZHANG Yue Ping

NTU

Terry STEELE

NTU

LIU Xuewei

NTU

Alfred TOK

NTU

Madhavi
SRINIVASAN

NTU

Claus-Dieter OHL

NTU

GAN Woon Seng

NTU

CHENG Hansong

NUS

CHEN Jiaping Paul

NUS

HO Ghim Wei

NUS

Project
NRF2011NRF-POC001-048
Non-Substrate Transfer Process to Prepare Large-area
Graphene Films for ITO Replacement
NRF2011NRF-POC001-013
Energy Efficient Hydrogen Production via a Hybrid
Photocatalysis/electrolysis Prototype
NRF2011NRF-POC001-036
Low-Cost High-Performance Catalyst for Hydrogen
Generation
NRF2011NRF-POC001-058
Ready to Use Semiconducting Single Walled Carbon
Nanotubes Powder and Film for a New Generation of High
Performance Printed Electronics
NRF2011NRF-POC001-053
Development of a ‘Wound Dressing Patch’ Made Up of an
Aloe-vera-nanomesh Impregnated with Human Umbilical
Cord Wharton’s jelly Stem Cells or Its Extracts and Wound
Healing
NRF2011NRF-POC001-068
Diagnosis of Myocardial Ischemia-producing Coronary
Stenosis via Curvedness and Curvedness Rate Obtained
from Stress Cardiac Magnetic Resonance Imaging Materials
NRF2011NRF-POC001-024
A Novel Multiple-zone Soft Contact Lens to Slow Myopia
Progression
NRF2011NRF-POC001-073
Microfluidics Biochip for Cancer Diagnosis
NRF2011NRF-POC002-013
Next Generation Low-cost Touch Interface for Large-sized
Surfaces
NRF2011NRF-POC002-009
Next Generation Contact-free Optical Motion Sensor
NRF2011NRF-POC002-058
Development of Integrated Li-ion Battery for Portable
Electronic Devices
NRF2011NRF-POC002-044
Self-healing Anti-corrosion Coatings via Microencapsulated
HDI
NRF2011NRF-POC002-032
Light-Emitting Diode with High Luminous Efficacy and Colour
Tunability by Self-Assembled Hemispherical Microstructures
NRF2011NRF-POC002-035
Multi-layer Polymer Capacitors using Grafted Fluoropolymer
for Applications in Mobile Phone Cameras
NRF2011NRF-POC002-043
Development of Li Rechargeable Batteries with Fast Charge
Rate and High Energy Storage Capacity
NRF2011NRF-POC002-050
Ion Camera: A Real-Time High-Sensitivity and HighResolution ISFET-based Ion Detection System for Food and
Drug Safety
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Lead PI

Host
Institution

YIN Zongyou

NTU

CHUA Kian Jon
Ernest

NUS

CHAN Siew Hwa

NTU

CHAN Bee Eng
Mary

NTU

FONG Chui Yee

NUS

TAN Ru San

NHCS

SAW Seang Mei

NUS

LIM Chwee Teck

NUS

KHONG Andy

NTU

KAKARALA
Ramakrishna

NTU

BALAYA Palani

NUS

YANG Jinglei

NTU

CHEN Rui

NTU

LEE Pooi See

NTU

LU Li

NUS

YAN Mei

NTU

Project
NRF2011NRF-POC002-034
Versatile
Core-shell-shell
Fluorescent
Upconversion
Nanoparticles for Light Based Detection and Disease
Diagnostics
NRF2011NRF-POC002-045
Development of Master And Slave Transluminal
Endoscopic Robot (MASTER); A Paradigm Shift in
Endoscopy and Surgery
NRF2011NRF-POC002-040
Analyte-specific Spatially Addressable Nanostructured
Arrays
(ASANA):
Next-Generation,
High-Sensitivity
Microarrays Using Proprietary Flow-Coupled Nanostructured
Platforms
NRF2012NRF-POC001-024
Stabilized Two-Phase Cooling for Effective Thermal
Management of Power Electronics
NRF2012NRF-POC001-047
Ceramic Pore-Channels with Inducted Carbon-nanotube
Fence for Removing Oil from Water
NRF2012NRF-POC001-055
Development of Novel Polymer Electrolytes for Applications
in Proton Exchange Fuel Cells
NRF2012NRF-POC001-057
All Solid Flexible Micro Supercapacitors: Next Generation
Energy Storage Device
NRF2012NRF-POC001-059
Development of Advanced Nanofiltration Membranes for
High Removing Rate of Dyes in Textile Wastewater
NRF2012NRF-POC001-015
Rapid Near-infrared Spectroscopy System for Intraoperative
Margin Assessment in Breast Conserving Surgery
NRF2012NRF-POC001-043
Up-Scaling a Novel Method of Microneedle Fabrication
NRF2012NRF-POC001-045
Biocompatible and Photostable Quantum-dot-sized Organic
Nanoparticles for Noninvasive Long-term Cell Tracing
NRF2013NRF-POC001-041
Measurement And Insertion Device (MAID) for In-office
Unsedated Tracheoesophageal Puncture
NRF2013NRF-POC001-047
Multiplex Oligonucleotide-linked Signal Amplification
Technology (MOST) and Its Application to the Investigation
of Unknown Aetiology
NRF2013NRF-POC001-051
The World’s First Prognostic Kit for Dengue
NRF2013NRF-POC001-021
Method and Apparatus for Enhancing Sensitivity of Optical
Coherence Tomography
NRF2013NRF-POC001-026
Blood Perfusion Monitoring Device for Application in
Ischemic Foot
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Lead PI

Host
Institution

ZHANG Yong

NUS

PHEE Louis

NTU

CHOI Wee Kiong

NUS

LEE Poh Seng

NUS

HONG Liang

NUS

CHENG Hansong

NUS

YANG Hui Ying

SUTD

SUN Shi-Peng

NUS

Quan LIU

NTU

KANG Lifeng

NUS

LIU Bin

NUS

CHUI Chee Kong

NUS

WANG Linfa

NUS

NG Mah Lee, Mary

NUS

LIU Linbo

NTU

CHEN Peng

NTU

Project
NRF2013NRF-POC001-044
Development of an Energy Efficient Expander-compressor
Unit for Refrigeration Air-con Systems
NRF2013NRF-POC001-055
Development of Anti-Coking Catalysts for CO2 Reforming of
CH4 for Syngas Production from Lab to Commercialisation
NRF2013NRF-POC001-020
Next Generation High Performance Uncooled Infrared Image
Sensors Based on AlGaAsInGaAs Heterostructure
NRF2013NRF-POC001-005
Real-time Monitoring and Fault Detection of Train's
Electrification System.
NRF2013NRF-POC002-002
Facile Preparation of High-Platinum Loading Catalysts by
Microwave-Assisted Continuous Flow Reduction
NRF2013NRF-POC002-009
Thin Film Multi-Junction Solar Cell
NRF2013NRF-POC002-010
Vibratory-Stirring Membrane Module System for Anaerobic
Membrane Bioreactors (VS-AnMBRs)
NRF2013NRF-POC002-011
Advanced Membrane Air Dehumidifier for Green Building
Development
NRF2013NRF-POC002-018
Highly Effective Antimicrobial Coatings for Bio-Medical
Devices
NRF2013NRF-POC002-026
Electrochemical Lateral Flow Biosensor For Detection and
Quantification of Dengue Virus in Whole Blood
NRF2013NRF-POC002-027
Prevention of Chemotherapy Induced Peripheral Neuropathy
NRF2014NRF-POC001-004
Development of a Commercial Prototype of a Novel
Instrument for Measuring Membrane Pore Size
NRF2014NRF-POC001-007
Clean, Safe, Inexpensive, and Transition Metal-Free
Approaches to Amino Acid-Type Bioactive Compounds and
Animal Food Additives
NRF2014NRF-POC001-009
An Imbedded Chip for Battery Application
NRF2014NRF-POC001-012
NIR Autofluorescence Image-Guided Confocal Raman
Endoscopy for Early Cancer Diagnosis in Gastrointestinal
Tracts
NRF2014NRF-POC001-017
Industrially Scalable Approach for the Growth and Transfer
of Large Area Graphene
NRF2014NRF-POC001-027
A Novel Robotic Omni-directional Mobility Device for Powerassisted Hospital Bed – A Revolutionary Solution for Hospital
Productivity
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Lead PI

Host
Institution

OOI Kim Tiow

NTU

Sibudjing KAWI

NUS

WANG Hong

NTU

SEE Kye Yak

NTU

CHAN Siew Hwa

NTU

YOON Soon Fatt

NTU

Adrian LAW

NTU

CHUNG Tai-Shung
Neal

NUS

CHAN Bee Eng,
Mary

NTU

Robert MARKS

NTU

WILDER-SMITH
Einar

NUS

CHEW Jia Wei

NTU

CHI Yonggui Robin

NTU

Rachid YAZAMI

NTU

HUANG Zhiwei

NUS

LOH Kian Ping

NUS

YU Haoyong

NUS

Project
NRF2014NRF-POC001-028
Cross-Layer Security Authentication Platform for Internet of
Things
NRF2014NRF-POC001-032
4D Microscopy Camera for Biomedicine
NRF2014NRF-POC001-039
Treatment of Benign Prostate Hyperplasia Non-Invasively by
Ultrasound
NRF2014NRF-POC001-043
Super Heat Insulation, Ultra Lightweight Hydrophobic
Aerogels from Environmental Wastes for Tropical Climate
Usage
NRF2014NRF-POC001-047
Novel Bidirectional Flow Femoral Artery Cannula or Sheath
to Prevent Lower Limb Ischemic Complications
NRF2014NRF-POC001-053
Pre-clinical Testing of A Device to Assist Percutaneous
Access to Kidney
NRF2014NRF-POC001-054
Pre-clinical validation for first in manby the Ablation and
Division Device with blood flow sensor (ADD)
NRF2014NRF-POC002-017
Solid-State Fermentation for Producing Bio-succinic Acid
from Sugarcane Bagasse and Agricultural Residues
NRF2014NRF-POC002-022
A Prototype on Site System for Highly Sensitive Phosphate
Monitoring in Fresh Water
NRF2014NRF-POC002-002
Development of a Stable and High Performance Fully Closed
PEM Fuel Cell System
NRF2014NRF-POC002-009
Ultrafast Charge Lithium-Ion Batteries Based on AdditiveFree Anode Materials
NRF2014NRF-POC002-019
Class D Audio Amplifiers: Low-Output-Noise, Ultra-HighPower-Efficient,Ultra-High-Supply-Noise-Insensitive, UltraHigh-Fidelity and Small-IC-Area
NRF2014NRF-POC002-028
Autonomous, Low Cost, Ultrasensitive Water Monitoring
System for Cyanotoxins Based On Ferromagnetic Particles
NRF2014NRF-POC002-030
Low Temperature and Pressureless Nano Copper Bonding
for LED Die Attachment
NRF2014NRF-POC002-044
Three-Dimensional Compass Navigation Tool to Augment
Laparo-endoscopy
NRF2014NRF-POC002-014
A Near-infrared and Antibody Mediated Nanodevice for
Squamous-Cell Carcinomas Photodynamic Therapy: in vivo
efficacy evaluation
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Lead PI

Host
Institution

KAN Siew Leong

NYP

Anand ASUNDI

NTU

Henry HO

SGH

DUONG Hai Minh

NUS

Victor CHAO

NHCS

Edmund CHIONG

NUS

Kin Yong CHANG
(Stephen)

NUS

YANG Kun-Lin

NUS

YUNG Lin-Yue
Lanry

NUS

HAN Ming

TP

CHEN Xiaodong

NTU

CHANG Joseph

NTU

COHEN Assaf

NTU

GAN Chee Lip

NTU

Lee Tswen Wen

NUS

TAN Thatt Yang
Timothy

NTU

Project
NRF2014NRF-POC002-035
The Outdoormeter: A Wearable Smartwatch System To
Prevent Myopia In Children
NRF2014NRF-POC002-045
“Lab in a Tip” – Towards the First Personal Photometer
NRF2014NRF-POC002-046
Flipod Assistive Bed Rotation Device
NRF2014NRF-POC002-031
Development Of An Intelligible Solution For Sustainable Fish
Feed Supply
NRF2015NRF-POC001-039
Solar Eye: Intelligent Solar Cell Scanner for Solarfab
Monitoring and Feedback
NRF2015NRF-POC001-034
Development of Single Crystal Synthetic Diamond Particle
Detectors
NRF2015NRF-POC001-007
Integrated Reverse Osmosis Module (iRO) with Energy
Recovery for Desalination
NRF2015NRF-POC001-027
Unobtrusive Sensing for Aging-in-Place
NRF2015NRF-POC001-035
Smart Spacer For The Treatment Of Childhood Asthma
NRF2015NRF-POC001-025
CoSYcloud™, Nanostructured Phase-Change Technology In
A Portable Infant Warming System For The Surgical/Critical
Care Setting
NRF2015NRF-POC001-018
Development of a Selective Lipid Extraction Kit
NRF2015NRF-POC001-019
Artificial Cell Membrane Microarray Platform for Molecular
Diagnostics and Profiling
NRF2015NRF-POC001-024
Allenamide: Platform Technology for Antibody-Drug
Conjugates (ADC) 2.0
NRF2015NRF-POC002-003
Laparoscopic Port Closure Device
NRF2015NRF-POC002-040
Miniaturised Probe For Irido-Corneal Imaging Integrated To
A Slit Lamp
NRF2015NRF-POC002-051
Robotic Actuated Specialized Motorized Vehicle For
Perioperative Management Of Uncooperative Combative
Special Needs Children - Multi-functional Modalities For
Transport, Transfer and Procedures (Anaesthesia and
Airway Management) in Operating Theatre.
NRF2015NRF-POC002-041
Highly Flexible and Wearable Liquid-based Microfluidic
Tactile Sensors
NRF2015NRF-POC002-044
An Electrochemical Solution For Treating And Reusing
Industrial Wastewater
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Lead PI

Host
Institution

SAW Seang Mei

NUS

Dieter W. TRAU

NUS

YEN Ching-Chiuan

NUS

WUANG Shy Chyi

TP

WONG Johnson

NUS

BETTIOL Andrew

NUS

SONG Jie

NTU

MIAO Chunyan

NTU

HONG Rachel Tsui
Ying

NUS

LEE Shu Ying

KKH

BENDT Anne

NUS

CHO Nam-Joon

NTU

LOH Teck Peng

NTU

TAN Wah Siew

SGH

MANI Baskaran

SERI

HEE Hwan Ing

KKH

LIM Chwee Teck

NUS

LEFEBVRE Olivier

NUS

Project
NRF2015NRF-POC002-011
Automated Robot Item Picking System In e-commerce
Warehouse
NRF2015NRF-POC002-019
Flexible Thermochromic Smart Window Foil
NRF2015NRF-POC002-025
Nanostructured Copper Inks for Flexible Electrode
Applications
NRF2015NRF-POC002-030
Model-Driven Optimization of Cell Factories in Bioprocess
Engineering - Towards an Integrated Model-based Design
and Experimental System
NRF2015NRF-POC002-043
Robust Ceramic TFC Membranes for High-Efficiency Alcohol
Solvent Dehydration via Pervaporation
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Lead PI

Host
Institution

CHEN I-Ming

NTU

LONG Yi

NTU

LAM Yeng Ming

NTU

POH Chueh Loo

NUS

SU Jincai

NP

Project Title

NRF2008NRF-POC001-185
Multi-layered
Surgical
Prosthesis
with
Drug-releasing
Biodegradable Coating for Hernia Repair
Host Institution
NTU
Lead PI
Yin Chiang Freddy BOEY
6 Keywords for the proposal
1
2
3 Multi-layer structure
PVDF
Hernia repair
Anti-adhesion
4
5
6
Drug-releasing
Biodegradable
Executive Summary
A hernia occurs when the inside layers of the abdominal wall weaken and then bulge or
tear, causing the abdomen lining to push through the weakened area to form a balloon-like
sac. The intestines or abdominal tissue slips into the sac, causing pain and danger of
damage.
Treatment is to use a surgically inserted mesh prosthesis into an intra-peritoneal location to
reinforce the weakened abdominal wall to prevent the balloon sac. Current hernia meshes
are made from filament woven into a mesh. While easy to produce, such a process limits
the design possibilities of the mesh.
There are two key problems still unresolved in current hernia meshes. One is the undesired
viscera (organs inside the abdomen) tissue adhesion to the mesh. The other key problem
is that the current meshes’ mechanical behaviour changes adversely over time. Over time,
the mesh stiffens and no longer flex in compliance to the abdominal wall, causing very poor
anchoring and compliance. Often, the mesh would completely break and need urgent
surgical replacement.
The key technical novelty is the multilayer structure and new PVDF material to enable the
mesh to have specific functions to address key problems not resolved by the current mesh
designs. The proposed solution to reduce or eliminate tissue adhesion is to provide an antiadhesion coating on the mesh on the side that is facing the viscera.
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Project Title

NRF2008NRF-POC001-178
An Ultra Low-Power RF Transceiver Chip Towards a New Paradigm
of Life Quality
Host Institution
NTU
Lead PI
YEO Kiat Seng
6 Keywords for the proposal
Green Integrated
1
2
3
Low-power ICs
Energy efficient ICs
Circuits and Systems
Wireless
Radio frequency (RF)
4
5
6
System-on-chip
communication
IC design
systems
Executive Summary
The POC project will develop an innovative integrated transceiver front-end. It is designed
and developed for low bit rate data transfer for general consumer applications, which
consume very little power such as consumer electronics, personal computers, healthcare,
etc.
The objectives to be obtained from this POC include the development of a system-on-chip
(SoC) comprising a low-power RF front-end architecture, a FSK/GFSK modem, and an 8bit embedded microcontroller. In order to achieve ultra low-power consumption, the subthreshold design concept will be employed in the RF front-end. In addition, a high level of
integration is necessary to reduce the cost of the IC chip. The scope of the project
encompasses the design, simulation, fabrication, packaging and test of an ultra-low power
2.4GHz RF transceiver chip.
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Project Title

NRF2008NRF-POC001-068
A Hand-held Digital Lens-less Microscope System for MEMS and
Micro-device Inspection and Characterization
Host Institution
NTU
Lead PI
Anand ASUNDI
6 Keywords for the proposal
Digital Lensless
MEMS and
Inspection and
1
2
3
Microscope
Microsystems
Characterization
Numerical
4
5
6
Portable
Phase Measurement
Reconstruction
Executive Summary
The demand for three dimensional (3D) inspection and characterization of microsystem and
micro-devices requires novel approaches for rapid and in-situ applications. Existing
microscopes have limitations of short working distance, limited depth of field, and limited
information recording capabilities. Furthermore image acquisition and processing of the
data for static and dynamic deformation measurement are added challenges that have to
be incorporated into the same system. Conventional metrological methods are unable to
meet these requirements.
A simple, compact yet powerful digital lensless microscopy system for MEMS,
Microsystems, and micro-fabrication process inspection and characterization with
nanometer (nm) depth resolution is proposed. The system is based on the Nobel prize
winning holographic concepts and the novelty is the incorporation of lensless magnification
to provide a compact system suitable precisely to fulfill the above mentioned requirements.
The use of numerical reconstruction of recorded data provides apart from a high quality
image, quantitative measurements of the depth profile which is not possible with a
conventional microscope. The compact lensless design and the user-friendly and interactive
software with real time analysis are features of this design. The developed system can be
incorporated with machines to monitor process parameters or can be used for final device
characterization both in static and dynamic modes. Other applications in the areas of
Microelectronic and Solar Cell where inspection and testing of Si-wafer based processes
are necessary can also be exploited using this system
The current patent and the lab demonstration is a generic system which still requires
considerable development before can demonstrate to a company for licensing. The POC
grant would enable us to develop a specific hand-held prototype module which would appeal
more readily to local and overseas companies who might want to market and produce the
system. Besides showing the proof of concept, it adds an extra feature of being hand-held
which is an aspect that needs some careful design consideration as this is an interferometric
recording system.
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NRF2008NRF-POC001-071
Flexible Pressure Sensors Using Area-Array Nanocomposites
Host Institution
NYP
Lead PI
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Executive Summary
Insulating polymers incorporated with semiconducting carbon-nanotube (CNT) show great
potential due to its unique electronic and mechanical properties. CNT-polymer composites
becomes conducting upon reaching a threshold CNT concentration while retaining
mechanical properties of the polymer. In some CNT-polymer composites, electrical
resistance decreases when pressure is applied due to formation of conducting path and/or
increased current flow in existing pathways. This pressure-to-electrical transduction is the
mechanism used for pressure measurement. A few CNT-polymer composites are highly
responsive to pressure and are hence excellent candidates for pressure sensors
applications. Currently, state of the art pressure sensors has ~280 sensing elements
(sensels) per cm2 and minimum detectable pressure of ~700 Pa.
We propose to develop sensors that surpass commercial solutions in sensel density and
minimum detectable pressure. In contrast to existing CNT-polymer systems, we propose
using a light sensitive polymer as the matrix. The CNT will be functionalized for uniform
dispersion in the polymer and spun-coated on a flexible substrate. To form the sensel array,
we propose using optical lithography. Using the appropriate mask, arrays of sensels, each
~100μm squares will be fabricated which corresponds to 2500 sensels/cm2. Optical
lithography is able to develop features as low as 1μm. Since each sensel is integrated into
a circuit, its electrical response can be measured.
We have carried out preliminary work and results indicate that this innovative composite
material can sense pressure as low as 250 Pa; which is ~3 times lower than that of leading
commercial sensor in the market. This result was obtained using a version of the polymer
that is not light sensitive and hence cannot be patterned lithographically. We have achieved
sensel density of ~30 sensels/cm2; a density found in commercial sensors.
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Executive Summary
Biomolecular diagnostics is the diagnosis of diseases, conditions and health risks based on the
analysis of biological molecules such as proteins, metabolites and DNA, in the body. Its exact
nature has made it a prime research and clinical method. In the field of genomics, DNA
microarrays are very successful in the detection of genetic markers (DNA) of a disease. While
they are not really cheap, they are affordable enough to have found wide-spread acceptance in
biomedical research and diagnostics. For other biomolecules, such as proteins and metabolites,
affordable, parallel, molecular diagnostic tools are not available. Currently used technology such
as MALDI-TOF-MS, homogenous assays, lateral flow tests, etc. are complex, expensive, timeconsuming and/or not highly parallel. Attempts to displace them with microarray technology led
to micro-contact printing and bead based multi-colored fluorescent detection, the former being
slow, the latter complex. Both are expensive.
Bead-based microarrays can, in principle, become a low cost multiplexing platform. Antibodies
and assays detecting a biomolecule are placed on the surface of a micro-bead, not onto a flat
surface. This offers two advantages: parallel manufacturing, millions of beads are deposited on
a surface in parallel; and consistency, all beads of a batch are virtually identical, leading to highly
repeatable measurements. However, to distinguish different beads analyzing different
biomolecules, complex multicolored fluorescence decoding is necessary, requiring multi-color
read-out. This drives up array manufacturing costs and the cost of the readout instrument,
making current bead-based microarray technologies impractical and too expensive.
We have developed ‘In-situ encoded bead-based microarrays’ (IEBA) to solve these problems.
IEBA is a novel manufacturing technology. Batches of different beads, each batch being an
assay for a specific biomolecule, are deposited on a surface in sequence. After each deposition,
a picture is taken, recording the precise location of each bead (in situ encoding). This process
is very quick, and is repeated many times. Eventually, the surface carries millions of beads of
each batch. It can then be cut into a large number of very small pieces, each of which is a fully
functional bead-based microarray, able to detect many different biomolecules in parallel. This
manufacturing technology dramatically lowers the cost per array. In addition, the precise position
records of each bead enable simple and cheap single-wavelength read out. A PCT patent
application was filed by NUS in 2007. The international search report confirmed the novelty of
the technology and yielded no objections.
IEBA works well in a “lab environment”. We have demonstrated proof-of-principle of quantitative
detection of multiple protein and DNA molecules in parallel in a buffer matrix. Metabolite
(glucose) detection has been achieved also.
The objective of this project is to prove two concepts:
1) Scalability to increasing the number of biomolecules detected in parallel
2) Applicability to blood/serum as sample matrix. The proof of both concepts is the key pre-

requirement for commercialization.
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NRF2008NRF-POC001-168
Novel, Less Invasive Mitral Valve Implantation Method Involving a
Bayonet Insertion and Release Mechanism
Host Institution
NUS
Lead PI
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Executive Summary
Mitral valve replacement and re-replacement is associated with a significant operation risk
and is highly prevalent due to widespread mitral valve disease worldwide. For the last 40
years no significant improvements were noted in the way prosthetic mitral valves are being
implanted, i.e. the time on cardiopulmonary bypass, the heart arrest time and the overall
operation time remained almost unchanged. A shorter procedure would be less traumatic,
cause less stress on the various other organs, such as the brain, would cause less bleeding,
heart muscle ischemia, arrhythmias, blood product requirements, length of hospitalization
and costs.
The mitral valve replacement involves laborious stitching around the mitral valve annulus,
passing of the sutures through the prosthesis and fixation of the latter around the mitral
valve annulus along these sutures. In case of mitral valve re-replacement (as it becomes
necessary after 7-12 years for bioprostheses), the degenerated prosthesis is literally torn
out with the help of scalpels and manual force. All pledgets and old components have to be
“fished out” meticulously in order to avoid embolism.
With the present project we wish to introduce a novel method to implant the mitral valve by,
first, inserting a hinge mechanism into the mitral valve annulus which carries pins and snaps
into position. In a second step, the prosthetic valve is twisted into this fixed ring resembling
a bayonet mechanism. In case of reoperation, it can just be un-twisted and removed in two
movements. This novel methodology could reduce operation time to half and heart arrest
time to one third of the usual. The new methodology will have a significant impact on mitral
valve surgical practice.
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DISH: Enabling Cooperative Multi-Channel Communication for
Wireless Ad-Hoc Networks
Host Institution
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Lead PI
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Executive Summary
We propose to build a real-world multi-channel communication system based on a concept
called DISH (Distributed Information SHaring).
DISH is a novel approach that allows idle neighboring nodes to share their acquired
information about channel and node status with transmitter-receiver pairs, in order to
facilitate channel selection and avoid co-channel packet collisions. The system will consist
of ad-hoc communication devices such as cell-phones, PDAs and laptops, equipped with
wireless network interface cards (NIC) operating on multiple frequencies.
We will implement a DISH protocol called CAMMAC (cooperative asynchronous multichannel MAC) on each NIC of the devices. This protocol, unlike existing state-of-the-art,
uses a single transceiver and is fully asynchronous. This has significant advantages
because using multiple transceivers boosts system cost and size, and time synchronization
adds substantial complexity and overhead.
We have shown via extensive simulations and preliminary prototype experiments that
CAMMAC achieves significantly high throughput (96% of its upper bound and 87% of the
total bandwidth) and outperforms three state-of-the-art multi-channel MAC protocols (by
57%, 50%, and 40% respectively). There is also no noticeable increase in energy
consumption.
Our approach is backed by over three years of solid technical research and we believe the
technology is ready for commercialization. DISH is a practical and realistic solution to multichannel ad-hoc communication, and a proof-of-concept implementation will allow us to
attract industry partners such as Cisco, Intel and Nokia.
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NRF2008NRF-POC001-140
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Host Institution
NUS
Lead PI
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Executive Summary
Stereoscopic (SS) photography has more than 150 years of history. Despite the
advancements in image processing techniques and hardware, no system has emerged as
a complete platform for creating, viewing and publishing digital stereoscopic contents. Our
project aims to create a one-stop easy-to-use solution for the consumers to create,
customize, publish, and share their own stereoscopic photos or videos over the internet
using the normal mobile device (with camera) and/or computers.
Our scientific contributions mainly lie in two aspects:
(i)

(ii)

Image processing algorithms that can automatically match, align, rectify
photos/videos that were taken even by a single camera (which is embedded in
most of nowadays mobile devices).
Stereoscopic data structure that allows the maximum compatibility,
customizability, and interoperability cross hardware and software platforms hence maximizes the size of the target users.

The final product and service to be provided as a result of the project will create a new
paradigm like the stereoscopic Flickr or YouTube which transforms the traditionally
expensive stereoscopic contents (only can be done by professionals) into user generated
contents.
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NRF2008NRF-POC001-091
Redesign of SEMs for Parallel Energy Detection
Host Institution
NUS
Lead PI
KHURSHEED Anjam
6 Keywords for the proposal
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Executive Summary
Various types of electron energy spectrometers have been used inside scanning electron
microscopes (SEMs), but few of them were designed to capture the entire spectrum: from
the low energy secondary electrons through to the elastic backscattered electrons. Although
some were designed to operate in parallel (multi-channel), they typically functioned only
over a limited energy range.
One common difficulty for all such energy spectrometers is that SEMs are not usually
designed to incorporate them, this places important constraints on what they can achieve.
In a conventional SEM for instance, the spectrometer must be fitted into the small space
between the specimen and the objective lens pole-piece (typically less than 20 mm high).
In a low voltage SEM, the scattered electrons need to be deflected away from the optical
axis without interfering with or distorting the primary beam. These kinds of restrictions
typically limit the transport efficiency and energy range of the scattered electrons that can
be detected.
This proposal will investigate ways in which SEMs can be redesigned to be more compatible
with parallel electron energy spectrum acquisition. The redesigned SEM, whether it be for
the conventional type, which places the specimen below the objective lens pole-piece, or a
high resolution low voltage SEM, which immerses the specimen in a strong
electric/magnetic field, should in principle be capable of capturing the energy spectrum of
all scattered electrons with high transport efficiency.
The ability of SEMs to capture the entire energy range of scattered electrons from the
specimen is expected to greatly enhance its performance. It will give rise to many more
contrast mechanisms than is currently available, and in addition, where a UHV specimen
chamber is used, it gives rise to the possibility of performing Scanning Auger Electron
Microscopy (SAM) by a redesigned SEM.
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NRF2009NRF-POC001-024
Development of a Hand-held Solid Dispenser Using a Motor-Driven
Auger
Host Institution
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Lead PI
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Executive Summary
Hand-held dispensers for liquids in research and development, manufacturing and
production environments are well known in the art. However, present systems fail to account
for solid dispensing, a simple task which will entail lots of time and effort when required to
prepare multiple containers of the same mass.
Currently, the motor-driven auger technology is widely used in ice dispenser in the food and
beverage industry and as dedicated modules in large automated machines. These
automated instruments are costly and are usually designed for certain specific functions,
which render it unsuitable for generic use. Ideally, a hand-held dispensing system should
be able to accurately control the ratio of each material dispensed, the amount of the
materials dispensed and be able to maintain such accuracy over time and various
operations, besides having features like portability and ease of use. However, present
systems do not make the grade to satisfy these attributes.
Although automated solid dispensing is not a novel technology, there is currently no handheld product that utilizes motor-driven auger for solid dispensing in the market. The project
would like to make use of the current motor-driven auger technology to create a portable
and highly innovated prototype. Initial studies will look into the test-bedding of this prototype
with several common solid chemicals. Further investigations will be conducted on other solid
materials to extend the scope of the usage, particularly focusing on applications in the food,
traditional Chinese medicine (TCM), pharmaceutical, nanotechnology, materials
engineering, polymer technology and other biotechnology industries.
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NRF2009NRF-POC001-118
Processing Full Range of Waste Grease into Renewable Energy
Host Institution
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Lead PI
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Executive Summary
This project aims to develop and prove a simple robust and environmentally responsible
process that can cope with mixed input oils, comprising of up to 50% Free Fatty Acid (FFA),
including vegetable, animal oils, side-streams refining products, water and particulates to
produce biodiesel. The waste from fats, oils and greases (FOG) are used as feedstocks to
produce biodiesel. The by-product from biodiesel production, glycerin, will be recovered,
purified and tested as a fuel to power the process. An on-line Near Infra Red (NIR)
spectroscopic analysis method will be developed to monitor the conversion of FOG to
biodiesel and to ensure product quality. The significant improvements over the incumbent
technologies of the proposed new process are the creation a single ‘mixed oil’ feedstock
using all kinds of waste oil over a wide range of FFA% content to produce high quality
biodiesel, using online monitoring system. Listed below is the scope of work to be completed
in this project within 12 months.
1. Development of a pre-treatment technology to mix, dewater and filter waste FOG
into single mixed grease, at a fixed FFA% level.
2. Development of a novel processing method to reduce the FFA% content of the
waste by converting it into fatty acid methyl ester (FAME), i.e. biodiesel, using both
solid catalyst and chemical catalysis methods.
3. Development of an auto titration system to determine the FFA % and a quantitative
monitoring system to determine the conversion rate of biodiesel using Near Infra
Red (NIR) Spectroscopy.
4. Recovery of glycerin to act as a fuel to generate the heat and power required in the
transesterification process.
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Anti-inflammatory Peptide-Loaded Microemulsion Gel Formulation
as Potential Therapeutic for Post-operative Adhesion
Host Institution
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Lead PI
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Executive Summary
The current approach to adhesion prevention involves application of a barrier at the surgical
site. The anti-adhesion agents in the market may reduce adhesions where they are placed,
but do not prevent adhesions developing elsewhere in the abdomen. Hence, the key
challenge is to look for an agent that should be capable of reducing adhesion formation
throughout the peritoneum.
The proposal is using two proprietary components to jointly develop the new formulation
comprising micro-emulsion gel (MEG) and anti-inflammatory peptide for the prevention of
undesirable post-operative adhesion. By using the MEG drug delivery system, in vivo
peptide degradation is prevented, and the solubility and penetration capacity of the drug
enhanced.
The combined formulation has a drug release action to disperse the biocompatible
components throughout the peritoneum, and hence useful as a novel anti-adhesion agent.
The collective effect of a barrier and pharmacological agent using as a local controlled
release system has so far been practically unexplored.
Our concept is that the inflammatory reactions could be prevented within the first few days
following surgery by the peptide, while fibrin depositions formed in the later stages may be
prevented through the use of physical barriers, thereby drastically reducing the probability
of adhesion formation. The formulation will be optimized, and its potency compared with
that of the peptide alone or with other leading products on the market along with placebo
groups in the rat model of peritoneal adhesion.
Given the positive data obtained with the peptide alone in our preliminary animal
experiments, the additional ancillary action of MEG on peptide expected to be gained from
the use of MEG-peptide new formulation in this proposal may most likely generate favorable
preclinical data with a successful commercial impact envisaged.
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Spin-Wave-Based Non-destructive Semiconductor Testing Tools
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Executive Summary
The chip-making process has come under pressure as integrated circuits have increased in
complexity and speed while average selling prices have declined. As a result, the ability to
use diagnostic equipment to shorten the design-to-market process and increase yield rates
has become critical for the survival of semiconductor companies. Conventional electrical
testing takes too long time to scan all the bits in the large scale random access memories,
while optical testing cannot be used after the packaging even though it is fast.
We propose a magnetic wave based semiconductor testing tool which is non-destructive in
nature and very fast as well. Because this method does not require the disabling or sacrifice
of the semiconductor chip of interest, it is a highly valuable technique that saves both money
and time in product evaluation and troubleshooting.
Our method is to detect the defects in nano-structured materials and devices using spin
wave which is the magnetic analogy of waves. The major problem to utilize spin wave was
that the amplitude rapidly attenuates as it propagates because of energy dissipation.
However, we recently found that spin-wave attenuation can be suppressed by injecting an
electric current and thus spin-wave can go further. We also found that spin wave can be
amplified. As the spin wave travels along the chip, the sensors detect interruptions in the
magnetic circuit. Interruptions are typically caused by magnetic metal loss and which in most
cases is etching fault. Mechanical damage such as rough edges can also be detected.
Based on our recent invention spin wave based fault diagnostics will be very useful by
semiconductor industries to provide information that can be used to improve or repair a
semiconductor chip which includes magnetic materials or devices such as magnetic random
access memories (MRAM).
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Executive Summary
The analysis of light is probably the single most important sensory method. Humans and
animals analyze light in the visible range (red to blue) to image their surroundings. Short
wavelength x-rays can be used to ‘look inside’ the body and image bones and other tissues.
Longer wavelength light, also called infrared light, can be used to analyze molecules and
chemical substances. A certain region of this infrared spectrum is called the ‘finger print’
region (400 – 4000 cm-1 or 2.5-25 µm). Light which is emitted from molecules and chemicals
in this region can be used to precisely identify and/or analyze the molecules or chemicals.
A US$ 3.2 billion market exists around the analysis of such infrared light and is projected to
cross US$ 4 billion in 2012. Analysis devices which are broadly classified as ‘infrared
spectrometers’ or IR spectrometers are used in any application that calls for the analysis of
chemical substances, e.g.:







Chemicals in the chemical industry
Process analysis
Non-invasive analysis in medicine
Drug development in the pharmaceutical industry
Environmental monitoring including the security and military industries
Identification and quantification of substances in the research and development
market

One of the characteristics of currently available spectrometers is, that they require a
constant exposure to light for a considerable time (usually at least 1 second), thus ruling out
to analyze processes and reactions which only emit light for a very short time. This creates
a considerable problem for users of spectrometers. The devices currently available are not
fast enough to allow for the analysis of fast and short lived phenomena. Such phenomena
are very common in:






Explosions in the military and security industry
Internal combustion in engines
Plasma processes in semiconductor and thin film processing, sources for EUV
lithography
Meteorology including the study of lightnings and other atmospheric or ionospheric
light emission phenomena
Fast flowing liquids and gases

The most commonly used technique to analyze such processes with currently available
technology is to simply repeat the fast process many (thousands of) times thereby
’simulating’ a longer lasting phenomenon (step scan). However, besides being tedious,
time-consuming, and often expensive for the user, the technique is rarely applicable since
fast phenomena are usually not exactly repeatable.
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We have invented a type of IR spectrometer which overcomes this problem. It is called ‘Fast
Parallel Processing Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometer’ or FPP-FTIR. Theoretically
our spectrometer is able to analyze a full infrared spectrum in an arbitrarily short time
provided the light energy is sufficient to overcome the detector noise. In principle, the
duration of a light pulse could be down to femtoseconds (10-15 seconds). Common IR
spectrometers today require exposure times of ~1 second. The most advanced devices still
require a tenth to a hundredths of a second (10-1 – 10-2 seconds) per spectrum. Hence our
FPP-FITR has the potential to vastly outperform and disrupt currently available technology.
In addition, our spectrometer yields a true real time spectrum. This means that all the
wavelengths of the spectrum are analyzed at precisely the same time, which is not currently
possible. Additional advantages are that it is much sturdier than current designs, it is small,
hence highly portable, and that it only ever needs to be calibrated once.
Two innovations characterize the FPP-FTIR. Firstly, movable mirror elements are replaced
by an arrangement of stepped mirror surfaces. The absence of movable parts enables realtime-spectral-sensing of ultra-short or transient phenomena. Secondly, our spectrometer
does not utilize amplitude beam splitters, thus overcoming the spectral limitations caused
by beam splitter material and allowing the device to work in a broader spectral band than
traditional FTIRs. Moreover, micro-fabrication techniques permit size reduction and thus the
fabrication of small-size devices.
The market for spectrometry on fast phenomena is approximately US$ 200 M, estimated as
a fraction of the total IR spectroscopy market volume. We expect it to grow significantly once
instruments that allow for true high-speed IR spectroscopy become available.
Our FPP-FTIR is currently at the stage of an early prototype that has proven the principle
that our design and fabrication methods work and that desired performance should be
achievable in principle. What needs to be shown now is that the concept of a fast, real time,
compact and sturdy IR spectrometer works practically, out-of-the-lab, in close-to-real-life
situations.
Hence, the deliverable of the project is a demonstrator prototype of an ultra-fast, compact,
sturdy, portable spectrometer that can be deployed in a plurality of applications ranging from
process control in industrial applications over public safety and security, to sensing in
remote and harsh environments such as rockets, high altitude and outer space.
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Executive Summary
The supply of light from hard X-rays to far infrared as a tool for research and industry has
become a market on which about 70 synchrotron light sources are active worldwide with a
roughly estimated annual turnover of S$ 1 b. More facilities are joining the market every
year. The special magnetic devices used for generating the light are called undulators.
This proposal is about replacing the state-of-the-art undulators that use permanent magnets
by a new breed of superconducting undulators with higher performance and lower cost. We
dub them single-coil superconducting miniundulators (single-coil supramini).
The single-coil supramini is to create the next level of the state-of-the-art by drastically
simplifying the construction of a supramini such that there will be only one coil left that
produces the magnetic field to make electrons undulate. Besides the obvious size, weight,
and cost advantages, there will be more advantages in terms of cooling power and
cryogenic cycling time, stored field energy. Such supraminis are intended to replace
conventional undulators in existing and forthcoming synchrotron radiation facilities and
FELs.
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Executive Summary
Hard disk drives (HDD) demand has been experiencing continual growth over the past
decade due to demand from the consumer electronics (CE) market beyond computers. This
growth is possible due to continual increase of recording capacity while keeping price per
byte low. In the face of competition from Solid State Memory (SSD), there is a clear need
to increase areal density at 20-30% yearly beyond the current Perpendicular Magnetic
Recording (PMR) which is expected to saturate in 2-3 years.
Nano-imprint lithography (NIL) applied to HD Media mass production allows areal density
increase beyond PMR and it is a technique considered by many to be crucial to enable
continued growth of HDDs. NIL is not new but a key and current challenge to use it for mass
HD media production is to employ this technique efficiently and enable a throughput close
to the 3 seconds per disk cycle time. One strategy to significantly reduce cycle time is to
imprint both side of disk simultaneously but currently, making double-side imprinters is a
highly difficult maneuver, considering the stringent time and accuracy specifications to
achieve parallelism between templates and disk, allow conformal contact between the
substrate and the template (since in the nanometer scale, nothing is flat), achieve
concentricity alignment.
This project is set out to create an innovative and yet low cost mechanism to meet these
challenges and achieve high throughput mass production of HD media using double-sided
NIL. Essentially, we will develop a new spherical air bearing system (SABS) to provide
rotational freedom in three axes to the substrate while keeping its center unchanged. The
ability to tilt freely makes this system excellent to achieve “conformal contact” with the
templates when they are brought to contact with each other. Precision instrumentation and
control is necessary to allow this positional relativity to be attained in a short time.
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Executive Summary
We propose to use monoclonal antibodies as potential treatment for dengue fever (DF)
based on recent scientific discoveries made in Singapore. DF and the more serious dengue
hemorrhagic fever are the most common mosquito-borne viral diseases affecting humans,
with 2.5 billion people around the world at risk of infection. DF is endemic in Singapore
affecting about a thousand people a year sometimes with fatal outcome. There are four
serotypes of dengue virus (DENV 1-4) but to date there is no effective vaccine to prevent
infection against any serotype. Once a person is infected with the virus, there is currently
no effective treatment for the disease other than supportive therapy.
It has been previously identified that an intracellular non-structural protein, NS3, is critical
for viral maturation, replication and release. Our strategy is to inactivate NS3 protein to
prevent viral proliferation using anti-NS3 antibodies. Viral maturation and replication is
intracellular and the use of antibodies to treat DF by this approach has been limited by the
inability of the antibodies to penetrate the cell membrane. To transport the antibodies into
the cell, we propose to link the specific antibodies with a safe transport molecule (Trojan
horse) developed at the NUS Medicinal Chemistry Department by Prof Weil (co-PI). Using
a human antibody library developed completely in Singapore by Humanyx Pte Ltd, the PI
from the Emerging Infectious Diseases Program at Duke-NUS was successful in identifying
specific antibodies that bind to DENV NS3. We propose to test this concept – intracellular
delivery of a potent inactivator/antibody against a critical viral protein – as a possible
treatment for patients with DF. Antibody therapeutics forms the largest segment of global
biotech business with sales exceeding US$15billion. If our approach is successful the
commercial potential can be extended for therapy against other emerging viral infections.
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Executive Summary
Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus has reached a worldwide epidemic. The rising prevalence is
fuelled by the increasing trend of obesity. By 2030, there will be 350 million people suffering
from T2DM. Traditionally, T2DM is a relentless progressive disease with no cure.
Gastric bypass surgery is proven to be a very effective treatment for severe obesity and it
also achieves resolution of diabetes in over 80% of patients. Interestingly, the improvement
in diabetes appears within days after surgery. Alteration in gut hormones, after the bypass,
may be the mechanism to improve glucose metabolism. Consistently, bariatric procedures
that exclude the proximal part of the gut, in particular, duodenum, have shown to be effective
in diabetes.
Notwithstanding, a prototype of endoluminal impermeable sleeve which covered the
mucosa of duodenum and proximal jejunum to create duodenal exclusion was reported
recently with positive results in terms of diabetic resolution. However, the design of this
prototype had several shortcomings. The sleeve was anchored at the proximal duodenum
by a self-expandible metallic stent. Tissue inflammation due to trauma was invariably found
in animal and human studies. Mal-positioning of the device frequently occurred.
Nevertheless, duodenal sleeve has major advantage over surgery as it is much less
invasive and it is a reversible procedure.
Our study is to develop a new endoluminal device based on this concept with improvements
on the design to achieve better outcomes than the prototype. Our device will anchor at the
pylorus, an anatomical valve just proximal to the duodenum to make the anchorage more
physiological and secure. The anchoring device will be made of plastic to reduce tissue
trauma. This device has potential to become a novel treatment for diabetes and obesity. If
successful, it can be used to elucidate the underlying mechanisms of diabetic remission to
be exploited for potential pharmacological intervention.
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Executive Summary
The project is related to a liquid light-emitting device based on electrogenerated
chemiluminescence (EGCL), which has good prospectus in liquid crystal display backlighting, segment indicators and high resolution active matrix displays. The EGCL device is
bio-inspired and it is bridging solid organic light-emitting diode (OLED) and bioluminescence
(e.g. light emission from fireflies). OLED is using solid state and electricity to power, while
bioluminescence is in liquid state and using chemicals to power. The EGCL devices are in
liquid form however using electricity to power. We know that OLED has a reliability problem
and bioluminescence cannot be powered by electricity. EGCL provides a solution to both; it
is in liquid form with good regeneration capability, and it uses charge recombination to emit
light. Philips and Thomson have carried out some initial research in the later 20th century.
With the emerging of OLED in the 1990s, organic luminescence has been focused on
OLED.
However, OLED still suffers from reliability problems after more than 20 years of intensive
research. This is intrinsically due to the fact that organic materials are not so stable in the
solid state, or after degradation, they cannot be (or difficult) regenerated. Regeneration is
an intrinsic property of living cells, but a liquid environment is needed for this regeneration
to happen. In this aspect, liquid phase EGCL devices do have better regeneration capability,
which is a distinct advantage over OLED. Previously, we have developed the theory of
operation mechanism of EGCL and working prototypes that have lasted for 15 years (can
be demonstrated upon request). In this project, we will boost the efficiency of such device
with an ultrathin cell and capability of emitters being regenerated from a reservoir. For
organic emitters, we will demonstrate an efficiency of more than 15 lm/W (from our
theoretical prediction). We will apply colloidal quantum dots as emitter as well, which would
open up a new field of research/development as well.
At the end of the project, two or three technology disclosures/patents will be submitted/filed,
which cover construction of the display and/or special chemicals for active components
and/or manufacture technology. A working prototype of 8X8 matrix display will be
demonstrated. A spin-off will be considered if venture capitals can be secured.
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Executive Summary
In recent years, there has been tremendous progress in the research and development of
sensor networks technology and a competitive market for providers of sensor node
platforms has emerged. However, the existing sensor node platforms from different vendors
have heterogeneous programming environments, communication stacks and data
management protocols. This heterogeneity has made the seamless interoperability of
sensor node platforms from different vendors a major challenge. Consequently, it is very
difficult to build a large-scale sensor network using different sensor node platforms. The
future growth of the sensor network market may be limited by the inability to support the
integration of different sensor node technologies for different application domains.
In this project, we address the fundamental problem of the lack of interoperability and
scalability in heterogeneous sensor node platforms. We will develop a sensor network
virtualization framework that will enable the seamless interoperability and scalability of the
sensor node platforms from different vendors with heterogeneous programming
environments, communication stacks and data management protocols. This framework will
leverage the concepts of service-oriented architecture and semantic web to add a
semantics-based and service-oriented middleware layer to sensor node platforms. This
additional layer hides the hardware as well as software implementation details from the
application layer, and allows seamless interoperability between nodes whose capabilities
may even be unknown. We will implement the framework and test it on popular existing
sensor node platforms such as those from Crossbow and Gumstix.
Existing efforts for sensor network virtualization mainly aim at either creating virtual sensors
to compensate for the lack of physical sensors or developing sensor node programming
environments that can generate platform-specific codes. However, these approaches do
not achieve true interoperability between heterogeneous sensor network platforms at any
level. Our virtualization technology is novel as it provides true interoperability for
heterogeneous sensor network platforms. It pushes the application limits of sensor network
by overcoming the existing need of using similar sensor nodes in a network.
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Executive Summary
The proposal aims to develop and demonstrate a new type of power electronic converter
for use in hybrid electric vehicles. It will incorporate silicon-carbide technology and will be
able to operate at much higher temperature environment than any known existing systems.
This higher temperature capability results from the novel concept of the proposed
embodiment which is different from any known existing systems. The novelties of proposed
embodiment lie in the primary architecture, circuit topologies, composition of parts and
material, control algorithms, control software codes, manufacturing process steps, and
packaging procedure.
The issue of operating temperature of power electronic converters is very important in hybrid
electric vehicle applications as the power electronic converter has to be housed in the
engine compartment which has high temperature. However current conventional power
electronic converters can only operate safely and reliably at temperatures well below 150°C.
The present solution to this severe limitation is to incorporate extra-strength cooling system
to keep the conventional power electronic converter at a sufficiently low temperature.
However this enhanced cooling comes at the price of higher capital cost, poorer utilization
of space, lower efficiency and reliability.
Our proposed solution is to develop a new silicon-carbide based power electronic converter
that will be able to operate temperatures up to 350°C. The entire power converter shall be
designed to take advantage of the much higher efficiency and temperature tolerance of
newly available silicon-carbide power semiconductor switching devices. This high
temperature capability will allow the converter to co-exist with hot internal-combustion
engines in the same engine compartment without the need of enhanced extra-strength
cooling. This will be able to negate the disadvantages associated with the extra cooling
equipment, such as higher capital cost, poorer utilization of space, lower efficiency and
lower reliability. The new power converter itself will also be more power efficient and has
longer life-span. Overall, this will lead to significant improvement in the hybrid electric
vehicles’ performance.
This project shall fabricate the prototype and test it under similar conditions of an actual
HEV platform under development by ST Kinetics, the industrial collaborator in this project.
The intellectual properties produced by this project shall be jointly patented by NTU and ST
Kinetics, and licensed to ST Kinetics for its hybrid electric vehicles product line.
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Executive Summary
Anti reflective coating (ARC) is usually applied on the surface to reduce reflection; which
improves the efficiency of coated device and system. The objective of this project is to
implement a low cost ARC with superior performance using a SiO2 film embedded with Si
nanocrystals (nc-Si), where the deposition of this layer is simple as it is only a single layer.
With the coating of this layer, we are able to achieve an almost zero reflectance for devices
and applications where light transmittance matters most. Compared to the existing ARC
technology which uses multi-layer coating, the proposed ARC has a superior performance
(e.g., it has 0.008% reflectance for the 850 nm application), and it has a lower manufacturing
cost due to its’ simplicity of being a single layer.
The usage of nc-Si ARC is aimed for commercial applications in lenses for cameras and
spectacles, glass panels, windows, and optical/optoelectronic devices (solar cells,
photodetectors, optical pick-up heads for CD/DVD/Blu-ray, etc). Therefore, the design and
deposition conditions (e.g., nc-Si volume fraction, layer thickness, deposition temperature,
etc.) of the nc-Si ARC need to be optimized in order to meet the criteria of those applications.
An example for the need for optimization shall be on the deposition temperature; where the
melting point of each substrate material is different. With the implementation of this ARC, it
shall be beneficial to all parties, where manufacturers are able to produce better quality
products at lower cost while users able to enjoy them at cheaper prices.
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Executive Summary
This project aims to demonstrate new grid array antennas and their integration method for
an innovative solution of millimeter‐wave radio devices based on locally‐accessible low
temperature cofired ceramic (LTCC) technology for emerging low‐power high‐speed
wireless personal area network applications in the unlicensed millimeter‐wave 60‐GHz
band. The link budget for highly-integrated 60-GHz radios is rather limited. Hence, the use
of high-gain antennas is necessary. Typical high-gain antenna types are reflector, lens, and
horn antennas. They are, however, not suitable for commercial 60- GHz radios because
they are expensive, bulky, heavy, and more importantly they cannot be integrated with solidstate devices. Thus, one has to turn to printed or deposited or etched antenna arrays. The
available printed or deposited or etched antenna arrays use microstrip patch or slot radiating
element. They suffer from complex feeding networks, sophisticated process techniques,
and additional embedded cavities requirements to achieve enhanced performance. To
avoid the complicated feeding network and facilitate the design and realization, the grid
array antenna is adopted in our work. The grid array antenna has been largely forgotten or
ignored in the antenna community. We shall revive the grid array antenna by demonstrating
(1) dual grid array antennas and
(2) their integration method in chip packages.
We shall prove that the grid array antenna is the antenna of choice for highly-integrated 60GHz radios.
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Executive Summary
The objective of the project is to innovate a thermo-optically wavelength tunable laser using
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) technology. The structure of the MEMSintegrated wavelength tunable laser consists of a Fabry-Perot (FP) cavity, a gain chip and
two micromachined silicon digital mirrors arrays. Without any movable mechanical
actuators, the wavelength can be tuned by changing the refractive index of the digital mirrors
through silicon thermo-optical effect. This proposed MEMS wavelength tunable laser is
integrated onto a single chip for simple packaging. It helps to provide tunable laser solutions
to carriers and system providers and can be used in a broad range of applications within
the communications, defense, aerospace, industrial manufacturing, and biomedical
industries.
Two common MEMS tunable lasers technologies are found. First is to use a vertical cavity
laser with a micromechanically movable top mirror to adjust cavity length. Second is to use
a more traditional external cavity approach with micromechanical actuators. These
approaches which involve moving mechanical parts are either too expensive or could not
achieve some specified performances.
Compared to these conventional technologies, the proposed MEMS-integrated wavelength
tunable laser can be tuned without any micromechanical actuators. The structure is
integrated using MEMS micromachining fabrication processes. It has a wide tuning range
of 40 nm and a fast tuning speed of less than 1 ms with continuous or stepwise (discrete)
wavelength change. It also demonstrates the merits of high accuracy, enhanced reliability
and improved stability.
The potential of commercialization is tremendous as the market for tunable lasers in
telecommunications is expected to grow from US$200 million in 2008 to US$3.1 billion in
2012. The applications of tunable lasers do not restrict to the telecommunications industry.
In medical industry, its market is expected to grow from US$ 70 million in 2008 to US$2.8
billion in 2012.
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Executive Summary
This is a proposal to develop a prototype for HedgeSPA.com at a cost of S$250,000 starting
by July 1, 2009 and ending by June 30, 2010.
1. This platform is based on a methodology developed originally by Prof. Lee as part
of his dissertation research. It was successfully implemented at a subsidiary of
Allianz Global Investors and BlackRock (2 top-10 global investment managers) as
key selling points of their alternative investment services. In fact, in Dec 2005, the
technology won the “Intel Best Risk Analytics Initiative of the Year” award, conferred
by Incisive Media, the publisher of prestigious Risk Magazine.
2. A number of official institutions and large pension plans – including some in
Singapore – had asked if they could pay for access to those analytics. Offering such
a solution would have created an internal competition within any investment
manager. However, that is a short-sighted business strategy, because no official
institution or major institutional investor will be interested in outsourcing a significant
portion of its alternative investment portfolio to an external manager, paying hefty
investment management fees on “comingled” services that they simply don’t need.
It will be far more realistic to charge a smaller percentage fee, but against a much
larger pool of assets.
3. Creating such a platform will allow major institutional investors to “disassemble” the
investment processes of alternative investments and outsource only those analytical
components that are relatively expensive/impractical for them to implement on their
own. Because of the use of leverage, a seemingly minor allocation to hedge funds
often has a disproportional impact to the overall portfolio. Some of the prospective
users have explicitly indicated a strong desire for the hedge fund risk to be fully
integrated into an overall multi-asset portfolio, so that econometric shocks and
hedging calculations can be performed across the overall portfolio.
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Executive Summary
The earth receives more energy from the sun in one day than the whole world consumes in
one year. Solar cells or photovoltaics can be used to convert this sunlight into electricity.
Photovoltaics provide a green energy solution as they do not produce polluting gases,
chemicals or noise. The limitations of solar cells however is that they can be expensive, are
not as efficient at producing energy as coal and gas power plants, and they can be
considered as unsightly.
Dye sensitised solar cells are a new generation of solar cells designed to meet some of
these problems. They cost a fraction of the cost of conventional silicon cells and are much
thinner and lightweight too. Dye sensitised solar cells work in a similar way to
photosynthesis in plants. The cells can be designed to be colourful and flexible so they could
be incorporated into textiles. Imagine a shopping bad that charges your handphone as you
shop!
Dye sensitised solar cells still suffer from the problem of low efficiency thus scientists
worldwide are working on improving the efficiency without losing the cell’s other benefits.
This project aims to significantly increase the effective surface area (by at least 100%) of
the electrode for energy harvesting in solar cells. Our new design applies nanotechnology
to fabricate a novel structured metal oxide surface or electrode system. Incoming sunlight
will be converted to electrons which can then be transported through the cell faster. The
electrode system will mean that less energy is wasted within the cell or that for every
incoming sunbeam we can produce more power.
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Executive Summary
In this proposal we propose to create a better index for Web Documents. Such indexes are
used by search engines to respond to users' search requests. For virtually all search
engines the index may be thought of as a simple table with two attributes: [Term, Document].
It can be easily seen that each row in this table deals with a specific term and indicates in
which document this term occurs.
Such an index, while clearly useful, leaves a lot of room for improvement. For instance, this
index can perform the following search instruction: [show me the document where the term
"Tiger Woods" occurs]. But it cannot perform the following: [what type of documents talk
about "Tiger Woods"], or [show me documents from Thailand that talk about tiger Woods],
or [show me documents from 1997 that talk about "Tiger Woods].
Our intent is to build an index that will allow search engines to answer such questions. We
will build this index by creating technology that can automatically crawl web documents and
tag them with this information.
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Executive Summary
Cancer remains one of the deadliest diseases in humans, despite the recent advances in
drug discovery and clinical imaging. Our understandings on how tumor initiates, survives
under stress, colonizes/metastasizes, and becomes resistance to drugs are still limited.
Stomach and liver cancers are among the most lethal of malignancies in Singapore, and
affect millions of people worldwide. Today, surgical intervention remains the only potentially
curative therapy. Unfortunately, most of the patients are not eligible for surgery, because of
late diagnosis when the cancers are already at advanced stage, spread to distant organs
and become refractory to chemotherapies. The clinical outcomes are very poor, and many
patients cannot survive beyond 2.5 years. Therefore, new biomarkers and therapeutic
targets are urgently needed for early detection and effective intervention of these aggressive
cancers.
Using the cutting-edge genomics and proteomics technology, our team has discovered a
new cancer biomarker, named cadherin-17 (or CDH17) adhesion molecule, which is found
abundantly in the tumor tissues but not in the normal adult liver and stomach organs. When
silencing the CDH17 gene in cancer cells, we observed the growth and metastatic spread
of tumors can be remarkably inhibited in cell culture and in vivo model. Because gene
therapy is still experimental, our team aims to bridge this gap by developing clinically
applicable therapeutic antibodies targeting to this CDH17 cancer biomarker for potential
treatment of liver and stomach cancers. The long-term objective of this study is to save as
many lives as possible who suffer from liver and stomach cancers and to improve their
quality of life.
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Executive Summary
Graphene, a special kind of graphite, consisting of a single layer of carbon atoms packed in
honeycomb lattice, is a promising material for future electronic applications. Typical high
frequency (RF) transistors are made from silicon or more expensive semiconductors like
gallium arsenide (GaAs) or indium phosphide (InP).
Due to high transit velocity of graphene it is expected that graphene transistors can be 10
times faster than InP or 100 times faster than in silicon (Si) which will revolutionize the future
electronic world.
In addition, the transit velocity of charge carriers in graphene is relatively independent of
temperature, making it extremely attractive for high frequency and high temperature
applications and systems. Moreover, graphene transistors will have low power consumption
due to low voltage and the low resistivity of this material. The major segments of the RF
semiconductor market are wireless infrastructure, military, industrial-scientific-medical
(ISM) applications, broadcast, commercial, avionics, and non-cellular communications
applications.
At present, the market is driven by a number of well-established transistor devices, such as
silicon laterally diffused metal-oxide-semiconductor (LDMOS) devices, and several
emerging RF power technologies, such as silicon-carbide (SiC) and gallium-nitride (GaN)
devices. However we believe that Graphene RF transistors will be significantly faster,
consume less power and could be cheaper than those made from conventional
semiconductors and will be the future dominant RF transistors. By reducing the channel
length and width, simultaneously, and incorporating high- dielectric we expect that the
operation frequency can reach the terahertz frequency range.
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Executive Summary
Biodiesel is renewable bioenergy produced from oils and fats via transesterification with
alcohol. To be costly more effective, many companies strive to produce biodiesel from
cheaper waste feedstock. Grease which contains higher free fatty acids (FFA) such as
brown grease (15-40% FFA; 0.30 $/L) is an attractive resource for biodiesel production.
However, the conversion of grease to biodiesel poses a technical challenge due to the high
FFA content. This project aims to tackle the challenge and develop novel and efficient
methods for the production of biodiesel from grease.
Our first approach is to develop novel magnetic nanoparticles (MNP) containing acids on
the surface as solid acid catalyst for the esterification of FFA to increase the catalytic
performance. The second approach is to develop novel dual enzyme system for biodiesel
production from grease via esterification and transesterification to achieve synergic effect.
The last approach is to develop enzyme-catalyzed esterification of FFA with glycerol instead
of methanol to obtain high conversion and high enzyme stability.
The technologies developed could be utilized by our collaborator Alpha Synovate to produce
biodiesel from grease which is collected in Singapore at 800-1000 tons per year without any
use.
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Executive Summary
The harvest of useful stem cells from the placenta is a one-time possibility before the onset
of blood-clotting effects. The current methods of harvesting stem cells are not able to
guarantee sufficient amount of useful stem cells for transplantation purposes for adult and
paediatric patients. The success of stem cell transplantations is directly proportional to the
cell dose transplanted. The main goal is to develop an effective UCB collection system to
improve the yield (in terms of quality and quantity) of stem cells from the placenta. With this
system, we are able to inject flushing medium into the placenta to harvest more stem cells.
To the best of our knowledge, no other device reported in the literature is able to support
this function. To enable this system for ready deployment in the hospitals and cord blood
banks, the customized precise components and its disposable accessories have to be
carefully designed and tested.
Cord blood banks in Singapore have indicated to us that a novel device that complements
their current collection procedure for harvest of useful stem cells will be greatly desired. In
this regard, the proposed system can be used as a standalone device or as a
complementary approach to harvest more stem cells from placentas for cord blood banking
(even with those cases with private cord blood banking). This would create more
opportunities for finding the right match for transplantation purposes.
In this study, our hypothesis is that more primitive stem cells may be liberated from the
placenta using our proposed device, as compared to the current reported collection
methods. To the best of our knowledge, cell characterization results on these primitive stem
cells are not available yet. This phase is critical for storage and transplantation purposes.
Further cell characterization and culture related work can thus be initiated from this project.
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Executive Summary
Breast cancer is the commonest cancer affecting women in the world. In the West, 1 in 8
women will develop breast cancer, while in Singapore this is currently 1 in 14. The breast is
important for a woman’s identity and studies show that women who required removal of the
whole breast experience increased rates of depression, decreased self-confidence, and
poorer self-image compared to women who were able to undergo breast-conserving
surgery.
Presently, no commercially available implant suitable for breast reconstruction following
breast-conserving surgery exists. The implants available are silicone-based and only for
total reconstruction of the breast. To address this, we have designed a graft that will be
replaced by the patient’s tissue over time. One important criterion to ensure the graft
survives is its blood supply. In our design, fat from the patient will be mixed with our scaffold.
The fat will have existing blood vessel structures and other ingredients that encourage early
blood vessel formation that will improve the ability of the transplanted fat graft to survive.
Our earlier tests have shown that fat attaches well to our scaffold that is made out of
nanofibers. This is essential for the integration of the fat with our scaffold.
The study will be performed in animals to assess the efficacy of the graft. We will mix fat
from the animal with our scaffold and implant it in the animal’s breast. After 4 weeks, the
graft will be removed and checked for volume, viability and blood vessel formation.
With this study, women who, because of small breast size, were not eligible for breast
conservation may now be suitable if the cavity can be filled with the bioartificial graft.
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Executive Summary
A child dies from malaria every 30 seconds in Africa. Globally, this infectious disease claims
1-2 million lives every year, and drives a vicious cycle of disease and poverty in many
national economies. It has resurged in the last 2 decades, primarily due to drug resistance.
Chloroquine, a frontline drug against vivax malaria, is starting to fail in the control of the
malaria parasite. Swift, reliable and accurate screening methods that determine drug
resistance are urgently needed. We are also witnessing a global resurgence in the use of
chloroquine to treat cancers, autoimmune diseases, viral (HIV, SARS, flu) and bacterial
infections. We thus envisage an enormous demand by research and clinical laboratories for
tools that allow visualization of chloroquine within cells. Multiple needs and opportunities in
the domains of drug resistance detection and chemotherapy are clear.
Current methods to detect and study resistance are laborious, time consuming, imprecise
and hazardous. We have synthesized a fluorescent-labelled chloroquine molecule with the
unique ability to rapidly differentiate drug-sensitive from drug-resistant malaria strains with
high specificity and sensitivity. New diagnostic technologies and chemical probes for
malaria and other diseases (e.g. cancer, autoimmune and infectious diseases) have
enormous marketability in the pharmaceutical, biotechnological, scientific and clinical
sectors, via:
o
o
o

High-throughput screening of malaria drug resistance in the field.
Biochemical identification of new parasitic drug targets to aid drug-design.
Live cell bioimaging to study drug-action and modes-of-resistance.

Bottom-line: Commercial chemical tools to determine malaria drug resistance are currently
non-existent. We shall develop fluorescent-labelled probes of the antimalarial drug,
chloroquine and achieve diagnostic viability both for malaria field-work and for therapeutic
research in the commercial markets.
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Executive Summary
Otitis media, in which the middle ear traps fluid, is the single most common diagnosis for
pediatricians. Annual costs approximate $5 billion for USA alone. In chronic otitis media
(COM), problems include chronic hearing loss, language, academic and behavior problems,
reduced quality of life, and impaired balance.
Ventilation tube (VT) insertion for COM is the most common surgery performed in children
by Ear Nose Throat specialists, with 2 million VTs placed in USA each year. Each VT costs
~USD25, and VT general anesthetic and surgery cost per VT insertion is ~USD2000.
Current VTs are made of plastic or silicon. The duration before VT extrusion is
unpredictable. VTs can become clogged, chronically discharge fluid due to infections and
biofilms, and cause residual perforation of the ear drum. VTs self-extruding too early or too
late require further surgeries. VT surgery results in general anesthetic for children, surgical
risks and costs. Post VT, patients need to avoid water in the ears.
This study aims to develop a novel VT:
1) Bioabsorbable and more biocompatible, self-absorbing predictably, with reduced
clogging, tissue reaction, infection and ear drum perforation;
2) Drug-eluting to reduce infections;
3) One-way flow mechanism, allowing swimming and bathing without ear plugs;
4) Easily deployed in the clinic without general anesthesia.
Phase 1 will be laboratory in-vitro ventilation tube studies and fabrication. A suitable
bioabsorbable polymer VT will be fabricated. VT degradation and mechanical strength
studies, with and without drug-incorporation, and drug-release studies will be performed.
Phase 2 will be animal study with 45 adult guinea pigs. Under general anesthesia, prototype
VTs will be inserted and observed at 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24 weeks for outcomes of ear drum
status, infection, ear discharge, VT patency and absorption. Feasibility of one-way flow and
self-expansion after easy insertion will be explored.
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Executive Summary
Due to the global warming and ozone depletion issues, natural gas such as CO 2 has been
identified as one of the most promising fluids to be used as the future refrigerant. However
existing refrigeration systems show declining energy efficiency when using CO2 as the
refrigerant. Recent literature shows that the use of an expander in an environmentally
friendly CO2 refrigeration system can improve the efficiencies of the refrigeration system by
more than 40%. These expanders are put in the place of the conventional expansion valves.
They improve the efficiency of the refrigeration system by slowing down the expansion
process of the refrigerant to minimize the isentropic loss. They also make use of the
expansion process to recover some power which can be used to reduce the power needed
to run the compressor.
However, a highly energy efficient expander is needed for an optimum performance of the
refrigeration system. In this project, an expander mechanism, called the Revolving Vane
expander, that promises to be the most efficient of all will be developed and tested to
establish its actual performance. A prototype will be designed, fabricated and tested to
prove the working concept experimentally. An optimization study will be conducted to
achieve the optimum expander performance. The main novelty of the concept is its rotating
cylinder feature. All of the existing expander mechanisms use a stationary cylinder which
rubs against the moving rotor. This has been found to cause a lot of frictional losses. By
having a cylinder that moves together with the rotor, the frictional losses are now almost
completely eliminated, resulting in a highly energy efficient expander mechanism.
It is worthy to note that the existing technologies are sufficient to produce the expander. No
special material, engineering technique or manufacturing tools are needed.
The most immediate application of the proposed expander mechanism is in refrigeration
systems, specifically the future environmentally friendly CO2 refrigeration systems. It can
also be used in conventional refrigeration systems to improve the efficiencies by around
20%.
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Executive Summary
Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET) is a collaborative network formed spontaneously by
mobile wireless devices without fixed network infrastructure setup. These mobile devices
can communicate with each other directly and relay information among themselves.
Compared with conventional networks which require capital-intensive infrastructures to be
set up, MANET can be deployed very rapidly without infrastructure cost, and are resilient as
there is no single point of failure.
Applications and solutions running on MANET have great market potential in the business
and consumer space, but to date these solutions are rare. The pervasive adoption of
MANET is hindered by the lack of security and long latency (delay in data transmission) of
current MANET technology.
Arising from our research work in the Next-Generation MANET that aims to realise the full
commercial benefits of the MANET, we have developed a novel method that finds a way to
unify network security with the network traffic routing process to protect the information that
passes through the devices in an ultra-secure manner. As the level of security and routing
of information is adaptive to user’s application requirements, the method results in a much
more efficient and faster network. The novel method has been patented.
The Next-Generation MANET, powered by our novel method, will be ultra-secure and agile.
It will attract solution developers, service providers and entrepreneurs to create innovative
applications and products that will involve human networks, and human-to-machine and
machine-to-machine communications, in energy and environment management, smart
buildings, intelligent transportation, defence and security, mobile peer-to-peer gaming, and
collaborative communities, etc.
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Executive Summary
As predicted by international technology roadmap of semiconductor (ITRS) 2009, the future
integrated circuit (IC) design would have more than one third cost consumed in software
based verification, so-called computer-aided design (CAD) or electronic-design-automation
(EDA) tool. The existing verification software provided from EDA industry such as Cadence
and Synopsys (both from USA) has limited performance for IC designs beyond the scale of
65nm and 60GHz, because of the increased complexity and variability. For example, to
prototype one analog/RF IC beyond 65nm and 60GHz today, it would typically involve 1M
US$/year design cost with 3-year design cycle. One reason for such a high cost and slow
cycle is mainly due to the unavailable software tool at this scale. We call this tool as design
verification platform (DVP) in this proposal. As such, the scope of the project encompasses
modelling, simulation, and distribution of one advanced DVP for analog/RF IC designs at
the scale beyond 65nm and 60Hz.
In this proof-of-concept (POC), we have developed the structure-based fast parallel
numerical algorithm for analog and RF IC designs beyond 60GHz. Compared to the
commercial EDA tools in the market such as Spectre from Cadence and Hspice from
Synopsys, our multi-core simulation can achieve 5-20X speedup in general. Moreover, we
have developed the stochastic engine with a non-Monte-Carlo (NMC) approach for analog
and RF IC designs beyond 65nm, which further achieves ~100X speedup with the similar
accuracy.
In addition, we have carried out extensive market survey and have received very
encouraging feedbacks on the proposed technology. Many industrial companies
acknowledged that the advanced DVP at the new scale is indeed an area that has been
overlooked and there is a great hunger in the industry for such technology. In fact, very few
EDA vendors have successfully implemented this technology into their current design
verification platforms. A proof-of-concept is therefore warranted. As a result, upon
successfully transforming this prototype into actual product and bringing it to the market, the
demand for such products will be overwhelming.
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Executive Summary
This project is to convert a laboratory version of a stroke rehabilitation device, the
Automated Neuro-Motor Stroke Rehabilitation platform, into a marketable prototype. The
present platform allows stroke patients with hand paralysis to train on their own, using the
correct sets of muscles for everyday actions. It consists of an arm glove, a headset, and
specially designed software-hardware interface.
The unique feature of this platform is that it reads and displays brain and muscle signals
together, providing an easy-to-understand biofeedback to the patient. This allows the patient
to train the correct set of muscle groups, while maintaining an alert brain-state to make
neural connections happen faster.
In spite of several hand rehabilitation technologies in the market, such as the MIT Inmotion2,
Hand Mentor and Myomo, a study conducted in the EU show that only 6% of such patients,
out of a worldwide population of about 50 million, are satisfied with their recovery. This
makes it a potential billion dollar market over the next 5-10 years.
The current laboratory version




Has been developed in close consultation with therapists at Tan Tock Seng Hospital,
Singapore,
Has been tested with severe, moderate and mildly impaired stroke patients,
Can guide the patient through therapy with minimum supervision (therefore allowing
as many hours of practice as the patient needs).

Some patients using this platform made breakthroughs in a single therapy session with
tasks like picking up a pen and using chopsticks.
Future applications of the prototype could also include



Improvement of learning and motor skills in children with learning difficulties and
attention deficit,
Maintaining cognitive and motor skills in the elderly as they age.
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Executive Summary
Defogging technology is used to improve visibility of products where fog (or small water
droplets) may form, such as lenses for cameras and spectacles, mirrors, windshields and
rear windows of automobiles.
The objective of our project is to develop a nanostructured superhydrophilic layer on glass
substrates for commercial applications based on the SiO2-TiO2 nanostructures that we
have developed. In our preliminary study, superhydrophilicity has been achieved by
optimizing the SiO2-TiO2 nanostructures. Our results show that the SiO2-TiO2
nanostructured layer has an excellent defogging effect. It is better than the existing
defogging technologies in terms of cost, performance and endurance.
In this project, suitable processes for coating the SiO2-TiO2 nanostructured layer on glass
substrate will be developed for large-scale manufacturing. It can be divided into two parts:
1. Small area coatings suitable for the applications in camera and spectacle lens: spin
or dip coating will be employed.
2. Large area coatings suitable for the applications in window panes and automobile
windshields: spray coating will be used.
The existing defogging technologies, which are used in applications such as lenses of
Canon cameras, windshields of TOYOTA automobiles and functional glass panels of
Singapore Safety Glass Company, are normally based on multilayer coatings or multiple
heating layers. In contrast, our technology involves only a single layer with a simple process,
and thus the cost will be significantly lower. In addition, our technology can not only defog
but also avoid water droplets formed on the windshields or glass panels when it rains.
Defogging technology has a large market potential because it is used in those products with
huge economic scales such as cars, glass panels, windows, mirrors, cameras, glasses, etc.
However, the high cost of the existing defogging technologies has hampered their largescale applications. With our defogging technology, cameras less than $300 can have
defogging effect.
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Executive Summary
We have applied a new catalyst, Co-TUD-1 to produce single walled carbon nanotubes
(SWCNTs) by chemical vapor deposition (CVD). Compared to common SWCNT synthesis
methods, such as arc discharge, laser ablation and CVD on other catalysts, our SWCNTs
have higher purity and narrower chirality (chiral atomic structure) distribution. In particular,
the narrow chirality control has not been achieved before, which are desired by potential
applications. Simplicity in catalyst preparation, super higher carbon yield and convenience
in catalyst residue removal enable us to significantly reduce our production cost compared
to other techniques.
We have achieved lab scale production and purification of 10 mg of SWCNT samples per
day. In this POC project, we will demonstrate that our SWCNT production process can be
scaled up 100 times to 1 gram per day. Furthermore, we will also show that our SWCNTs
can be produced at S$250/g. Large scale one-pot synthesis of catalyst, growth of SWCNTs
in large chemical vapor deposition reactors and optimization of SWCNT purification process
will be carried out. Based on the optimized process parameters, plant design will be carried
out for industrial scale production of 100 gram – 1 kg SWCNT per day. This will enable the
commercialization of our SWCNT products.
Our high purity SWCNTs may replace or complement traditional semiconductors and lowcost macroelectronics with better performances. In particular, they hold high potentials to
replace indium tin oxide for transparent conductive films. They also represent a promising
platform for targeted drug delivery. Global market of carbon nanotubes is US$95 million in
2009, and will reach US$2 billion within next 6 years (by Freedonia Group’s market analysis,
#2019). Potential buyers include researcher and engineers developing various SWCNT
based techniques. We have significant market advantages in term of SWCNT quality and
production cost compared to major competitors as illustrated in table.
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Executive Summary
The challenge of 2D animation production today is to increase productivity and lower
production cost. Some of the procedures e.g. inbetweening and coloring, are still done
frame by frame manually and take up a large proportion of the production time and cost. On
the other hand, it is also a key issue to manage and collaborate on animation projects
efficiently and effectively. Unfortunately those widely used animation systems in the market
do not provide desirable solutions.
This project aims to develop an integrated animation production and management system
to handle these problems. The production module contains several patented features not
available in other products in the market right now, such as automatic inbetweening,
automatic coloring etc. These technologies automate the tedious tasks so as to save users
from large amount of repeating work and enable them to concentrate on creative tasks.
The web-based management module of our system provides a seamlessly interconnected
workflow for users to efficiently manage and organize animation projects anywhere anytime
using the Internet as the platform. It aggregates comprehensive facilities such as
standardized file storage structure, security, scheduling and communication and
notification, which can be customized flexibly according to different requirements. With all
the advanced technologies in NAF, the productivity will be significantly improved and the
production cost can be expected to reduce by up to 40%.
To prove the effectiveness of the system, animation companies and schools will be invited
to collaborate on joint productions using NAF. During this period, the system will be
customized, refined and enhanced according to the feedback collected from the end users
of these collaborators. We expect to spin off a company in prospect of attracting more
investment for further commercialization of the system in the huge animation market.
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Executive Summary
Visual and audio cues play very important roles in 3D media, such as 3D gaming as well as
the up and coming 3D TV. In 3D media, 3D sound effects allow game developer (likewise
for a 3D movie director) to position sound effects potentially anywhere in a virtual space
surrounding the viewer. Hence, accuracy of the 3D sound is critical to prevent any
degradation of the overall 3D experience. While there are breakthroughs in the display
technology, such as 3D TV and LCD monitors, 3D visual content is still delivered with the
current audio systems, which lacks the ability to project very life-like auditory image. Such
visual-audio setup may not be ideal since a rich 3D experience should include 3D visual
content, as well as immersive audio.
For instance, the viewer would be able to see a bee in a field flying close to (or towards)
themselves (unlike on the 2D screen, the bee will look flat and on the screen). In this case,
the viewer would expect the sound of the bee to be close to them while the viewer expects
to experience the spaciousness of the field (such as the sound of the flowers moving in the
wind). To date, such an immersive audio experience is impossible with current available
audio system. Hence, in this POC, we proposed an audio system which features a unique
combination of directional and conventional loudspeakers. This unique loudspeaker
configuration permits the sound projection of high quality 3D sound as well as the
spaciousness of the audio content.
Currently, we have developed the first prototype of the proposed system using a digital
signal processor (DSP), loudspeaker amplifier, and directional loudspeaker (made up of
ultrasonic emitters). To date, experiments, objective measurements and informal listening
tests have been conducted to verify the validity of the proposed system.
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Executive Summary
Glaucoma causes blindness in 70 million people worldwide. Elevated intraocular pressure
(IOP) is the major risk factor for developing glaucoma. Surgical implantation of a glaucoma
drainage device (GDD) reduces the IOP. However, the major disadvantages and extremely
common problems encountered after implantation of GDDs are:
1. Early (weeks) abnormally low IOP
2. Late (months) abnormally high IOP
Abnormally high IOP later on is more serious and is responsible for device failure in the
majority of patients.
The aim of the project is to provide a solution to overcome the aforementioned shortfalls
that are not adequately addressed by current GGDs. The team has developed a GDD that
possesses a novel biodegradable valve. The GDD also has drug releasing property. Both
the concept of the biodegradable valve and drug-releasing feature are not available in
existing GDDs.
The following Proof of Principle activities have already been successfully completed:
1. The in-vitro characterization system of the GDD has been set up to compare the
performance of our design with the existing ones.
2. Formulation, and pharmacokinetic studies in vitro and in animals of the chosen
combination of polymer with drug (steroid) have been completed to establish the
drug release profile appropriate for this particular application in the eye.
The deliverable from the Proof-of-Concept stage will be to evaluate the GDD prototype
containing the biodegradable valve, and sustained drug delivery capability in vivo. Validation
of efficacy and safety will be conducted in an established animal model.
The Product has the following 2 competitive advantages:
1. Superior control of aqueous outflow from the action of the biodegradable valve
thereby minimising extreme IOP fluctuation
2. Reduce post-operative inflammation and increase therapeutic efficacy of drug
therapy with sustained onsite drug delivery, that is not dependent on patient
compliance.
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Executive Summary
The presence of non-native bio-invaders transported in the ship's ballast water tank proved
to be harmful to the local sea-water ecological system. In fact, ballast water pollution has
been identified as one of the greatest perils to the oceans. To address the risks posed by
the bio-invaders to the coastal water, the maritime industry has to clean and minimize
pollution of sea water which is crucial to preserve the ecological system.
Sea water with less “bio-raider” organisms is more suitable for desalination intake feed,
especially within Singapore. Thus, efficient ballast water treatment could yield great savings
for ship owners as well as to have a sustainable environment. One of the efficient methods
in treating ballast water is by using ozone. Although several studies have explored on
aspects of ozone ballast water treatment, the hitherto method of ozone delivery is less
efficient as they did not fully maximize the mixing potentials between ozone and ballast
water.
In this proposal, the mixing potential is enhanced using ozone microbubbles, which are
injected into the ballast tanks using our patented technology. The produced microbubbles
(diameters from 6-30 microns) have huge surface areas compared to the conventional
injection method. The large contact area of microbubbles increases the residence time with
the ballast water, thus significantly enhance the disinfection or “killed” rate. Another
advantage of microbubble injection is attributed to the electrical properties of the
microbubbles which are negatively charged when used as feed gas. The negatively charged
bubbles create larger attraction forces towards the microbes, thus accelerating the “killing”
mechanism between them. Apart from great disinfection rate, the use of microbubbles also
leads to lesser ozone consumption and most important, no chemical is added in the
proposed process.
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Executive Summary
A rechargeable battery is a device which converts electrical energy to chemical energy and
delivers the stored energy when it is needed. Very often the first questions one asks oneself
when one buys rechargeable batteries for hand phones, laptops, other electronic devices,
and in the not too distant future, even for electric cars would therefore be how fast the charge
rate is, how long the battery can last and what will be the life of the battery. To meet all
these essential needs, the present investigators have recently developed and patented a
positive material for Li rechargeable batteries which can be charged within an extremely
short duration. Based on the investigators’ laboratory data, the newly developed positive
material can store as high as over 90% the theoretical capacity in less than 6 min of charge
while the traditional batteries can only store about 45% the theoretical capacity.
In this POC, the investigators will fabricate full battery cells in the form of "18650" type using
the said positive material developed. To have high energy density and to minimize the cost
of the batteries with little changes in the production line, commercial carbon will be used as
anode. The newly fabricated "18650" type of battery cells are expected to have superfast
charge rate, high power density as well as high energy density.
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Executive Summary
We propose to develop a line-scan focal modulation microscope (FMM) for a variety of
biomedical applications. Focal modulation microscopy is a novel method for in-vivo imaging
of thick biological tissues. Effective background rejection is achieved by introducing a
spatial-temporal phase modulator in the excitation light path. Preliminary experiments with
FMM have demonstrated a penetration depth greater than 700 micron, which is a significant
improvement over conventional confocal microscopy. However, the currently FMM
implementation is based on point-to-point scanning, similar to most confocal microscopes.
While such a configuration affords the best signal to background ratio and image quality,
the imaging acquisition speed is limited. The maximum frame rate is typically a few Hertz.
Such a speed is not adequate for certain applications. For example, millisecond time
resolution is desirable to capture the intrinsic optical signals in retina photoreceptors and
other neuronal tissues.
The line-scan FMM will use a modulated beam to illuminate the sample along a line, and a
line scan CMOS sensor to obtain the fluorescence/scattering signal in parallel. The line is
scanned in the orthogonal direction by the use of a high-speed galvanometer. A 2D image
of 2048x500 pixels can be acquired at 68 frames per second. Scanning a smaller region of
interest (2048x32 pixels), one can reach 1094 frames per second. Other than high-speed,
the line-scan FMM will inherit the advantages of the point-to-point scanning FMM, such as
large penetration depth and compatibility with both fluorescence and scattering contrast
mechanisms.
The developed system will outperform commercially available instruments, such as confocal
microscope and optical coherence tomography, in terms of image acquisition speed, spatial
resolution, imaging depth, and molecular specificity. Therefore, there is a fairly high potential
for our technique to be further developed into commercial products.
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Executive Summary
Our team is developing a novel process to tunably synthesize metal-based nanomaterials
for the healthcare and pharma sectors. Our proprietary technology enables economical
mass-production of nanoparticles with precisely defined properties for existing and
emerging nanomedicine applications such as medical diagnostics, in vivo bio-imaging,
advanced drug delivery and cancer therapy. These applications generally rely on
engineering nanoparticle optical properties that are dictated by particle composition and
morphology. Existing synthesis processes provide very limited control on particle growth
and require substantial downstream processing, whereby increasing production cost and
complexity, and making large-scale production difficult. A need for methods addressing
such problems is evident from the fact that the US government has set aside 23 million USD
in the fiscal year 2010 for the development of sustainable nanomanufacturing technologies.
Our process addresses these shortcomings by enabling precise control of particle growth
with higher yields, easier scale-up, and minimal waste generation with negligible
downstream processing, while enabling dramatic reductions in production costs. The
technology has been extensively tested in a small scale-experimental setup. We propose
to take this technology forward by developing a pilot plant prototype capable of processing
at ten times the throughput of the existing setup. The nanomaterials produced from this pilot
plant will be supplied to our collaborators and potential clients for evaluation and
development of better technologies that utilize such materials.
We envision our technology replacing existing inefficient processes for mass production of
such specialty nanoparticles. We take this technology to market by becoming a leading
contract manufacturer for specialty nanomaterials and licensing it to companies such as
Novartis, Lonza, BASF and Degussa. Nanomedicine, which is a sub-domain of our product
applications, is expected to grow rapidly and become a 160 billion USD market by 2015,
indicating significant market potential and opportunity for innovative and sustainable
process technologies.
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Executive Summary
The turn-key graphene production machine described here will be built for two business
models:
1) Sale of graphene products made from the machine (sale of fast consumable –
business model 1, with very high profit margin if sales can be sustained); as well as
2) Sale of turn-key fabrication machines (business model 2). Very recently, we have
invented a high yield method to produce few layer graphene flakes (FLG) from the
electrochemical expansion and sonication-promoted exfoliation of graphite.
The yield of FLG flakes as calculated from the starting graphite flakes is 70%, which is
significantly higher than most current liquid phase exfoliation methods where the yield is
typically 1% or less. Our method constitutes an industrially scalable processing method for
producing FLG flakes.
Our market survey shows that our business model has unique advantages:
1) Our high quality FLG flakes do not suffer from the collateral damage associated with
acid oxidation, it is currently not available in the international market. The quality of
our products surpassed all current graphene oxide-derived products in terms of
conductivity and its application in solar cell.
2) Second, there is no turn-key machine for graphene production available currently
and the process is still a black art, guarded jealously by individual laboratories. Thus
our machine will be the first machine in the market.
Our cost-benefit analysis shows that the purchase of this machine represents a costeffective investment for customers looking at upward scalability and tailored-made
production. The cost of graphene flake is currently $50-70/mg. This means one gram of the
product will easily be in the range of $10,000-50,000. The cost of 1 kg of graphene flakes
become astronomical (>$10,000,000 if we scale linearly). Our machine is a game-changing
product that can address the cost issue, it can produce up to 200g of graphene flakes per
month for a compact machine, which brings the buyer immense cost benefit ratio with just
one machine.
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Executive Summary
The global market for in vitro diagnostics is worth $56 billion in 2010. A large fraction of in
vitro diagnostics is reliant on fluorescent probes. Commercial fluorescent probes are
presently largely based on small organic dyes, fluorescent proteins and quantum dots
(QDs). The ability to study molecular and cellular events by using fluorescent probes has
broadly impacted drug development and molecular diagnosis industries. However, the
currently available commercial fluorophores, such as dye and fluorescent proteins suffer
from limited molar extinction coefficient and low photo-bleaching thresholds. An alternative
probe technology based on QDs shows high cytotoxicity in oxidative environment, which
limits their in vitro and in vivo applications.
Water-soluble conjugated polymers (CPs) have been identified as a promising new class of
fluorescent molecules delivering orders of magnitude improvements in signal output relative
to commercial dyes. In addition, primary investigation using CP as non-specific stain for live
cell imaging reveals that they possess low cytotoxicity, high photostability and sufficient
brightness. However, the currently available water-soluble CPs have charge functionalities,
which are not suitable for biomolecule conjugation due to non-specific interactions. The lack
of recognition element in currently available water-soluble CPs hampers their adoption by
the in vitro diagnostics market which is otherwise keen to take on the technology. The
proposed work is directed to proving a novel concept toward chemically tailoring polymer
structure/properties to allow the synthesis of neutral water-soluble CPs and CP-protein/CPaffibody conjugates as fluorescent diagnostic probes for in-vitro cell imaging and detection.
The technology developed in this project will allow us to produce high performance
replacements for commonly used fluorescent dyes (e.g. fluorescein, Alexa488) or quantum
dot (CdSe) based probes that could be widely used in cellular imaging, DNA sequencing
and immunoassays. The expertise and facilities needed for successful completion of the
project are already in place, which guarantee the project to be most efficiently conducted at
NUS.
The PI’s own research, further confirmed by commercial inquiries from Clearbridge
Biomedics, Millipore, Invitrogen, Becton Dickinson etc, has identified a clear market need
for polymer probes as high performance replacements for commonly used fluorescent
probes based on fluorescent dyes or quantum dots. The CPs and CP-protein conjugates
produced from this project will address the unmet need in the current in vitro diagnostics
market.
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Executive Summary
It is projected that 400 million people will suffer from asthma by year 2025. In Singapore,
the prevalence of asthma for children is 20% and adult is 5%.
Inhaled corticosteroid is the most effective controller for asthma. However, chronic severe
asthmatics (accounting for 20% of asthma population with 5‐20% being steroid‐resistance)
are poorly controlled by steroid drugs, and are more prone to asthma exacerbation. This
uncontrolled group of asthmatics requires high doses of inhaled and even oral steroids, and
suffer from multiple steroid side effects, and accounts for more than 50% healthcare costs
in asthma. There is an urgent need to discover novel anti‐inflammatory agents for asthma.
We have recently identified novel anti‐inflammatory actions of antimalarial drug artesunate
in mouse model of asthma. A patent has been filed for the use of artesunate with and without
steroid in asthma (PCT/SG2010/000111). To develop new add‐on therapy to inhaled steroid
is the major market for asthma drug development.
Artesunate can be developed as an oral non‐steroidal add‐on therapy for chronic asthma.
Montelukast is the current anti‐inflammatory add‐on therapy for asthma, but it does not
provide noticeable add‐on benefit because of its narrow scope of drug action. Artesunate
affords a broad‐spectrum anti‐inflammatory action that it is potentially superior to
montelukast.
We propose a 4‐week randomized, double‐blind, placebo‐controlled trial of 50 chronic
asthmatics, of which 25 patients will be treated with artesunate and the other 25 patients
with placebo. We expect a 20% improvement in airflow measurement and 20% reduction in
airway inflammation upon artesunate treatment. We envision publishing the first clinical
report on the beneficial add‐on effect of artesunate for chronic asthma, boosting the clinical
research capability of the Respiratory Division at National University Hospital, and securing
company‐sponsored clinical study, licensing and commercialization of combined artesunate
and steroid for chronic asthma.
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Executive Summary
As an alternate to graphite, Altair Nano at USA has introduced Li4Ti5O12 zero strain anode
material along with LiFePO4 cathode material for Li-ion Battery. This anode has a potential
of 1.5V and theoretical capacity of 170 mAh/g. Though the power density is quite high
compared to conventional Li-ion battery (LiCoO2 vs. graphite) and A123 Li-ion battery
(LiFePO4 vs. graphite), its energy density is not impressive.
TiO2 anode material investigated here has a potential of 1.7V with theoretical storage
capacity of 330 mAh/g. So far, industry was not keen in using TiO2 as anode due to the fact
that the practical storage capacity achieved has been less than 200 mAh/g. For the first
time, we have synthesized mesoporous TiO2 using soft template method with high surface
area (137 m2/g) with superior storage capability up to 265 mAh/g at C/5 and 107 mAh/g at
30oC. The packing density of meso-TiO2 is nearly 6.6 times higher than commercial TiO2
nanopowder. This proves that the volumetric energy density - an important parameter for
battery technology- is quite high for meso-TiO2. Present proposal will optimize the conditions
for mass production of meso-TiO2 up to 5 kg.
Through this POC we would gather data on how to optimize the conditions for mass
production of meso-TiO2. However, the actual verification would be in a POV project. We
further aim to fabricate Li-ion battery using compatible cathode materials in collaboration
with E-One Moli, a leading battery manufacturer at Taiwan. We hope to provide Li-ion
battery with high energy density and high power density that compete with state-of-the-art
technologies currently in use for electric vehicles. A US provisional patent has already been
made on this technology innovation.
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Executive Summary
We have developed a Social Problem-Solving Skills Training (SPSST) programme for anger
management that was revised from an earlier version (see Ang & Ooi, 2003a, 2003b). This
programme consists of books and other resources, and comprises 12 lessons that involve
not just teaching specific social skills, but also modifying the thought processes underlying
maladaptive behaviour. Components of the programme include: a) identification of feelings,
b) anger coping skills, c) social-cognitive skills, and d) prosocial skills. Based on this
programme, we have developed an initial prototype web-based version of the SPSST
programme. This Web-based version aims to use this programme with its theoretical
underpinnings to teach social skills for coping with anger and aggression via a game-based
environment. The games seek to engage the children in social activities in a virtual social
world. It is augmented with mini-games, interleaved in the game world, which deliver explicit
instructions on social skills. We hope to further extend this programme to an existing web
portal, ROC-N-ASH (www.roc-n-ash.com), which already contains the modules for the
treatment of ADHD and anxiety, in order to provide a more holistic delivery of mental health
services to the public
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Executive Summary
In the combat against environment pollution and global warming, clean energy generation
and storage is vital to the sustainability of Singapore. Supercapacitors are the major energy
storage devices due to their extremely high capacity in storing electric charges and energy.
They are superior to batteries because their power density is up to 100 times that of
batteries. As clean energy sources, supercapacitors have important applications in electric
vehicles and consumer electronic devices including iPods and iPhones. The increasing
concerns on energy and environment call for new generation supercapacitors with improved
performances and reduced costs.
This project aims to use our patent-pending nanomaterial to develop novel supercapacitors
for energy storage and management. In contrast to commercial supercapacitors containing
liquid electrolyte, our recently invented superhydrophilic nanomaterial allows for a different
mechanism of energy storage, and thus create the possibility of a new type solid-state
supercapacitor. According to our background IP, the preliminary performance of the
proposed supercapacitor is comparable to that of commercial carbon-based devices.
Moreover, it has a lot of space for further improvement by optimizing the chemical
compositions of the active nanomaterials. To convert the background IP into a commercial
reality, further R & D works are proposed in this project to deliver a new generation
supercapacitor which has market competitiveness owing to its simpler configuration, lower
cost, and higher performances
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Executive Summary
Water shortage is a severe problem in many countries around the world and the water
shortfall can be solved by desalination of seawater or brackish water using commercially
methods. However, these available methods are inherently energy intensive where their
specific primary energy consumption needed vary from 13 to 35 kWh/m3. Comparing with
the thermodynamic limit for desalination of 0.78 kWh/m3, the existing desalination methods
are an order higher in energy consumptions when compared with the conventional methods.
Hence, there is a need to develop more energy efficient processes and yet consuming less
chemicals that is less harmful to the environment.
Our team has developed a waste heat or renewable heat driven desalting cycle which is
both energy efficient and environment-friendly. It combines the adsorption desalination (AD)
and the modified multieffect (MED) or called the ADMED cycle in short.
The cycle is operated by a low temperature energy source and yet produces two useful
effects, namely cooling and high grade potable water. The integrated ADMED cycle retains
the advantages of both cycles, that is the AD and the MED and yet giving a two-fold rise in
the water production yield when compared with the MED alone.
In summary, the salient features of the ADMED cycle are:(i) Its ability to be powered by a
low temperature heat source, typically at 50oC to 80oC, (ii) It has almost no moving major
parts other than the valves and water pumps, offering low maintenance cost, (iii) It produces
two useful effects with only one heat source input, and achieving a lowest specific energy
consumption of 11.68 kWh/m3. This is attributed to recovery of waste or renewable energy
from the sun. We regard the recovery of waste heat or renewable solar heat source as free
energy because if it is not used, the heat will be purged into the ambient- akin to the
evaporation of seawater by the sun which is absolutely free.
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Executive Summary
As a critical component of optoelectronic devices, transparent conductive coatings pervade
modern technology and consumer electronics. The most widely used standard coating
Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) is used in nearly all flat panel displays including touch panels and
microdisplays. However, the rapid increase in Indium demand for touch screens in cell
phones and tablet PCs, the ever increasing size of flat panel TVs and the limited supply of
rare earth metals is making it prohibitively expensive. From $60/kg in 2002, indium prices
rose to over $1,000/kg during the summer 2010.
Graphene, a recently discovered carbon based material with superior physical properties
has the potential to significantly improve many aspects of microelectronics. While many
applications are being discussed, we believe that one of the first commercial uses of
grapheme films will be as transparent conductors in general and in touch screen
applications in particular. We also believe that graphene’s unique mechanical and optical
properties, which in contrast to its electronic properties have not even remotely competing
alternatives in existing materials such as ITO will result in products with highly desirable
new functionalities. Even if cost would not be an issue, ITO’s future in optoelectronic device
applications is limited. Being heavy, non-bendable and brittle, ITO cannot meet the
requirements of next generation flexible electronics and displays. IDTechEx, a globally
recognized industry expert is forecasting that the graphene based transparent conductor
market will grow exponentially from few million $ today to $5 billion in 2015 and $55 billion
by 2020. Almost 40% of this growth will be driven by two key applications of solar cell panels
and OLED. In addition, the overall flexible display market is projected to increase to almost
$35 billion by 2020.
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Executive Summary
The study of biological specimens with charged particles remains integral to the
advancement of biological sciences owing to its superior resolution over optical techniques.
However, such systems work in a vacuum environment so the specimens must be
chemically altered and dehydrated prior to imaging. This presents an obstacle to obtaining
reliable information because faithful imaging depends critically on the sample preparation
technique and all dehydration techniques produce artifacts (protein loss, shrinkage etc).
Imaging the specimens in a pristine hydrated state (even in vacuum) is possible if the
sample is frozen, but only if the formation of ice crystals is avoided. This can be achieved if
the specimen’s temperature is rapidly quenched below the freezing point (faster than ice
crystals can propagate). However, conventional techniques such as slam and plunge
freezing provide vitrification of limited depth (5-10 microns). A better approach freezes under
extremely high pressures ~2100 bar, where propagation speed of crystal growth is reduced.
High pressure freezing is the gold-standard, providing vitreous regions up to ~200 microns,
but the instruments are expensive (~300,000SGD) and require delicate, time-consuming
sample preparation prior to loading into the freezer.
Our approach applies pulsed microwave energy to the sample as it is rapidly cooled to
increase the depth of vitrification. The microwaves disrupt the water molecules aggregated
in pentamer clusters, which form the nucleation sites for ice crystals. The pentamers are
broken immediately preceding the freezing wave, minimizing crystal formation. This novel
approach can be made compact and integrated within an optical microscope, so that the
sample can be frozen nearly instantaneously after a triggering event, greatly increasing the
utility of correlative microscopy. The cost can be 10 times lower than high pressure freezers,
so its integration can become an integral component in the rapidly expanding field of
correlative microscopy (estimated annual market >$70M).
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Executive Summary
Recent technological advances have allowed for a proliferation of digital evidence images,
which can be captured by CCD, compact, DSLR, or cell phone cameras. Capability of
processing this new media as evidence in legal cases or as hints of investigation is
becoming important. Using these images as evidence in legal cases (e.g. child sexual
abuse, child pornography and masked gunmen) can be very challenging, because the faces
of criminals or victims are not visible. Although large skin marks and tattoos have been
used, they are ineffective in some legal cases, because the skin exposed in evidence
images neither have unique tattoos nor enough skin marks for identification. The blood
vessel between the skin and the muscle covering most parts of the human body is a
powerful biometric trait, because of its universality, permanence and distinctiveness.
Traditionally, it was impossible to use vein patterns for forensic identification, because they
were not visible in color images. Dr. Kong and his teammates have developed an algorithm
to uncover vein patterns from the skin exposed in color images for personal identification.
Experimental results are very encouraging. The clarity of the vein patterns in resultant
images is comparable or even better than that in near infrared (NIR) images. Moreover,
algorithms have been especially developed to remove the blocking artifacts in JPEG
compressed skin images, to enhance visibility of vein patterns in NIR images, and to
represent them in an effective manner.
The aim of this project is to develop a software packet, including (1) a vein uncovering
algorithm based on the modified Kubelka-Munk model, (2) a vein enhancement algorithm
for NIR images, (3) a knowledge-based one pass algorithm to remove blocking artifacts,
and (4) a vein representation algorithm, for commercialization finally and (5) a full-body
imaging system for effectively collecting and managing data from inmates.
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Executive Summary
The widespread availability and use of digital multimedia content has created an everincreasing need for wider and faster wireless connectivity. For wireless applications that
lend themselves to lower speeds but require wider connectivity, for example, a whole home
coverage, the current Wi-Fi devices operating in the 2.4- and 5-GHz bands are better suited.
While for wireless applications that lend themselves to faster speeds but require shorter
connectivity, for example, a whole room coverage, the current WirelessHD devices
operating in the 60-GHz band are of the choice. However, the current Wi-Fi and WirelessHD
devices are not interoperable.
Clearly, there is a need for a unified standard for products to be interoperable, that is, to be
able to transparently switch among 2.4-, 5- and 60-GHz networks ensuring optimal
performance. Such a need can only be met by new devices with tri-band radios. Obviously,
tri-band radios require tri-band antenna technologies. To our best knowledge, no such an
antenna technology exists today.
In this project, we aim to develop low-cost antenna-in-package technology for single-chip
tri-band radio devices operating in the 2.4, 5, and 60 GHz bands for the IEEE 802.11ad
standard by exploring the novel SIW-by-patch scheme for instant wireless synchronization,
the Yagi-by-patch scheme for wireless Internet access, and grid-by-patch scheme for
wireless display.
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Executive Summary
Drug delivery balloons (DDBs) are a new class of medical devices developed to address
the growing US$7B atherosclerosis market. DDBs are designed to simultaneously open
blocked blood vessels while delivering drugs to prevent restenosis. While clinical results are
promising, the drug coating used on current DDBs is not optimal, resulting in significant drug
loss during the procedure, inaccurate dosing, and poorly defined pharmacokinetics. This
has raised concerns within the clinical and regulatory community regarding the safety and
long term efficacy of DDBs.
Despite these reservations, commercial interest in these devices is highlighted by
Medtronic’s acquisition of the DDB company Invatec for US$350MM in April 2010. This
presents a significant market opportunity and clinical need for the development of new
DDBs with a robust drug delivery coating able to deliver drugs in a safe controlled manner.
In this project, we will address this US$7B market by developing a DDB with a pressuresensitive bioadhesive coating embedded with drug eluting microparticles. The bioadhesive
coating is robust and will only detach from the balloon upon deployment at the blockage.
When the balloon is subsequently deflated and removed, the bioadhesive coating will
remain attached to be vessel wall, after which the embedded microparticles will slowly
deliver their therapeutic payload over a 4 week period. The bioadhesive will itself also
dissolve completely in this time.
This project will proceed in two phases:



Phase 1 will be prototype development and in-vitro testing. Mechanical properties
and elution kinetics of bioadhesive coatings with microparticles will be characterized
using our in-house bioreactor simulating human blood vessels.
Phase 2 will test our DDB in rabbits with time points at 3 days, 4 weeks and 12
weeks. We will determine the pharmacokinetics by measuring drug tissue
concentrations, evaluate bioadhesive dissolution, and assess histopathology for
blood clot and scar tissue formation.
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Executive Summary
Quick-charging and high-power lithium ion batteries have great and increasing marketing
potential owing to their convenient and environmentally-friendly behavior. The demand has
rapidly increased for high-performance batteries to power small electronic devices and
electric vehicles, accompanying the increasing price of gasoline and the degradation of
urban environment. The demand for quick charging is also the pressing need for any battery
user. However, the commercialized batteries of electric vehicles are limited by their high
cost, low power, unsafe and longer charging time. In fact, the disadvantages come from the
electrode materials of batteries, especially anode materials.
Our objective is to develop novel two-dimension (2D) electrode materials and apply them
for high-power mini lithium ion batteries, which have a short full charging time less than 1
minute. This kind of batteries could present the features for next-generation lithium-ion
batteries including high energy density, superior cycle life, safety, and low cost.
We emphatically developed novel high-rate 2D anode materials, for example, sandwich-like
ultrathin TiO2 nanosheets and wavelike titanate nanosheets. They could be synthesized in
large scale and exhibit superior electrochemical performance at high discharging/charging
rates for high-power lithium ion batteries, which are superior to other reported solutions in
both scalability and cost. Furthermore, the synthetic routes of 2D anode materials are focus
on clean, safe and low-cost systems. The proposed routes could also conquer the decrease
of their grain boundaries and surface area, and keep the materials with superior
performance. More importantly, the ultrafast charging makes the charging of electronic
devices faster, safer and more convenient than traditional batteries. The kind of batteries
has great potential in mini mobile devices (e.g. hand phone and MP4) and electric vehicles.
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Executive Summary
Electrochromic (EC) devices have the ability to produce reversible and persistent changes
in their optical properties and can be used in smart windows, a window that can be darkened
or lightened reversibly, making it suitable for energy-saving applications. However, the
application of conventional flat EC films is limited by the lack of primary colors and the slow
color switching speed. These are strongly determined by the optical properties of the EC
materials and the kinetics of electrochemical reactions. The aim of this project is to fabricate
an electrochromic photonic crystal (EPC) device for commercial demands that combines
chemical (electrochromic) and physical (photonic) coloring mechanisms to enable color
tuning and enhanced switching speeds.
TiO2 inverse opal PCs with different photonic sizes will be fabricated by atomic layer
deposition (ALD). These PCs will be used as electrochromic materials to develop different
primary colors. Secondly, gradient PCs will be used as electrochromic materials. These high
quality gradient TiO2 inverse opal PCs (Technology Disclosure TD/096/10) were developed
for the first time. Optical characterization shows that gradient PCs enable excellent tunability
over the color spectrum. It is expected that gradient PCs can provide further versatility with
respect to color tunability. Thirdly, the response speed and structure stability of PCs will be
demonstrated.
Photonic crystals are used as EC materials displaying different non-bleachable structural
colors and can be integrated onto flexible substrates. Commercial ALD tools have already
been scaled up for industrial applications to deposit on large area substrates. Therefore, lab
scale devices can be scaled to the production with minimal disruption. The EC device based
on photonic crystals can be used in smart windows at a low operating potential on the order
of one volt. Owing to the potential energy savings and alignment with the philosophy of
sustainable buildings, commercializing the EPC technology is highly desirable.
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Executive Summary
Fluoride ion batteries (FIB) is a new type of high energy and high power density based on
fluoride ion chemistry. FIBs can store up to four times more energy per weight than lithium
ion batteries (LIBs) and the most important advantage of FIB vs. LIB is their enhanced safety
since no metal is involved and their higher energy and power performances together with
lower cost (no expensive metal is used, F- is more available than lithium and is cheaper).
LIBs are prone to thermal runaway that can lead to catastrophic events such as fires and
explosions. The inherent instability of LIBs is in part due to the presence of lithium which
forms metallic dendrites which doesn’t happen in FIB. Fluoride ion battery technology
developed in this project may prove to be a “disruptive technology” in the battery market
segment owing to its extremely high energy power storage capability and safety.
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Executive Summary
We will develop a prototype device to measure the cleaning activity in ultrasonic cleaning
bathes. It is a handheld, battery powered device which can be operated by a non-specialist
to measure the quality of the ultrasonic cleaning process.
Ultrasonic cleaning is a prevalent procedure in the metalworking industry to prepare surface
before varnishing, in the electronic industry to clean electronic circuit boards prior assembly,
and in the silicon chipmaker industry for ultraclean processing of wafers. Further, ultrasonic
cleaning is exploited in almost every biological and medical/dental lab to clean delicate
items and tools, mix emulsions, and prepare biological cells.
Currently no sensor technology exists which allows simple and reliable measurement of the
cleaning bathes to evaluate their performance and/or assure the quality of the cleaning
process. We have developed a novel sensor able to quantify the flow in ultrasonic cleaning
bathes. Here, we propose to embed this sensor in a handheld device to develop the
technology for the mass market, i.e. we want to equip all future ultrasonic cleaning bathes
with this cleaning bath analyzer. We target a market of 4-5 million devices per year with a
sustainable income from replaceable sensor tips and future upgrades.
We envision exploitation through direct sale of IP to the ultrasonic cleaning industry and/or
through a start-up company. The underlying sensor technology is secured with a patent
application from October 2010 through NIEO (NTU).
Lam research, one of the largest toolmaker for the semiconductor industry is supporting this
application with manpower and access to cleaning equipment, as well as the proposers lab
with 80k SGD for cleaning related research.
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Executive Summary
3D video has come a long way in thrilling the audience with objects visually moving towards
and away from the audience. Unfortunately, this visual depth cannot be faithfully reproduced
with current sound system. An object coming from far and moving towards the audience will
only be perceived to sound louder, which severely degrades the realism of the audio
content.
Headphones can produce realistic 3D sound effect, but very often, far and near objects
sounds similar (in-the-head experience), and also can lead to front-back confusion (sound
tends to appear behind the head, even though the actual auditory image comes from the
front).
To overcome the limitation of the headphones, a new structure of a headphone consisting
of a group of strategic-positioned sound emitters placed around the human ears, and a set
of proprietary algorithms based on the new headphone is proposed. The sound emitters
produce important sound cues that enhance the sound effects of moving objects in a 3D
space, therefore, increasing realism. A suit of specially designed algorithms is used to
extract important sound information from audio tracks in 3D media. For an optimal listening
experience, these algorithms performs 3D audio rendering based on some psychoacoustic
principles, and distributes the processed signals to different groups of emitters.
This new headphone, referred as 3D headphones, can be used together with 3D media for
PC and console gaming, and home entertainment. We target to deliver the 3D headphones
at a price point of $150 USD.
This POC will facilitate the construction of a showcase demo for the 3D headphones and
the key implementation challenges of this POC are as follows:
1) Building a cost effective prototype that is light and comfortable to wear, and results
in minimum power consumption for long hours of usage (10 hours).
2) Fine-tune and miniaturization of various hardware such as battery, sound processor,
and amplifiers in the headphones.
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Executive Summary
Nanostructured transparent conducting oxides (TCOs) are of essential technological
importance in optoelectronics. Demand for thin film and device fabrication of TCOs onto
flexible substrates for emerging applications such as OLEDs, flat panel display and thin film
solar cells has grown rapidly in recent years and is expected to reach $11B in sales by
2015. Thin, lightweight, unbreakable, conformable, bendable, rollable, cloth-like and
inexpensive are desirable attributes for these applications, for which plastic substrates are
well-suited. A high volume roll-to-roll processing operation would result in 50% lower
production costs and 50% less capital expenditures for comparable greenfield sites.
Our patented technology to be demonstrated in the proposed research enables large scale,
low temperature thin film fabrication of TCOs on flexible, including polymeric, substrates
with low resistivity and high stability. By turning the negative charges on TCO nanoparticle
surfaces into positive charges through a novel chemical process, electron hopping rate
among nanoparticles can be significantly increased and thus nanoparticle resistivity is
greatly minimized. Thin film fabrication of the surface-modified nanoparticles on flexible
substrates can be carried out by deposition techniques, such as self-assembly,
electrospray, etc. The stability of the thin film can be greatly enhanced through nanoparticle
crosslink initiated by a novel photochemical process. The entire fabrication processes can
be done below the glass transition temperature of the flexible substrates and are highly
scalable to enable roll-to-roll thin film fabrications.
The current technologies for TCO film deposition rely either on high temperature annealing,
which would degrade the performance of the flexible substrates, or on thick TCO films,
which would reduce the transmittance and induce cracks, to achieve the desired low
resistivity. Our patented technology is significantly more advanced because it allows the
thin films (<200 nm thick) to be fabricated on flexible substrates at low temperatures with
significantly enhanced stability.
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Executive Summary
Arsenic is highly toxic to humans and living organisms. Arsenic pollution is a serious global
environmental problem. Much stricter rule has been adopted to limit its concentration as low
as 10 ppb in drinking water. Thus, it is of great urgency to develop an affordable and robust
technology to remove arsenic from polluted water.
Adsorption by iron oxide, ion exchange, precipitation, and membrane filtration are the
available technologies for the removal of arsenic. They may reduce the arsenic
concentration to below 10 ppb. However, the drawbacks are low efficiency, high chemical
consumption and need for post-treatment.
In our lab, a nano-sized binary metal oxide was synthesized and tested for its treatment
capacity for arsenic through a series of lab-scale studies. It can remove greatly arsenic
species (inorganic species of As(III) and As(V) and organic species) from the contaminated
aqueous solutions. The maximum adsorption capacity of arsenic is above 100 mg/g, much
higher than many available sorbents in the market. More importantly, it can remove the
As(III) species that is much more difficult to be treated than As(V).
We will further scale-up our technology for small lab-scale operation to a pilot-scale
operation in this proposed study. The system will have a balancing tank, sorbent production
tank (in-situ), sorption tank, coagulation injection, settling tank, filter, and water storage. The
system will be optimized based on a series of experimental studies. The adsorption
mechanisms will be studied through experimental and mathematical modelling studies.
It is anticipated that the POC study would validate the technology and provide us a series
of parameters for the design and operation of full-scale treatment system. The success in
this proposed POC project will lead to the commercialization of the cost-effective and
environmental friendly nano-technology for arsenic removal. Singapore will become the first
country to market the technology.
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Executive Summary
There is a huge market for membrane technologies with innovative clean air/water solutions
which are the key input for living, food, energy and various industries. This technology is
vital especially to the “clean resources scarce” countries such as China, India and
Singapore since the demand from these countries drastically increase with
industrialization/development. In addition, global views on sustaining clean environment
with new international/national legislations on carbon-emission, air/water pollution etc. have
increased the demands for innovative membrane technologies.
The objective is to fabricate a multifunction membrane modular system prototype; sensor in
combination with filtration system both passive (particulate filtration) and active
(disinfectant). The proposed integrated system has the benefits of low-cost monitoring and
cleaning technologies for broad environmental compatibility, holistically under a single
platform. It is noteworthy that most of the commercialized membranes are based on physical
or passive filtration. There are some which emphasized on photocatalytic (active) filtration
however lack of other functionalities while others are lack of hybrid composite materials
structure such that lifetime and robustness of the membrane are of issues.
Thus far, there is no known academic research or commercial product based on integration
of sensory and catalytic disinfectant capabilities of composite membrane. The pioneering of
this work will reduce the key competitions from potential competitors. Our technology is
better than the current state-of-the-art since SMART active membrane were fabricated
based on inexpensive/scalable sol-gel inorganic coating on polymeric membrane which has
pore size tunability cutting-across nano-ultra-micro filtration. Hybrid composite
nanomaterials combine the intrinsic physical/chemical properties of both inorganic and
organic components with exceptional mechanical and chemical properties. The membrane
was designed to have an optimum surface area, nanoparticles functionalization, asymmetric
structure and optimized thickness for enhanced medium adsorption-desorption sensing,
enhanced light absorption and scattering photocatalytic disinfectant and low hydraulic
resistance and fouling (self-cleaning) of the membrane.
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Executive Summary
The markets for transparent conductors (TC) are rapidly growing, such as touch screens, flexible
displays, solar cell, and solid-state lighting, etc. The market will reach approximately $9.4 billion by
2015. Indium tin oxide (ITO) is currently the market standard for most applications. However, the
applications of ITO are limited due to its poor flexibility and the limited resources of indium. Graphene
offers several potential advantages over ITO, such as high flexibility, excellent chemical stability, low
cost and rich in resource. In fact, several companies such as Fujitsu and Eikos Inc. have already
begun to incorporate graphene into their TC technologies.
The most promising method to mass produce graphene thin films with high quality is chemical vapor
deposition (CVD). Metals like Cu or Ni foils are usually served as substrates and meanwhile the
catalyst for the growth of graphene films. The critical and also cumbersome step for these processing
is to transfer the graphene films from Cu/Ni foils to transparent substrates. The reported way till now
is to attach the graphene side on a polymer coating (e.g. PMMA) or a thermal release tape, etch off
Cu/Ni foils, then place the graphene/polymer (tape) on transparent substrate and finally remove the
polymer coating or tape. During the multi-step transfer, graphene films could be curled or torn to
small pieces and therefore the yield of large-area graphene films is limited. The
transmittance/resistance of the films will be also deteriorated. The best performance of the CVD
deposited graphene films is ~125-700Ω/sq at T%≥80%, much higher than 10-30Ω/sq for commercial
ITO films. This will limit their applications in high-performance solar cells and large area displays
which require the resistance as low as 20Ω/sq to avoid undesired voltage drop and Joule heating.
Furthermore, it is a luxurious waste to etch off the Cu/Ni foils. Environment contamination is
unavoidable when the ionic Cu/Ni wastes are discharged.
We have demonstrated a non-substrate-transfer and non-etching process to grow large-area
graphene films which is the current technical bottleneck for the commercialization of graphene. Metal
(Cu or Ni) nanofibers instead of common-used foils will be used as the catalysts to grow graphene.
The main challenge is that how to avoid the morphological change and agglomeration of the
nanofibers during graphene growth (>700°C) due to their low melting point and large specific surface
area. In this invention, the nanofibers will be developed by electrospinning and then coated with liquid
carbon sources such as polyethylene glycol (PEG). The liquid carbon source is firstly transformed to
an amorphous carbon layer which can serve as a barrier layer to suppress the deformation of the
metal nanofibers in the subsequent formation of graphene. The graphene nanofibers with metal in
the core can directly grow on rigid substrates or be coated on flexible substrates as transparent
conductor. The nanofibers can also be dispersed as a conductive ink for EMI (electromagnetic
interference) shielding or inkjet/screen printing of RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) antennas
and flexible circuits, etc.
The obtained graphene films offer many advantages over ITO, such as highly flexible, better chemical
stability, lower cost and rich in resource. Compared with Cu or Ag nanofiber based conductor, the
films have better chemical stability since graphene can protect the metal cores from
oxidation/corrosion. Furthermore, our films have a work function at 4.6eV, close to that of ITO (4.7eV)
(for metal fibers, the work function is lower). They can directly replace ITO as electrodes for those
ITO based devices. The established graphene-growth technology and the prototype graphene films
in this project will attract many customers in transparent conductors, touch screen, flexible display,
solar cell and RFID, such as Samsung, Nokia, and Toshiba, etc.
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Executive Summary
Electrolyzing water to produce hydrogen is an energy-intensive process. The proposed idea is to
hybrid electrolysis with photocatalysis for water splitting to significantly reduce the energy required.
Hybridization lowers the cost of energy. Additionally, this project aims to capture the photon energy
in the visible light range to produce hydrogen; taking advantage of the wider wavelength spectrum of
sunlight. The amount of hydrogen generated is significantly more compared to purely electrolysis or
photocatalysis.
Our team has developed a photocatalysis-electrolysis hybrid system that overcomes the
disadvantages of conventional electrolysis or photocatalysis. Because of decreased electrolysis
voltage by incorporating our novel high-performing photocatalys, hydrogen is manufactured at a
lower cost. This technology is a high impact and implementable solution for hydrogen production. It
is a key to providing resilience and sustainability to Singapore’s energy future.
Novelty/innovations of this work over existing technologies making it attractive for commercialisation
include:
(i)
Novel synthesized photocatalyst nanomaterials when added to water, significantly
reduces the amount of power needed for the water-splitting process for rapid hydrogen
production. A small photovoltaic panel or low DC supply is sufficient to power the system;
(ii)
The proposed novel electrolysis-photocatalysis system employs solar energy through
the PV panel to split water to make hydrogen – a fully renewable and sustainable system
to generate a clean fuel (Figure1); and
(iii)
The system can work with untreated rain water which is abundant and partial-treated
waste water. The hydrogen so obtained can be used in fuel cells to provide electricity.
Several impactful projects are earmarked after this POC (Figure2). Deliverables from this POC are
keys to developing these projects.
Our work on “Cheap Power from Rainwater” was reported on Straits Times (2 July-page B12). After
the media publication, our work received enquiries from various key public and private companies
(e.g. EMA, Spring-Singapore, Ascenda, etc).
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Executive Summary
A self‐supported cobalt oxide‐based catalyst was pioneered to accelerate the hydrolysis of
sodium borohydride (NaBH4) for the production of high purity hydrogen gas, which is
extremely useful in many applications including as a fuel source for portable proton
exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC). We have demonstrated that the cobalt‐based
catalyst is a promising alternative to other commercial catalysts, including precious metals
such as Ru and Rh coated on substrates, owing to the high reactivity, cost effective, high
durability (more than 10 times more durable than Ru coated substrate in lifespan) and
recyclability. The developed cobalt oxide‐based catalysts displayed the highest catalytic
effect on the hydrolysis of sodium borohydride and are expected to exceed hydrogen
generation rate of 1 L min‐1 g‐1 at reaction temperature lower than 60oC for high‐efficiency
hydrogen generation system applications. We have also circumvented the technical
challenges in producing small ceramic beads in bulk by applying novel gel‐casting
technique.
The technique, which is a low capital investment and cost‐effective technique, allows the
production of the self‐supported cobalt oxide‐based catalyst to be scaled up easily. The
combinational effects of sintering additives, sintering temperatures and diameters of the
catalytic beads on the hydrogen generation rate of the cobalt oxide‐based catalysts will be
further studied to understand the role of crystal structure of cobalt oxide on the catalytic
efficiency, which is critical for optimizing the parameters associated to the scaling up
production of catalyst beads and the performance of hydrolysis of sodium borohydride.
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Executive Summary
Nanotechnology is a blooming industry with a very promising future. However, this industry
can be much further exploited in Singapore. Single wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) are
among the most promising materials for future electronics and optoelectronics applications.
Carbon nanotubes thin film transistors are expected to enable fabrication of high
performance, flexible and transparent devices. SWCNT are typically 1-3nm in diameter with
length of tens of micrometer. They are thermally stable and incredibly strong in mechanical
strength. Carbon nanotubes can be synthesized by a few established methods. However,
all as grown carbon nanotubes comprise both metallic and semiconducting species. To be
applicable in transistors, only semiconducting SWCNT species is desirable. The electronic
properties of semiconducting carbon nanotubes include high room temperature charge
mobility which is more than an order magnitude than crystalline silicon.
In this Project, we are scaling up technologies to produce separated semiconducting
SWCNTs of purity 95% with high yield 25%. Besides, we would also like to commercialize
the technology of depositing uniform network of semiconducting SWCNTs on substrate with
stripes. With the stripping technology, the use of highly pure SWCNTs (its production could
be very costly) could be avoided.
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Executive Summary
Non-healing wounds is a chronic problem in patients suffering from diabetes, kidney failure,
burns and bed sores. Diabetic wounds lead to foot ulcers which eventually end up in lower
limb amputations and some individuals are prone to abnormal wound healing leading to
ugly scars called keloids which are a cosmetic nuisance and psychosocial burden. Current
methods to accelerate wound healing have met with limited success and keloids when
treated recur frequently. Keloids behave like benign tumours making them even more
challenging to treat. In the US alone, an estimated US$25 billion is spent annually on
treatment of chronic wounds and the problem is growing worldwide due to an aging
population and rise in the incidence of diabetes and obesity. We have derived and studied
a novel stem cell from the human umbilical cord Wharton’s jelly (hWJSC) that possesses
certain unique properties that can be applied to keloid suppression and wound healing. Our
hypothesis is to take advantage of the ability of hWJSCs/extracts to
1) destroy tumorigenic cells and
2) promote cell proliferation in the preparation of a 'wound dressing patch' that will be
made up of an aloe vera-nanofibrous mesh impregnated with the hWJSCs/extracts
to be applied to wounds to deliver specific molecules that would suppress keloid
formation and encourage wound healing.
Our team is multidisciplinary comprising of renowned medical scientists, doctors,
bioengineers and nanotechnology experts and we have ethical (IRB) approval to study
hWJSCs, keloid and skin cells from 50 umbilical cords and 30 keloid/skin samples. We have
interest from the industry (Innogene Kalbiotech) to partner with us in developing this wound
dressing patch. This is a ‘low hanging fruit’ with a short time to market which has tremendous
commercial potential for a global wound care product market estimated to reach US$ 20.3
billion by 2015.
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Executive Summary
Background
Ischemic heart disease is a very common cause of heart failure affecting millions of people
worldwide. Established stress echo imaging methods are very dependent on image quality
and require expertise for interpretation. Further, images are uninterpretable if the same
imaging plane are not compared before and after stress if insufficient endocardial detail is
recorded, or if the LV is insufficiently visualized. There is therefore a need for additional
imaging technique for this important cardiac condition.
Ventricular curvedness is able to quantify regional shape. Regional curvedness, C, has
been shown to correlate with the extent of damage after heart attack as assessed by cardiac
magnetic resonance (CMR) imaging. However, the potential application of evaluation LV
regional C and its derivative, dC/dt, in stress CMR images for diagnosis of coronary artery
disease has not been explored.
Aim
We hypothesize that changes in LV regional C and dC/dt during drug-induced cardiac stress
can be used to diagnose heart artery. To test this, we plan to recruit 80 patients with
suspected coronary artery disease (CAD) who are scheduled for heart angiogram. We will
perform stress CMR to obtain LV regional C and dC/dt, and compare the diagnostic
accuracy with the current gold standard, fractional flow reserve (FFR), which is determined
by measuring pressures in the heart artery using fine catheters.
Importance of the research
The results of this study could open up a new way of detecting heart artery disease that is
more efficient and reproducible. This may help in risk stratification and clinical management
of suspected CAD patients.
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Executive Summary
Myopia or short-sightedness is a huge public health problem in East Asian countries,
especially Singapore. Hence, it is important to identify effective interventions to retard
myopia progression. To date, there are no effective and safe control measures for myopia.
Multifocal lenses, and standard CLs do not retard the progression of myopia. Atropine eye
drops may effectively retard myopia progression, but there are long-term adverse events
including light-induced retinal damage and cataract formation. Recent theories on the role
of peripheral hyperopic defocus in myopia development and myopic defocus in
emmetropization may provide answers in the identification of appropriate treatment options
for myopia.
The objective of the proposal is to develop a new soft CL which corrects myopia while
simultaneously incorporating myopic defocus and hyperopic peripheral zones. The
designed CLs will have (i) a clear alternating zones that correct for myopic refractive error
taking into account more hyperopic peripheries (ii) concentric treatment zones with lesser
myopic power that induces simultaneous myopic defocus.
Our proposed CLs fabrication method will use the injection moulding and manufacturing
process. The new CL will have multi-annular zones (> 10) starting from the center to the
periphery at x, x+2.5D, (x+0.5D), (x+0.5D)+2.5D, (x+1.0D), (x+1.0D)+2.5D, (x+1.5D),
(x+1.5D)+2.5D, (x+2.0D) and (x+2.0D)+2.5D (Figure 1). For example, the zones are -4.0D,
-1.5D, -3.5D, -1.0D, -3D, -0.5D, -2.5D, 0D, -2.0D, and +0.5D. Previous reports normally
have two or three different zones.
In addition, the clear zones in our CL will compensate for increasing hyperopia in periphery.
CLs are also preferred to spectacle lenses, because of the inevitable ocular movement that
is associated with changing gaze fixation. We have filed a provisional patent U.S.
Application No.: 61/512,255 and will license the CL to a commercial CL company for
manufacture according to industrial safety standards.
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Executive Summary
Cancer is one of the leading causes of death in the world accounting for over 7.6 million
deaths annually. Early diagnosis and treatment can drastically reduce cancer mortality
rates. Circulating tumor cells (CTCs) found in peripheral blood of cancer patients acts as a
biomarker for early cancer detection. Clinical reports have shown strong correlation
between the number of CTCs with disease progression. However, CTCs that shed from
metastatic cancers are extremely rare (as few as 1 per billion red blood cells (RBCs))
making their enumeration and isolation from blood technologically challenging.
Our team has recently developed an ultra-high throughput size-based separation method
to isolate and separate CTCs from blood in a microfluidic device using inertial microfluidics
phenomenon as compared to that using microfiltration. The technique takes advantage of
the large differences in cell size between CTCs and other blood components (CTCs ~1520 µm; RBCs ~8 µm discoid; peripheral blood leukocytes (PBL) ~7-10 µm) for isolation. In
this proposal, we intend to validate the biochip with clinical samples from our collaborators
at National Cancer Center Singapore (NCCS) and develop a pre-clinical prototype towards
commercialization by partnering with Clearbridge BioMedics, a Singapore based early stage
onco-diagnostic company.
Current techniques rely on immuno-mediated methods for CTC capture. However, as the
expression level of surface antigens is extremely heterogeneous, such methods are
undesirable as it can lead to CTC losses and possibly misdiagnosis. The developed biochip
offers high-throughput label-free (no immunotyping) sorting and collection capability
allowing easy retrieval of CTCs for downstream assays such as gene analysis, drug
screening and molecular-targeted cancer therapy. This innovative yet simple to use device
can be the next generation of non-invasive 'liquid biopsy' as cancer cells can now be
collected from blood for analysis rather than through the painful route of needle biopsy.
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Executive Summary
Existing technologies for large-sized touch interfaces are very costly and do not offer cost-effective solution
for after-market conversion; almost all touch technology needs to be prefabricated prior to shipment. In
addition, non-display and 3D touch surfaces are essentially non-existent in the current market.
In a recent invention by NTU researchers, a vibration-based technology which allows one to convert an
ordinary surface into a touch interface has been developed and prototyped. These surfaces include glass,
wood, aluminium and acrylic- materials found in most everyday objects. Videos of the preliminary
prototype are available at www.ntu.edu.sg/home/andykhong/video.html.
As shown in Figure 1, the developed prototype involves the use of low-cost surface-mounted sensors that
detect vibrations generated by an impulse. Received signals are then used to localize a finger/stylus
tapping on the surface- effectively converting any flat surface into a touch interface.

This invention addresses several issues over existing technologies. They include:
a)
b)
c)
d)

low-cost for large surfaces: using off-the-shelf piezoelectric sensors, this invention offers a lowcost solution for the large-sized (>40”) touch interface market
scalablity in size: this new technology allows one to scale the touch interface by mounting the
sensors according to the needs of a user; the interface need not be prefabricated
scalability for mass production: surface-mounting sensors translates to ease of integration to
existing manufacturing process for mass production
serving the aftermarket needs and non-display touch: invention is not limited to glass and address
the after-market needs by converting an existing surface and 3D object into a touch interface

Potential applications include:
a)
b)
c)
d)

converting existing flat-panel displays into a touch interface for digital signage
converting table-top or any 3D objects into a touch interface for food and beverage (F&B) and
gaming industries
converting a flat surface into an alphanumeric keyboard without mechanical parts
converting large size screens and TVs for computer/laptop display

A prototype has been developed and the aim of this POC is to address robustness issues
pertaining to the invention before entering the market. These issues include
a)
b)
c)
d)

optimizing sensors for various applications
increase noise immunity
improving touch resolution
enhancing sensitivity of the touch surface
e) optimization of codes for lower response time.
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Executive Summary
Average resolutions of computer screens are steadily increasing (WUXGA 1920x1200, HD
1920x1080). However, the corresponding average mouse resolution lags behind, around 800 dots
per inch (DPI). Some high-end mice use extrapolation to work at 5600 DPI (e.g Razer’s Naga Epic)
but the error when the mouse is repetitively moved to-and-fro is still lacking (confirmed by Razer) as
shown in the Table below.

Resolution DPI
Accuracy

Razer’s Naga Epic
700 (native)
5600 (extrapolated)
5%

Industry Requirement
1200 (native)
9600 (extrapolated)
<1%

Similarly, inkjet printers, which today use opto-mechanical encoders to measure printhead movement
with respect to roller, require features that are not available today: true movement of printhead with
respect to paper, which allows slippage detection, as well as media type detection to optimize colour
rendering.
We have innovated and proved-in-principle an algorithm that improves the resolution and accuracy
of optical sensor, resulting in accuracy improvement of 10X and resolution improvement of 2X from
the best sensors today. This project's objective is to realise the highly-accurate and repeatable
image-based odometer (HARIO) sensor in a single-chip solution, and to deploy such chips in highend gaming mice as well as inkjet printers with support from industry partners. Our two key
innovations are as follows:
1) A novel motion-estimation algorithm to minimize cumulative error;
2) An efficient data-path design enabling operation at 3,500 frames/second, in a system on
chip (SoC) combining sensor, customized processing and interfaces.
The key performance indicators enabled by the SoC are:
1) Native 1,270 dpi (10,160 dpi extrapolated)
2) Accuracy of 0.5% (10X better than existing)
3) Media type detection, and paper slippage detection
As illustrated on the right, HARIOs address existing unmet needs in
optical mice (US$333M/year) and inkjet printers (100M units/year).
They also enable new applications where avoiding contact is
essential—because of concern over contamination—such as
medical catheter insertion length measurement. Our proposed
sensor can be used for measuring the travel of medical catheter to
1mm accuracy over 20cm. Current motion encoder technology
cannot be used because it requires continuous contact with the
catheter.
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Executive Summary
In this NRF-POC project, we aim to fabricate an integrated flat type Li-ion battery (LIB) in
collaboration with a Singaporean company, Meiban International Pte Ltd for portable
electronic device applications. The novel battery proposed for this purpose will have high
safety features with high energy density and high power density so that it could be charged
in about 10-15 min. The proposed integrated LIB will use indigenously developed cathode
and anode materials, available LIB manufacturing facility at NUS and advanced packaging
facility at Meiban International Pte Ltd.
In the proposed NRF-POC project, as a part of this major effort we intend to develop the
technology to mass produce Li3V2(PO4)3 cathode material up to 3-5kg, so that novel LIB
with a high energy density and a high power density can be fabricated using titanates as
anode. In short, a proto-type flat LIB would be developed using Li3V2(PO4)3 as cathode and
TiO2 as anode. The major concern about the existing battery technology is that it takes too
long time for recharging. Current proposal provides an inexpensive battery technology
solution for portable electronic devices with all the advantages of batteries and
supercapacitors, in one unit.
Apart from developing flat-type LIB, Meiban International Pte Ltd, is keen to integrate such
a flat-type LIB into modern electronic devices such as laptops, mobile phones and iPads
using their innovative mass manufacturing molding methods and molding materials. Such
battery integrated electronic devices find ample scope for marketing not only within
Singapore but all over the world.
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Executive Summary
It is well reported that the direct economic cost for corrosion protection is in the range of 15% general domestic product (GDP) of each nation (Publication #: FHWA-RD-01-156).
Protective coatings are for corrosion control of steel structures such as offshore platforms,
bridges and underground pipelines and have a market potential of 1.2 billion US dollars in
US alone in 2009 (Frost & Sullivan report #: N485-39). However, this surface layer is always
in the high risk of damage during transportation, installation and service. Unfortunately,
none of the existing protective coating systems can address this issue since the damages
always occur at micron level that are hard to be detected.
We have successfully demonstrated the self-healing concept to autonomously repair such
damages by the addition of diisocyanate microcapsules in coatings. Once there are
damages, microcapsules ruptures and release healing liquid to the damaged regions that
reacts with water to form a new layer to protect the substrate again. In our system, a onepart self-healing concept was successfully developed with significant improvement on
corrosion protection capability in terms of instant healing and ease of manufacturing over
other self-healing technologies. Major protective paint manufacturers including SherwinWilliams, Akzo Nobel, etc are looking in to new technologies.
Our technology has gained a lot of attention in the community and we have signed NDA
with more than 10 companies including paint manufacturers, corrosion protection service
providers, distributors of paints and additives. Currently, we are discussing with Nippon
Paint for potential commercialization of one part system. Though we have range of selfhealing technologies we will concentrate only on diisocyanate microcapsules for this POC
grant work.
The objectives of this POC proposal are to optimize the microencapsulation method of water
reactive hexamethylene diisocyanate (HDI) as core material into a polymer shell and to
perform full scale accelerated testing according to ASTM standards and other industrial
standards. We will also investigate the HDI microcapsule size and concentration in polymer
coatings and permeability of HDI capsules for the best corrosion protection.
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Executive Summary
Despite of the rapid commercialization of III-nitride semiconductor devices since its
introduction in early 2000, their full potential and performance are limited by several
obstacles including:
1) Low luminous efficacy (<150 lm/watt) due to material defects and low critical angle
for light extraction governed by Snell’s law.
2) Lack of efficient green for full color spectrum, which is known as the “GREEN
GAP” of light-emitting diode (LED).
3) Lack of GaN-based red LED to enable the fabrication of nitride-based monolithic
optical devices for display and lighting.
The key innovation in our work is adding hemispherical microstructures to GaN LED which
has been demonstrated to achieve the following from our proof-of-principle.
1) Increase light output by at least 50% (without optimization) and yet does not
require major change of the LED fabrication processes.
2) Reduce heat generation within the LED, addressing heat sinking issue for LED.
3) Tuning the color of LED (for example, for GaN from green to yellow and red)
without changing the underlying semiconductor materials, thus enabling more
efficient manner for producing different color LEDs in a manufacturing line.
In this project, we intend to further optimise and productise our technique for GaN LED.
Optimization in terms of materials, diameters, contact angle, array configuration and curing
process etc will be carried out. A second impetus of this project is to implement the selfassembled process of hemispherical microstructure arrays using commercial-off-the-shelf
materials ink-jet printer. The aim is to integrate the additional batch process into the existing
manufacturing line of GaN LED. We have defined the project outcomes and deliverables at
the end of the project as following.
1) GaN green LED device with hemispherical microstructure arrays with improved
luminous efficacy around 200 lm/watt.
2) Demonstrate the color tunability (yellow, red and white) of GaN LED without
semiconductor doping.
3) Propose a detail strategy for seamless integration of the fabrication process to
deposit and cure hemispherical microstructure arrays on GaN LED.
4) Form a spin-off to commercialize the technology developed through this project.
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Executive Summary
Dielectric fluoropolymers are becoming increasingly important due to their relatively high
breakdown field, low loss, light weight, graceful failure. The polymers are excellent
candidates for electrostatic capacitors, energy harvesting and many more. However, due to
its usually low dielectric constant (proportional to the energy density), the commercial PVDF
polymers are unable to disrupt the conventional materials. We have recently developed
grafted fluoro-copolymer capacitors having significant higher energy densities. It provides
advantages in reducing the volume, weight, and cost of electrostatic capacitors, giving an
edge over the electrolytic capacitors in which the use of liquid electrolyte and the lossy
behavior remains unsolved.
We have developed the new dielectric copolymer by grafting conductive monomer through
the free radical induced graft copolymerization. The dielectric constant of our copolymer
polyaniline grafted polyvinylidenefluoride (PVDF-g-PANI) is ~1250, much higher compared
to pristine polyvinylidenefluoride (PVDF) of 15. Coupled with the high breakdown strength,
we can improve the energy density by 10 fold or we can reduce the form factor for the same
energy density.
A laboratory scale prototype device has been fabricated. In this project, we proposed to
further develop multilayer polymer capacitors (MLP) with improved form factor and get it
validated by Xenon Technologies Pte Ltd in the mobile phone camera flash module. Xenon
has spun out from Perkin Elmer Inc and has shipped more than 38 million units of flash
devices to various mobile manufacturers around the globe such as Nokia. Mobile phone
cameras market is expected to grow (over $120 billion) due to instant photos sharing.
The US market size for fluoropolymers is estimated to be around $500 Million (Frost &
Sullivan). We would retain the rights of this technology for other field of use, such as for
“piezoelectric energy harvesters” with a market size estimated to be around $400 Million
(IDTechEx expects a $4.4 billion market for energy harvesting components).
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Executive Summary
This proposed project aims to develop a full battery cell with fast charge rate and ultrahigh
power density, and at the same time a full battery cell with high energy density through
combination of LiMPO4F and graphene composite. To achieve it, our modified LiMPO4F
derived from LiFePO4 (L. Lu, P.F. Xiao, M.O. Lai, J.F. Nie, LiMPO4-Based Compositions
of Matter for Cathodes for High-Performance Li Batteries”, US PCT Patent Application no.
PCT/SG2011/000010, 10 Jan 2011.) will be used as positive active material.
High quality graphene flakes from graphite rock (Loh Kian Ping, US Provisional Patent
Application No. 61/398,468) with high electrical conductivity (JACS 133, 8888 (2011)) will
be used as negative active material. Compared with commercial graphene, the capacity of
the present one is about 2 to 3 times higher. In the POC, two types of batteries will be
developed, one of which possesses high charge rate and another possesses high energy
density.
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Executive Summary
There is an emerging need of ion detector for the fast and accurate food and drug safety
testing. As modern consumers are becoming increasingly aware of food and drug
contamination, food and drug safety testing become a critical issue worldwide such as the
Melamine milk powder scandal in China.
In food and drug safety testing, ion channels (Ca+, Cl-) can be the primary targets that play
crucial role in human central nervous system to control heart and brain, which occupies 15%
share of the total drug market. Certain chemicals contained in seafood, water, milk, or juice,
regulate ion channels and reveal potential link with human diseases including cancer. In
addition, some drugs can show serious side-effect via ion channels, in such a manner that
testing guidelines for drugs now require ion channel screening for pharmaceutical safety.
However, the existing ion-channel characterization/screening methods (patch clamp,
fluorescent and electrode) cannot achieve high throughput and accuracy, and is also prone
to error of false-positive results. As such, the ion-channel pre-screening stage is skipped
with direct animal test, which is time-consuming and expensive. In this POC project, we
show that a fast and accurate food and drug safety platform can be developed based on ion
detector, which can reduce 40% cost and also can improve speed by 100X, sensitivity by
20X and resolution by 100X.
As a summary, an "Ion Camera" can be delivered in this POC project as a real-time highsensitivity and high-resolution ion detector. It is composed of a two-dimension ion-sensitivefield-effect-transistor (ISFET) sensor array and an on-chip high-speed readout circuitry. The
proposed system can measure ion density and also track real-time ion movement with the
following highlights:
1)

2)

3)

Real-time: with high-speed readout integrated circuit on-chip, the detection
speed can be achieved to 1000 frames/sec with consistence (95%) of test
results;
High Sensitivity: since small current caused by ion movement is accumulated
to voltage domain, sensitivity can reach to ppm (parts per million), with 20X
improvement compared to existing ion detectors;
High Resolution: with implementation of two-dimensional ISFET-sensor
array instead of single ISFET-sensor, micrometer-scale spatial information
can be obtained with 100X improvement and reliability can be also improved
to 500 samples.

As a result, the proposed ion camera system is capable to detect variety types of ions with
a wide range of applications. In this POC project, we plan to demonstrate its application for
ion-related toxicology screening such as drug, food, and environment safety test by
evaluating chemicals effect with ion channel activities on neurons or heart cells.
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Executive Summary
Upconverting nanoparticles (UCNs) present a new technology for optical imaging/detection
which is a growing field with both diagnostic and drug discovery uses. Production of UCNs
is cost-competitive to current methods.
Currently, fluorophores including fluorescent dyes/proteins and quantum dots (QDs) are
used for fluorescencebased imaging and detection. These are based on ‘downconversion
fluorescence’, emitting low energy fluorescence when excited by high energy light (such as
UV or short wavelength visible light). Fluorophores in current use have several drawbacks:
photobleaching, autofluorescence, short tissue penetration depth and tissue photo-damage.
UCNs emit detectable photons of higher energy in the visible range upon irradiation with
nearinfrared (NIR) light based on a process termed ‘upconversion’. UCNs show absolute
photostability, negligible autofluorescence, high penetration depth and minimum
photodamage to biological tissues.
They can be used for ultrasensitive interference-free biodetection because most
biomolecules do not have upconversion properties. Our publications and an issued patent
(Patent No.: 8093566) has established usefulness of UCNs for non-invasive imaging,
biolabeling and biodetection, controlled delivery of caged molecules, and photodynamic
therapy. A major interest in the clinical diagnostic industry is detection of multiple biomarkers
in a single test, termed multiplexing. At present, UCNs have limited color emission thereby
restricting end-applications in multiplexed detection and multicolour imaging in diagnostic
applications. In this project, UCNs with multi-colors and enhanced upconversion efficiency
will be produced. As a proof of concept for use of UCNs in multiplexed detection, the
proposed deliverable is a set of multi-color UCNs that will be designed to simultaneously
detect two or more diagnostic biomarkers. The developed test for procalcitonin and Creactive protein in blood will be in a potentially licensable form upon project completion.
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Executive Summary
Combining the minimally invasive approach of endoscopic surgery together with the benefits
of robotic-assisted surgery, the Master And Slave Transluminal Endoscopic Robot
(MASTER) eliminates the current user issues and technical complications associated with
open, laparoscopic and endoscopic surgery.
The MASTER system has 3 main components which have been developed – the master
console where the surgeon will operate the system using 2 robotic arms and observes the
endoscope view on a screen, the slave manipulators with its end effector at the end of a
flexible endoscope, and the telesurgical workstation that communicates information
between the master console and manipulators and also drives the latter.
The novelty of this system lies in the slave manipulators with its end effectors at the end of
the endoscope. These end effectors act as an extension of the surgeon’s arms as they are
able to grab, cauterize and cut in the limited space of the digestive tract with great precision
and maneuverability.
With our first prototype of MASTER, we have successfully performed first-in-man trials in
India and Hong Kong. In all 5 patients, cancer tumors in the stomach were removed
effortlessly by MASTER. Benefits to the patient include less pain, faster recovery and no
scarring. These could be attributed to the fact that a surgical procedure is now performed
without the need for making an external incision. MASTER targets to remove both gastric
and colonic tumors endoscopically.
In this proposal, a new, near commercial standard prototype of the master console will be
developed. The robotic arms would also be redesigned to improve safety and versatility.
The deliverable of the project is a near commercial standard system which is ready for
formal animal/clinical trials. To date, this technology has not been developed by any other
competitor.
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Executive Summary
Analyte-specific microarrays have garnered significant attention in biological research
recently as they can house thousands of probe sites that allow parallel molecular recognition
of complementary molecules of interest. This approach is currently used for DNA and
protein microarrays, but with significant limitations.
For protein microarrays, this approach poses a major challenge as technologies to produce
reliable and inexpensive substrates with desired biocompatible properties that allow high
signal-to-noise detection of analytes are currently limited, and this limitation presents a
particularly difficult barrier for further developments and, thus, severely impedes the
potential of array technology and next-generation devices.
Bio-analytic applications ideally require very high signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) for accurate
detection, as low SNRs lead to the masking of the signal by measurement noises and
severely impede not only the accuracy of detection but also the possibility of performance
enhancement and versatility of the devices that are only possible with high SNRs.
In the proposed work, we aim to optimize a novel class of microarray devices we have
developed, namely, the Analyte-specific Spatially Addressable Nanostructured Arrays
(ASANA) that are flow-coupled on novel three-dimensional (3D) nanowire-based platform.
We have created ASANA microarrays by integrating robust DNA-directed assembly of
probe-analyte work-flow with a unique 3D platform, and the inventive elements underlying
ASANA are protected by three NUS patent applications.
This new class of microarrays shows many orders of magnitude enhancements in signal
intensity as compared to current technology. Further, our fabrication method is very costeffective and allows large-scale manufacturing of the platforms. Thus, our invention opens
up a critically needed opportunity for further miniaturization of the arrays into nanoarrays
suitable for achieving high SNRs for a very broad range of applications that are not currently
possible or within reach.
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Executive Summary
The proposed project is to develop a novel and highly effective two-phase heat sink for
effective thermal management of power electronics. However the idea can be extended to
two-phase cooling of any heat dissipating device.
The idea is to utilize a stepped fin microchannel heat sink, under flow boiling conditions, so
as to dissipate a large amount of heat from the substrate. The intent of the stepped fins is
to stabilize the flow boiling in the system and therefore, have a reliable heat transfer
performance, unlike the conventional straight microchannels which have very high pressure
and temperature fluctuations.
Two-phase flow instabilities must be controlled or mitigated because they can induce
mechanical vibrations in the system, degrade the heat transfer performance. Also,
twophase pressure drop is very high and increases the pumping power requirements which
increase the pump size.
Experimental investigations on stepped fin microchannels were conducted with de-ionized
water as the coolant and results showed improved stability and significantly lower pressure
drop without compromise on the heat transfer performance. Hence this technology is
certainly of great commercial interest and some of the well established commercial
enterprises, like Vestas, have expressed strong interest in pursuing and collaborating in this
project for addressing their thermal management needs.
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Executive Summary
The aim of this project is to create a mobile, effective and simple membrane module capable
of thoroughly removing oil particles from polluted effluents, whilst offering hassle-free
process integration, continuous processing and easy regenerability. Such technology is
urgently needed in drilling rigs and isolated plants for oil/water purification as the cost and
lead-time of treating oil-polluted water by existing methods substantially reduce the profit
for these companies. This setup can adequately replace the current secondary process
(either biological means by organic-eating bacteria or adsorption by activated carbon) in the
waste treatment for oil removal as it shortens treatment time and improves efficiency,
thereby translating to cost reduction.
The principle of our design lies in the dual working mechanisms of separation: (1) size
exclusion executed by the pore opening of the ceramic membrane rejects bigger oil
particles; (2) multi-layer soft adsorption by carbon nanotube fences effectively entrap
smaller and/or dissolved oil particles. The robustness, thermal and chemical stability, and
hence long service life and regenerability validate the rationale of choosing ceramic as the
base material.
Preliminary results have shown that the oily content reduced to below 5ppm from the initial
feed of 300ppm after filtration through the membrane. Targeting a market of annual revenue
of US$900 billion, our team has validated the need for this membrane with potential
customers and we aim to resolve the technical and business aspects in scaling-up and
commercialization, with the future objective of a start-up company. This proposal will focus
primarily on the product development from its infancy to a working prototype, particularly
tackling issues such as improving flux by re-designing the porestructure at micron scale and
implementing anti-fouling capability in the membrane. Industrial wastewater will be tested
and validated on the prototype to simulate the actual working conditions and the operational
cost required.
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Executive Summary
Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) are widely accepted to be one of the key
technologies that will fundamentally transform the current fossil fuel based energy system
into an environmentally friendly and efficient energy system. The PEMFC technologies, to
be deployed in commercial scales starting from 2015, will revolutionize the automotive and
energy storage industries with substantially higher energy efficiency and essentially zero
emission compared to traditional combustion based technologies.
Conventional PEMFCs typically operate at a temperature below 90°C using Nafion® as
PEM membrane, which accounts for roughly 40% device cost. To reduce the complexity
and increase the efficiency and CO-tolerance of PEMFC systems, there is an increasing
demand for PEMs capable of sustaining operations above 100°C. Unfortunately, the proton
conductivity of Nafion® suffers greatly from the elevated temperatures due to loss of water.
In the proposed project, we will develop a class of hydrated polymeric membranes with high
proton conductivity, low fuel and O2 permeability, and high electrochemical, thermal and
mechanical stability to enable PEMFCs to operate at temperatures above 100°C. The
structures of the polyamide based membranes are similar to that of Nylon-66 and thus are
stable in acidic and basic solutions and in oxidative environment. The film casting process
is simple and highly reproducible. The materials contain no fluorine and thus are much less
expensive than Nafion®. The membranes can be readily adapted to the current PEMFC
environment. The higher operating temperature in PEMFC devices makes the catalysts
more active and thus the amount of precious metals required can be reduced. Because
PEM membrane fabrication can be carried out using the standard solution-evaporation
method, the manufacturing process is highly scalable. Therefore, it is expected that a highly
cost-effective and technologically competitive alternative to Nafion® will be developed.
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Executive Summary
Global demand for energy has increased rapidly due to the tremendous industrial
development and fast growth of population. As one of the most important energy storage
methods, supercapacitors have recently attracted intensive research interests and
innovation strategies. Their power density is higher than that of batteries because there are
no chemical reactions during charging and discharging. Therefore they can be
charged/discharged quickly and hence have huge potential for use in hybrid vehicles. As
compared to batteries, supercapacitors show advantageous features such as much higher
power density and faster charge-discharge rate, however, the low energy density stored in
the devices and difficulties in using them in a flexible and reliable way severely hampers
their wider usage in a variety of applications.
Design and mass production of high power and energy density supercapacitors with light
weight, high efficiency and flexible design are therefore of utmost importance. In this project,
our research team propose an all solid printable microsupercapacitor (MSC), with electrode,
channel and current collector all with feature size in the range of micrometers. Carbon
nanotubes (CNTs) will be employed as the active materials. This proposed device will solve
major challenges in the design of supercapacitor and bring technical breakthroughs to
current supercapacitor industry. Flexible MSCs can provide new insights into the mass
production and applications of MSCs. These devices can be used to drive circuit on chip,
micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS), or integrate with next generation flexible
electrical and electronic devices to power wearable circuits.
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Executive Summary
Textile industry generates 12 billion tons of wastewater every year. Currently available
technologies such as chemical method, biological method or ultrafiltration membrane
process have the difficulty to effectively remove the residue dyes from the wastewater. Not
only being poisonous, these dyes, even in very low content, make the wastewater highly
colourful.
With intensified environmental consciousness, textile industry is faced with a big challenge
to discharge safer and cleaner wastewater. After interviewing several textile companies and
engineering companies, we clearly know what the problems are. We have carefully studied
these issues and proposed a solution of nanofiltration membrane process.
Recently, we have successfully developed advanced hollow fiber nanofiltration (NF)
membranes that can offer > 99% dye removal efficiency and superior water production rate.
Very encouraging results have been observed with applying our newly-develped NF
membranes to real industry wastewater samples. Encouraged by our preliminary findings,
we would continue our work on the NF membranes in terms of different water sources, scale
up the membrane modules, investigate fouling and cleaning in a real environment, as well
as build and evaluate pilot-scale NF system for long term test. We believe that our
technology would be the ultimate solution to process textile wastewater with higher
efficiency but lower cost.
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Executive Summary
Our objective is to develop a new device for the real-time assessment of breast cancer
surgical margins. This device will help reduce positive margins in breast conserving surgery
(BCS) and lower down the number of the second surgeries. Re-excisions cost about
US$585M globally each year. The proposed device will address this market and pursue
regulatory approval both via the CE Mark and US FDA via the 510K process using Dune
Medical’s MarginProbe as a predicate device.
In BCS, tumor margins are confirmed by post-operative histopathologic analysis of the
excised tumor, which can take 3-5 working days. Positive margins, in which tumor cells are
present within 2 mm of the surgical margin, can occur in 20-40% of surgeries due to the
lack of effective tools for intraoperative margin assessment. Positive margins would entail
a second operation, which causes adverse effects on cosmesis and healthcare costs.
The proposed system include a fiber-optic probe resistant to harsh environment, a novel
modulated near-infrared spectrometer immune to ambient light and a special algorithm for
margin width estimation. Compared to most competing techniques, which examine excised
tumors thus the exact spot to be re-excised needs to be “guessed”, the proposed technique
can alert a surgeon instantly during surgery. Consequently the surgeon can take actions
immediately at the spots just excised to reduce positive margins.
Considering that BCS is the choice for around 60% of breast cancer patients in the West
and 30% in Asia, the global BCS procedure market is estimated to be US$ 2.9 billion in
2008. Moreover, the competition in this market is low as the only competitor that has passed
FDA advisory panel approval is MarginProbe, which is intended for excised tumors. In
contrast, the proposed solution will target on in vivo margin detection thus it is not a direct
competition.
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Executive Summary
The administration of drugs into human body via skin is typically achieved by a skin patch
or a hypodermic needle. While drug injection through a needle is valued for its delivery
speed and efficiency, it requires trained personnel and causes pain to the patient.
Conversely, skin patch is non-invasive, but is effective only for delivery of limited types of
drugs. Microneedle arrays have recently been extensively explored as a promising platform
to meet therapeutic needs while being non-invasive, convenient, and having the option of
self-administration. In addition to drug delivery, the application of microneedle arrays in skin
care has received considerable attention. Critical limitations in advancing the usage of
microneedle arrays are their small size (typically 1.5 cmx 1.5 cm), and their high cost, which
prompt the users to the re-use microneedle arrays. The re-use, however, generates a
possibility of infection, and a rigorous sanitation therefore is needed to avoid infection and
disease transmissions. We propose to develop large microneedle array (10 cm x 10 cm)
from biocompatible polymers, alleviating the need for multiple microneedle applications to
treat large skin area as well as ensuring safety on application. The biocompatible
microneedle array will potentially translate to lower cost for customers.
Recently, we have developed a method for fabricating microneedle arrays using a
biocompatible, FDA-approved polymer and showed that microneedle geometry can be
controlled using the technique. NUS has filed a provisional patent application on this
process. We have also demonstrated the ability of microneedles to deliver drugs.
Currently, microneedle design developed by us and other research groups has been limited
to a small size (usually 1.5 cm x 1.5 cm). However, our method is potentially up-scalable to
fabricate microneedle arrays with larger areas. The fabricated large-size microneedle array
will then be tested on animals.
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Executive Summary
The ability to image single-cell migration in real time is of high importance to cancer research
and cell based therapy. This requires continual tracking of biological processes by safe
fluorescent probes over long periods of time and on an inheritable basis following celldivision of initially tagged cells. Fluorescent proteins are the most widely used genetic cell
tagging modality for cell tracing. However, recent studies reveal that such labeling often
disrupts normal cell function. Inorganic semiconductor quantum dots (QDs), as the
promising alternate fluorescent reagents for direct cell labeling often show cytotoxicity,
which affect their in-vitro and in-vivo applications.
Organic nanoparticles (NPs) have been identified as a promising new class of fluorescent
reagents with high brightness, good photostability and superb cellular compatibility. To
obtain organic NPs with high brightness, the encapsulated organic fluorophores have to
show high fluorescence efficiency in the aggregated state. However, conventional organic
fluorophores often show weakened or annihilated emission when aggregated. We have
recently developed propeller-shaped fluorogens with aggregation induced emission (AIE)
characteristics. This new chemistry has enabled us to synthesize organic NPs with 10 times
brightness and superior physical stability compared to commercial QDs with a similar
dimension.
The present proposal will develop our new AIE organic NP technology into commercially
viable products. We will produce high fluorescence quantum-dot-sized organic NPs with
tuneable absorption/emission wavelengths and surface functionalization to create a library
of organic NPs for targeted cellular imaging and as cell tracing probes. The outcome of this
project will produce high performance replacements for current QD and fluorescence
imaging reagents. The organic NPs produced from this project will address a major unmet
need for long term cell tracing and expand the rapidly growing in vitro diagnostics and
research reagent market, especially in the areas of molecular diagnosis and live cell
imaging. The expertise and facilities needed for successful completion of the project are
already in place, which will allow the project to be most efficiently conducted at NUS.
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Executive Summary
Our group been designing, developing and experimenting with new medical devices for Ear
Nose and Throat (ENT) surgery. We have identified and developed a number of
technologies for this market that is of critical need for major innovations:
1) voice restoration after total laryngectomy
2) vocal fold wound healing and
3) trachea replacement surgery.
This project however, focuses on our new device called TEP Measurement And Insertion
Device (MAID) for secondary tracheo-esophageal puncture (TEP) to restore voice in postlaryngectomy patients.
Our hypothesis was that the device could be used for TEP creation, as well as sizing and
insertion of the voice prosthesis in a single-stage procedure suitable for office-based use.
This hypothesis was proven to be correct through our newly developed unique technique
for office-based unsedated TEP. The technique was performed on a number of patients with
favourable results and will be published in the journal Clinical Otolaryngology. Using the
POC grant, we intend to further improve the device to offer superior safety and ease of use
in comparison with current methods.
The MAID was designed, manufactured, and tested successfully on three live pigs.
Refinements have been engineered and we believe the current multiple use device is ready
to be tested in human subjects. We will be applying to Health Science Authority (HSA) for
approval for clinical use. We are currently awaiting IRB approval for clinical trials and have
planned for 6-12 subjects in a year subjected to availability of funding and patients. A robotic
device to assist the procedure is also being developed.
The prototype has been tested in two animals. Our POC application is requesting for funding
to support human trials and HSA approval application, as well as developing single use
version of the MAID device. We expect our first product to be ready for sale and distribution
upon completion of the POC project.
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Executive Summary
We have recently invented a new platform (patent application filed in October 2012),
Multiplex Oligonucleotide-linked Signal-Amplification Technology (MOST), which is highly
sensitive and able to simultaneously detect and quantify a large number of molecular
interactions in a single assay. MOST is a multi-functional platform that can be used to detect
any molecular interaction including, but not limited to, protein-protein, glycan-protein,
nucleic acid-protein or lipid-protein interactions.
Molecular interactions such as antibody-antigen interactions represent the most complex,
but critical processes in any biological system. Their detection can provide important
information of diagnostic, prognostic, therapeutic or commercial value. However, except for
interactions involving nucleic acids, there is currently no effective methodology for the
amplification of molecular interaction signal in a biological system. MOST fills this important
technological gap.
Several hundred cases of encephalitis or inflammation of the brain, a life-threatening
condition especially prevalent in children, are reported in Singapore each year. Although
infection is thought to be an important cause, diagnosis of the etiological agent is not made
in up to 70% of cases. All current antibody tests are based on one-test-for-one-pathogen. It
is prohibitively expensive and time-consuming to conduct routine serological tests against
all pathogens known to have the potential to cause encephalitis. This project will develop a
one-for-all serological assay using MOST to address this critical need in identifying the
specific causative agent of encephalitis in each individual. MOST is ideal for high-throughput
detection of pathogen-specific antibodies for diagnosis and surveillance of major infectious
diseases.
The results derived from this study will deliver two outcomes. First, it will establish a
methodology for the identification of the etiological agent of encephalitis with a diagnostic
power that no other existing tests can match. Second, the success of this project will further
solidify the strong commercial interest already attracted to our platform.
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Executive Summary
Background on the Problem
The World Health Organization (WHO) declared Dengue as “the most rapidly spreading
mosquito-borne viral disease in the world,” because of its magnitude and continued
geographic expansion. Dengue virus causes a wide range of diseases ranging from acute
febrile Dengue fever (DF) to life-threatening Dengue hemorrhagic fever (DHF) and Dengue
shock syndrome (DSS). More than one third of the world’s population (2.3 billion people) is
at risk, with an estimated 100 million clinical DF cases, half a million DHF cases and 22,000
deaths annually.
Proposed approach
Currently, physicians indiscriminately hospitalize Dengue patients based on platelet count
in case potentially lethal DHF/DSS later develops. This leads to an unnecessary shortage
of hospital beds and significantly burdens hospital resources, especially during major
epidemics. The team has developed an entirely new technology that will distinguish
between patients who may develop DHF/DSS from those with non-severe DF. The public
health implications and associated market value of our technology is significant, as more
than one third of the world’s population (2.3 billion) is at risk from Dengue. The estimated
34 million clinical DF cases that occur annually will be the directly addressable market.
As the next logical step in advancing our novel Dengue prognostic technology, we are
developing the world’s first Dengue prognostic kit. This kit determines during early infection,
whether one who has been infected by Dengue will develop DHF/DSS. This allows hospitals
to intelligently triage Dengue patients during epidemics, improve the overall clinical outcome
and most importantly – save lives. It will also save patients, insurance companies and
government programs unwarranted hospitalization costs. A 2011 study estimated the
regional cost of Dengue at US$2.1 billion per year in the Americas alone. These figures
demonstrate our addressable market has significant worldwide commercialization potential.
The Flavivirology Laboratory at the National University of Singapore has more than 25 years
of Dengue research experience, and has recently discovered three biomarkers (chymase,
α-macroglobulin and VEGF-A) that can identify Dengue patients who will develop DHF/DSS
before symptoms arise (U.S. patent pending). The kit is based on the common enzymelinked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) platform in accordance with CE IVD industry
standards. The 96-well ELISA plate is coated with biomarker-specific antibodies. The team
validated these biomarkers against 224 serum samples from Tan Tock Seng Hospital
(TTSH) and achieved sensitivity and specificity above 90%.
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Executive Summary
Spectral-domain Optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) is an established clinical
imaging tool for diagnosis of eye diseases. Sensitivity of the current SD-OCT technology is
not able to provide enough penetration depth, so that many tissue structures associated
with glaucoma, myopia and other diseases cannot be clearly visualized. The current OCT
sensitivity also limits the imaging speed, so that the image quality is often degraded by
artifacts caused by eye motion. The objective of this project is to develop a sensitivityenhanced SD-OCT technology, demonstrate advantages of the proposed technology over
the best existing SD-OCT technology in penetration depth and motion artifact suppression.
The scope of the project includes
(1) prototypical device construction and preliminary testing using tissue phantoms, and
(2) validation of the proposed technology using human cadaver eyes.
The proposed technology can be used to enhance SD-OCT sensitivity by more than one
order of magnitude. This advance in sensitivity can either produce ~10-20% increased
penetration depth with imaging acquisition rate equal to the current technology, or produce
10-20 times faster imaging acquisition rate with penetration depth equal to the current
technology. Successful application of the proposed technology will enable visualization of
important tissue structures associated with above mentioned diseases which cannot be
visualized clearly using the current SD-OCT technology; Successful application of the
proposed technology will also enable volumetric imaging of the eye with much reduced
motion artifact. The proposed technology can be incorporated into all the current SD-OCT
products without significant modification of the hardware and software. The additional cost
to incorporate the proposed technology to the current SD-OCT products is minimal.
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Executive Summary
This project will develop and test a clinical prototype of our PEDal Revascularization
Assessment (PEDRA) system for evaluation of tissue perfusion using unique diffuse optical
method during limb salvage procedures. The PEDRA addresses a US$3B Critical Limb
Ischemia (CLI) market and will fundamentally alter the manner in which lower limb
reperfusion procedures are conducted by providing clinicians with real-time quantitative
assessments of pedal tissue perfusion and immediate functional evaluations of procedural
outcomes. This system will greatly increase the success of limb salvage procedures
thereby improving patient well-being and lowering health care costs by reducing amputation
rates.
The global diabetes pandemic (affecting 350 million people worldwide) has resulted in a
rising incidence of sequelae including peripheral vascular disease, which if left untreated
may lead to CLI. The blood flow to the extremities of CLI patients is significantly reduced
due to obstructions in their arteries and if unaddressed can eventually lead to limb loss.
Peripheral vascular intervention (PVI) procedures are currently the leading method used to
restore perfusion to the limbs. However clinicians lack the intraoperative tools to properly
assess perfusion. Angiography and duplex ultrasound do not have the quantitative
precision necessary to assess tissue microcirculation.
We have performed preliminary measurements on CLI patients PVI in Tan Tock Seng
Hospital (TTSH) using an early PEDRA prototype. The results are very promising, and
confirm that the measured Blood Flow Index (BFI) behaves exactly as expected during the
whole angioplasty procedure. The funding for this project will allow us to develop a portable
clinic ready PEDRA system to provide clinicians with an effective, non-invasive, and costeffective perfusion monitoring modality. It is our intention to setup a company to further
develop this product and pursue regulatory approval for the PEDRA via the CE Mark and
US FDA (using the 510K process).
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Executive Summary
This project deals with a novel mechanism which can be used to replace the compressor
and expansion valve in the existing air-con/refrigeration/heat pump systems (henceforth
refers to systems) with a potential energy saving of up to 40%. The unique design of this
mechanism, which is known as Cross Vane mechanism allows the compression and
expansion processes to be simultaneously occurred in a single device, namely Cross Vane
expander-compressor (CVEC). This mechanism makes the practical implementation
attractive and feasible.
Preliminary investigation has also shown that the implementation of CVEC in existing
systems resulted in energy saving by as much as 21.3%.
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Executive Summary
Based on the recent alarming climate change phenomena, Singapore is committed to
reduce its CO2 emission by 16% by 2020. Despite its land scarcity, Singapore is one of the
largest oil refining and petrochemical hub in the world resulting in huge CO2 emissions from
fuel gas. Furthermore, Singapore is slated to be the hub for liquefied natural gas (CH4)
processing in the near future due to recent technology advancement for extracting large
amount of shale gas (natural gas) in US. Due to the adverse global warming effect caused
by escalating emissions of CO2 and CH4, it is highly important to find ways to utilize CO2
and CH4 efficiently. A preferred and promising approach is via CO2 (dry) reforming of CH4
(DRM) to produce syngas (H2+CO) which can be easily converted to chemicals and fuels
(via Fisher-Tropsch synthesis) and for hydrogen production. The main beneficiaries of this
process include power plants, oleochemical, petrochemical and fertilizer companies which
generate large amount of CO2 leading to escalating global warming phenomena and carbon
tax penalties upon emission to air.
However, the main drawback for DRM which hinders its industrialization, is severe carbon
deposition on cheap nickel-based catalysts, hence causing rapid catalyst deactivation.
Therefore, in this proposal, we aim to develop an anti-coking and active functionalizedmaterial promoted Ni/SiO2 catalyst that is stable at high DRM reaction temperature. Its low
cost, high catalytic activity and anti-coking property make our catalyst particularly attractive
and commercially viable, which leads to effective CO2 utilization and conversion to highlyvaluable chemicals in the end-process.
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Executive Summary
The objective of this project is to develop and commercialize high performance yet cost
effective “Infrared Image Sensors”, required for applications such as night vision vehicle
driving assistance systems, vehicle detection systems, rescue robot-eye applications,
thermal imaging in biology and medical industry, remote sensing in security systems, and
THz electronics application. Some illustrations of commercial applications are shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1: Examples of commercial applications using Infrared Image Sensors

A next generation High Performance Uncooled Infrared (IR) Image Sensors based on
AlGaAs/InGaAs Heterostructure Thermopiles technology has been developed by NTU as a
preliminary prototype and has shown results to have the (a) highest performance in
responsivity; (b) fastest response time, and (c) potential for cost-effectiveness and
scalability for future volume production when compared to existing commercial products.
This invention is especially important as there is no known technology in the market
segment of IR sensors having both superior performance-to-cost efficiency while
maintaining excellent form factor at the same time (See Figure 2).
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Figure 2: NTU’s technology aims to achieve the criteria of having both superior
performance-to-cost efficiency while maintaining excellent form factor, which is the current
pain-point of existing technologies
The next phase of development will focus on optimizing next-level performance in key
parameters such as Responsivity (R) and Response Time () on a larger pixel size.
With the AlGaAs/InGaAs Heterostructure Thermopiles technology on a 32X32 array already
demonstrated by preliminary prototype data, this first of a kind in the world IR sensor will
potentially set a game-changing breakthrough in next-generation infrared sensor application
such as night vision application for vehicles and robotics application.
Application of this technology may be further extended to the field of medical, military, space
and other industrial application where Total Addressable Market (TAM) of IR sensors is
estimated ~US$20B and the Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) will be expected to
grow 11% from 2011-2016.
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Executive Summary
The objective of the project is to develop a cost-effective, real-time monitoring product for a
train’s electrification system without affecting its operation. The electrification system of an
electric train consists of a third rail, collector shoes and an electrical drive. A third rail is a
dedicated electric conductor runs in parallel with the railway track to provide high voltage
power supply to an electric train. The electrical drive on the train receives its power supply
from the third rail through the collector shoes that are attached to the train. With the
proposed real-time monitoring system to be described in this proposal, any early signs of
faulty electrification system can be detected timely for immediate remedial actions so as to
enhance train service reliability as well as commuter’s safety. Several past incidents have
shown that any defects related to electrification system, for examples, faulty third rail and
collector shoes, if not detected early, can lead to complete stall of a train and results in
major train service disruptions, affecting more than 200,000 commuters.
Existing railway inspection methods are based on non-destructive testing (NDT) techniques.
The most common NDT techniques adopted are ultrasonic, pulsed eddy current and
machine vision technologies. These methods are intended for checking the condition of
railway mechanical infrastructure, such as rail track cracks, missing parts and misalignment.
To ensure reliable inspection performance, these methods require the sensors and
instruments be installed on a dedicated vehicle. Due to the need of a dedicated inspection
vehicle, these methods can be costly and usually inspection can only be carried out during
the train off-service hours. Under the worst case scenario, part of the rail network has to be
closed completely for several weeks or even months if a very comprehensive inspection is
to be carried out, which will bring inconvenience to the commuters. Therefore any railway
defects occurred between scheduled inspections will be undetected. Also, they are not
designed to inspect the condition of the train’s electrification system.
To overcome these constraints, two technology disclosures filed by the applicant proposes
a novel inspection method based on radio frequency (RF) inductive coupling technology.
As there is not direct electrical connection to the high voltage power supply of the
electrification system, the expected product resulted from the proposed technology can be
easily installed on any in-service electric train without electrical hazard issue. Each passing
train in every few minutes serves as a real-time inspection vehicle without heavy investment
in a dedicated inspection vehicle.
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Executive Summary
The proposed project aims to develop a novel microwave-assisted process for the
continuous, efficient and high consistency synthesis of nano-sized catalysts with very high
metallic density. The key advantages of this synthesis process over existing methods are
the elimination of the use of surfactants in the production of catalysts and to achieve well
dispersed and high catalyst density in the catalyst ink. The other advantage of the
continuous flow process for catalyst treatment is its high energy efficiency and short
production cycle.
The novel microwave-assisted synthesis process can significantly increase the surface
reaction area and hence, the effectiveness of catalyst utilization. The above-mentioned
advantages have a critical impact on the fabrication of catalysts, especially for the noble
metal catalysts, such as, platinum (~USD1562/Oz) and palladium (~USD734/Oz). As an
indication of the cost impact of catalysts on the fuel cell stack, the supported platinum or
platinum alloys catalysts used in low-temperature fuel cells, for example, contributes to
around 50% of the total fuel cell stack cost today and it is anticipated that even by 2020
when the cost of the fuel cell stack drops to USD 36 per kW, the catalysts will still make up
about 40% of the overall fuel cell stack cost. Platinum-based catalysts are also widely
employed in various chemical processes and industries.
The potential commercial value and scalability of the synthesis process can be further
demonstrated through this POC project, where more efforts will be devoted to optimize the
process to raise its technology readiness level.
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Executive Summary
This project addresses cost reduction problem in III-V solar cell energy industry by using
two key IPs developed in NTU, the GaNAsSb 1 eV solar cell and gravity-assisted epitaxial
lift-off (ELO) apparatus. Solar energy has enjoyed an exponential growth in the past two
decades. Clearly, III-V multi-junction (MJ) solar cell produces the most efficient solar cells.
Cell efficiency is considered one of the key drivers that can lower the cost of solar
technology. If the efficiency of a solar cell doubles, the other requirement such as land area
and weight can be effectively halved.
Despite having significant performance advantage, III-V MJ solar cell technology still be
considered as being on the fringe of the solar energy boom, mostly because it is still being
perceived as expensive. The market penetration of III-V MJ solar cell is hindered by the
availability of cheap (but low performance) Si PV. Hence, only a select number of
applications can afford the additional cost for high performance (i.e. space, concentrator
power utility). In this Proof of Concept (POC) proposal, we will demonstrate a solution to
close the cost differential between Si and III-V MJ solar cells by enabling the manufacturer
to:
•
•

Reuse the III-V substrate multiple times, significantly reducing one of the main
components in the cost of producing III-V solar cells.
Enhance the efficiency of the III-V MJ solar cell further by adding another cell based
on our dilute nitride 1eV solar cell.

These two technologies will enable a thinner and lighter solar cell that is 2–3 times more
efficient than the Si solar cells that currently dominate the consumer PV market.
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Executive Summary
Anaerobic Membrane Bioreactor is a burgeoning technology for used water treatment that
attracts great interest both from researchers and industry, because of its advantages of
small footprint, high effluent quality, high volumetric loading rate, and lower sludge
production. Most importantly, it can reduce energy consumption or even be energy positive
due to the biogas production. However, when the membrane module is submerged inside
the anaerobic reactor for an extended period, the permeate flux begins to reduce
significantly due to membrane fouling.
The use of vibratory membrane module holds the promise to eliminate fouling problem for
AnMBRs which deters the wide application of AnMBRs in the industry. This project is built
on a new design with the vibratory-stirring (VS) membrane system, which consists of
sinusoidal vibration mechanism, loose hollow fibre membranes, suction chambers, and VS
membrane module with grid panel. The VS membrane module combines transverse
vibration effect, fibre looseness effect, and grid panel effect to maximize shear stresses on
the membrane surface, generate the secondary vortices in the vicinity of membrane surface
and mix the feed suspension in the AnMBR in a sustainable and economic way. Its
effectiveness has already been verified in aerobic MBRs in our EWI funded project.
The proposed POC project is to construct a prototype of VS-AnMBR system for long term
(30-60 days) duration testing that is in line with the operational conditions in the industry.
Further improvement of grid panel pattern for better stirring and turbulence generation will
be pursued in the current POC taking into account long duration test results. The energy
consumption of the VS membrane system and the energy recovered by biogas of the VSAnMBR system will be calculated for further optimization. With demonstration of positive
results, the industry will have confidence to adopt the technology in their applications.
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Executive Summary
In the air-conditioning system, a large portion of the energy consumed is to remove the
excess moisture from the humid air. Currently, cooling-based dehumidification and
desiccant wheel is the dominant technologies used for dehumidification. However, both of
the technologies are energy intensive and not environmental friendly.
In considering of cost saving and implement the green technology in the modern buildings,
we propose to use membrane technology to remove the excess moisture from the humid
air before it enters the air-conditioning system. Our uniquely designed and intellectual
property (IP) protected poly(dimethylsiloxane)-polyacrylonitrile (PDMS/PAN) hollow fiber
composite membrane can remove the moisture from the humid air effectively with zero
emission of carbon dioxide. Hence, by integrating the membrane system with the airconditioning system, not only can we reduce the energy cost but also implement the green
technology and avoid the cross-contamination. The PDMS/PAN hollow fiber composite
membrane shows superior gas separation performance in the application of controlled
atmosphere. In addition, we have demonstrated the capability to produce pilot-scale hollow
fiber modules. We believe the membrane air dehumidifier will be the breakthrough in the
green building development.
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Executive Summary
Biomedical implants and devices such as urinary catheters, contact lenses, nasal implants,
prostheses, pacemakers and other devices are extensively used in medical care nowadays,
to restore the quality of life or save lives. Despite advanced sterilization and aseptic
techniques and extreme care taken during the implantation procedure, some implants and
medical devices can still be infected by bacteria or fungi which can lead to severe infections
or life threats. Hospital-acquired infections related with biomedical devices and implants
have been reported to result in approximately 99,000 deaths per year in US. Nasal implant
and urinary catheters are the most common sources of nosocomial blood stream infections.
Current technologies for antimicrobial effect are usually based on silver or leachable
antimicrobial molecules such as antibiotics. The pervasive use of antibiotics in agriculture
and also the old history (a few decades) associated with present day antibiotics have led to
the emergence of antibiotics resistant superbugs. Silver, on the other hand, is toxic and an
environmental hazard too.
Our antimicrobial technology uses positive charged sugar-based molecules to disrupt
bacterial just like soap. We have already developed a few such sugar-based molecules and
have patented them too.
We shall adapt our biostable positively charged sugar-based molecules as antimicrobial
coatings for various biomedical devices, specifically nose clips and urinary catheters. Our
coatings act like a positively charge nanosponge that suction out parts of the microbe when
the latter contact the coatings. We shall optimize both the formulations and the coating
technique to achieve highly effective antimicrobial coatings.
Our non-leaching antimicrobial coatings possess some advantages over the other
strategies using leachable antibiotics or silver. This non-leaching mode does not have
environment hazard, and is effective with a longer or even permanent durability. These
contact-active antimicrobial coatings are also likely to reduce the incidence of resistant
microbe strains.
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Executive Summary
Dengue affects 2.5 billion (35.5%) of the world’s population. The WHO estimates that 50100 million infections occur annually, including 500,000 dengue haemorrhagic fever (DHF)
cases and 22,000 deaths. Dengue incidence is predicted to increase and spread further. To
date, there are no vaccines to prevent infection and no specific antiviral medicines for
dengue. Treatment solely relies on early diagnosis and prompt supportive treatment.
Thus, it is important to diagnose dengue early, especially for DHF which is the severe form
of dengue symptom as this can result in death if not managed properly.
The proposed technology is an electrochemical lateral flow biosensor (ELFB) for point-ofcare (POC) dengue virus detection. Novelty of our technology is based on integration of the
screen-printed electrode into the lateral flow strip enabling electrochemical detection of
target analytes combined with immunorecognition and convenience of a single-step, selfcontained and self-running assay. It is a rapid test capable of producing quantitative results
within 10 minutes.
In general, the project thrives to produce a generic device and can be applied to rapid
diagnostics of different viruses and pathogens. However, the objective of the current project
is to demonstrate that one can make a quantitative and rapid ELFB test to dengue virus or
anti-dengue immunoglobulins in whole blood, including full validation of the technique. The
key deliverable is to demonstrate that using our biosensor one can make rapid quantitative
measurements of spiked blood samples.
The ELFB is highly competitive to the recent rapid dengue tests. With the market value for
dengue rapid tests re-valued at US$1.344 billion per year in 2012, we expect that
introduction of our ELFB devices will have an enormously high profit. In fact, we believe that
with time our ELFB technology will conquer much of the current dengue rapid tests.
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Executive Summary
Localized hypothermia to all four limbs (body extremities) during chemotherapy infusion
could be the solution to prevent most daunting side effect of chemotherapy, i.e.
Chemotherapy Induced Peripheral Neuropathy (CIPN). The project is targeted to derive
convincing clinical evidence for this patented treatment invented by the team (4312P/GB),
through Phase I and Phase II clinical trials (which have already been approved by the NHG
Domain Specific Review Board). Once the clinical evidence is established, this will
represent a potential disruptive innovation that will generate industry interest.
CIPN is damage to the peripheral nerves due to administration of chemotherapy and it is a
frequent side-effect of most commonly used chemotherapeutic agents. CIPN does not only
badly affect the quality of life for many cancer survivors (e.g. causing severe pain and
affecting patients’ basic ability to walk, stand and write), but also significantly compromises
the outcomes of cancer treatment because it often leads to dosage reduction and treatment
discontinuation for many patients. Currently, there is no effective treatment to prevent or
reverse CIPN and available clinical intervention is limited to supportive care for
symptomatic/pain management.
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Executive Summary
This POC Project aims to develop a prototype of a novel instrument for the characterization
of the pore-size distributions (PSDs) of membranes. Membranes are needed for filtration in
wide-ranging industries with sizeable market valuations (e.g., food, chemicals,
pharmaceuticals). For example, the water industry, in which membranes are essential
components, was worth US$178 billion in 20131. In such industries, the PSDs of
membranes are critical in ensuring highly discriminating separations while maintaining high
permeate fluxes. Unsurprisingly, the Liquid Displacement Porometer (LDP), which is
currently the universally-used instrument, commands a market value of S$1 billion.
Unfortunately, LDP, based on high-pressure displacement of liquid from membrane pores,
has several drawbacks, which are circumvented by our novel Evapoporometry (EP)
instrument proposed here. Specifically, the PSD is determined via EP by measuring the
progressive mass loss as evaporation proceeds from the largest to the smallest pores. The
advantages of EP over LDP include:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

operation at ambient conditions, leading to lower-cost construction and
avoiding membrane damage due to high pressures,
applicability for membrane autopsies, hence allowing for diagnosis of
membrane-related process upsets, and
measurement of a wider range of pore sizes, which extends the applicability
to more membrane-based processes.

To date, the Project Team has demonstrated the efficacy of EP in measuring membrane
PSD. For an improved prototype of the EP instrument, a few refinements are needed,
primarily
(1) Use of water instead of the currently-used solvent (isopropanol) as the
evaporating liquid to allow for green processing and applicability to biofilms,
(2) Expand measureable pore size range to cover more membrane-based processes,
and
(3) Design a versatile diffusion test cell to facilitate the transition between flat-sheet
and hollow-fiber membranes.
The end goal is twofold:
(1) A diffusion test cell prototype will be finalized, and
(2) The EP instrument will be licensed.
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Executive Summary
This project aims to develop clean, sustainable, inexpensive, and transition metal-free
synthetic routes and manufacturing processes for the production of amino acid-type
compounds used as bioactive molecules and animal food additives. These compounds are
worth of over US$ 50 billion of annual sales in the global market.
This scientific basis of the proposed project has been verified in our recent breakthroughs
concerning the creation novel synthetic strategies. Our relevant technologies from earlier
studies has been protected in patent applications and documented in high impact
publications. Specifically, we will carry out poof-of-concept commercial development for the
conversion of inexpensive, readily available, and sustainable raw materials (such as
carbohydrate biomass and carboxylic acids/esters) to amino-acids and related compounds
that are widely used as biomedicals, advanced pharmaceutical ingredients, animal food
additives, and active components used in cosmetic products. Our synthetic process is
based on transition-metal free, clean, non-toxic, and green organocatalytic technology.
Due to health and safety concerns, if possible toxic transition metals should be avoided in
the manufacturing process. For example, FDA requires that in the last several steps of
pharmaceutical manufacturing, toxic metals such as palladium should be avoided. When
toxic transition metals were used, the residual metal impurities must to be removed using
expensive procedures. By using our organocatalytic approaches, safe products can be
obtained without extra-steps for removing problematic residue metal impurities. In addition,
with the proposed approach manufacturing cost can be substantially reduced:
(1) our method uses inexpensive and sustainable raw materials (such as those from
abundant biomass);
(2) our methods involves fewer synthetic steps, through fundamental changes of the
chemical reactions, our approach allows for very short routes (e.g., 1-2 steps,
compared to more than 10 steps in conventional methods); and
(3) as we’re using non-toxic catalysts and sustainable raw materials, post-synthetic
treatments (e.g., product purification, waste treatment) are much simpler and
cheaper.
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Executive Summary
State of charge (SoC), state of health (SoH) and state of safety (SoS) of batteries are very
important especially for Li Ion batteries in hybrid and pure electric vehicles applications.
Currently, SoC and SoH are merely estimated from the open circuit voltage (OCV) of the
battery and the total current drawn from the cell, but this proven to be ineffective as an aged
Li Ion cell shows only very slight change in OCV. Inaccurate estimation of SoC and SoH
render conservative use of the battery cell, i.e pre-mature charging of the cells that results
in more often charging and reduces its lifespan; pre-mature replacement of the cells
increases its operation cost unnecessary; late-replacement of the cells put the cells in a
risky situation which can end up in explosion. SoS is estimated from the cell temperature
currently but this is not sufficient because beyond a threshold temperature, a rapid thermal
runaway occur. Fortunately, SoC, SoH and SoS can be determined accurately using
thermodynamics parameters of the cell, and the method is patented by the Co-PI.
There is also no measure of the degradation level of the various components in the cell
currently, and quality improvement of the cell is not possible. Thermodynamics methods
make it possible to monitor separately degradation of anode and cathode.
This project is to design circuits to determine these thermodynamics parameters in-situ and
non-destructive, and fabricate them in integrated circuit form and embed it in a cell. The
determination of the parameters using integrated circuits is novel and patented, and it is
patented by the PI and Co-PI. With this embedment, the states of each cell, not limited to Li
Ion battery, can be known with accuracy, benefit to battery manufacturers and users. With
the information on the states of each cell in a battery pack, a novel and patented balancing
of cells in a pack by the PI can be implemented and thus extend the lifespan of a battery
pack. This will be incorporated as an application demonstration.
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Executive Summary
Difficulty in visual recognition of early stage gastrointestinal cancer (GC) coupled with high
sampling errors associated with operator’s dependent assessment based on conventional
white light imaging is the major cause for late diagnosis of GC, resulting in disproportionately
high mortality rates relative to its incidence rate, despite GC being a cancer type that is
highly treatable if diagnosed early. To address the problems hindering early diagnosis of
GC and therefore improving prognosis of GC, this project aims to develop a novel nearinfrared (NIR) autofluorescence (AF) image-guided confocal Raman endoscopic technique
for early cancer detection and diagnosis in gastrointestinal tracts during endoscopic
examination.
Specifically, we will develop a depth-resolved fiber-optic confocal Raman probe that offers
compelling advantages for enhancing in-vivo epithelial tissue Raman measurements. The
depth-resolved confocal Raman system will remove operator’s subjectivity by enabling invivo molecular characterization of suspicious lesions, therefore much reducing the number
of biopsies needed with targeted biopsy. Additionally, we will also develop a novel widefield NIR-AF imaging system to direct the confocal Raman measurements to further remove
the operator’s independence on visual identification of suspicious lesions, a challenging task
because of limitations of white light imaging. We will further integrate NIR-AF-guided
confocal spectroscopy with multivariate analysis that enables epithelial molecular
information to be extracted and analyzed in real-time in vivo during endoscopic examination.
The entire NIR-AF-guided confocal Raman endoscopic system is controlled by customized
software with auditory probabilistic feedback to endoscopists, pushing the frontier of NIRAF confocal Raman spectroscopy into routine endoscopic diagnostics. The NIR AF imageguided confocal Raman spectroscopy technology developed in this POC project has the
potential to be the World's first endoscopic imaging system for objective, real time in-vivo
detection and diagnosis of epithelial disease during endoscopy, thereby facilitating
precancer and early cancer detection and timely management to improve patients' outcome.
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Executive Summary
Despite the success of graphene, the integration of graphene with silicon-based electronic
industry remains a formidable challenge. At present, there is no solution for the preparation
of large area, continuous graphene film on SiO2/Si wafers, free from growth-related
morphological defects or transfer-induced cracks and folds. A lot of attention has been
dedicated to roll-to-roll technology on copper foil but it is irrelevant to silicon-based
semiconductor technology and is concerned primarily with the display markets (with stiff
competition from ITO). Furthermore the polycrystalline nature and microscopic roughness
of copper foils means that such roll-to-roll transferred films are not devoid of cracks and
folds, thus rendering it useless as an electronic material for the electronic industry. High
fidelity transfer or direct growth of high quality graphene films on silicon is needed to enable
wide ranging applications for silicon-based photonics or electronics, which include devices
such as optoelectronic modulators, transistors, on-chip biosensors and tunneling barriers.
The direct growth of graphene film on insulating substrate like SiO2/Si wafer is useful for
enabling such applications, but due to the incompatibility of graphene with the silicon lattice,
there is at present no viable direct deposition route of graphene-on-silicon to address this
important technological market.
Recently, Prof Loh KP’s team developed a unique face-to-face, one step growth-andtransfer method for wafer-scale graphene films that can uniquely accomplish both the
growth and transfer steps on one wafer (please see the list of international media coveragesee below). Most importantly, the direct growth and spontaneous attachment of graphene
on the underlying substrate is amenable to in-line processing in semiconductor production
and thus will speed up the technological application of graphene-on-silicon platform such
as Shottky barrier diodes, waveguides and photovoltaics. Reference (“Face-to-face transfer
of graphene film on silicon wafer, K. P. Loh et. al.” Nature 505, 190–194 (2014))”.
Due to this important breakthrough, we have a unique business opportunity to spin-off a
company based on the manufacture of “graphene-on-silicon”wafers, which can target niche
applications in photovoltaics as well as other graphene-enabled platforms. This POC
describes the experimental development that draws on background IP developed by the PI,
eg. U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 61/862,127, Title: Method To Transfer Two
Dimensional Film Grown On Metal-Coated Water To The Water Itself In A Face-To-Face
Manner, ILO Ref: 13124N-US/PRV.
In this POC, the PI will carry out feasibility study for a cost-effective production prototype
that can be useful for commercialization of the process. Basic technological elements in the
growth and transfer of graphene-on-silicon are integrated to achieve concept-enabling
levels of performance. Experiments will be carried out to validate high system fidelity in
terms of growth and transfer.
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Executive Summary
Aging populations worldwide have resulted in increasing
(i)
(ii)

patient-numbers and
reliance on elderly healthcare workers.

There is a dire need to improve productivity in labor intensive areas through innovative
technology. Inefficiency in hospitals include the daily transport of patients in bed which require
two persons- one porter pushing behind and a nurse steering in front. Hospital environment
features narrow corridors and crowded lifts/rooms, making the task time-consuming and
physically/ mentally-challenging. Work-related injuries are an increasing concern.
We propose a novel robotic omni-directional mobility unit that can be added on to existing
hospital bed, transforming it into a power-assisted system that can be easily operated by one
person. At end of project, a market-ready advanced prototype comprising:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

an optimised-design mobility unit;
custom designed user-friendly human-machine interface and control system;
that has undergone comprehensive user trials at hospital with data on
performance and user feedback.

Our unique omni-directional mobility offers unmatched maneuverability in a space-constrained
environment (one-step “parallel-parking” ability). The main focus of this proposal is to develop
an intelligent intuitive force sensing based user control unit for more ergonomic, efficient and
safe operation. The intuitive user control will enhance workers’ performance and efficiency and
prevent workers’ injuries. For example, if the sensors detect that the path forward is a straight
narrow corridor, it will automatically reduce its sensitivity to turning forces so that the nurse can
easily push the bed.
There may appear to be several competing bed movers which allow just one person to move
beds. However, these are not widely adopted due to major limitations including:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

use of conventional skid-steering drive poses major maneuverability issues in
congested hospital environment;
the use of button based control is non-intuitive and requires extensive training for
healthcare workers to operate skillfully; and
the forklift style design increases the length of existing beds, further comprising
maneuverability.

The current proposal will involve a redesign with several critical improvments on a first prototype
tested at NUH which demonstrated good functionality and obtained very positive user feedback.
We will work closely with our industry partner to commercialize the technologies developed. In
view of the trend of population aging around the world, the market potential of our product will
be enormous. NUH alone hires over 150 porters and implementation of our system could see
savings of S$2.5M per annum in manpower cost. This is based on a costing and sales price
plan where product is sold wihin similar price range to current marketed bed movers.
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Executive Summary
As sensor and machine-to-machine (M2M) communication technologies advances, more objects are
becoming embedded with sensors and gaining the ability to communicate and collaborate. Internet
of things (IoT) enables these objects to be uniquely recognizable, locatable, and controllable, and to
share information with other members of the network through the same Internet Protocol (IP) that
connects the Internet. The resulting information networks promise to enable new business models,
new user experiences, optimize processes & services, and reduce costs & risks in various industry
segments, ranging from industrial & building, transportation, environmental, healthcare, retail,
security, smart grid and beyond.
IoT is projected to be one of the fastest growing technology segments in the next 3 to 5 years. The
IoT market in 2011 was worth $44 billion, and is expected to grow $290 billion by 2017 with a
compounded annual growth rate of 30.1% from 2012 to 2017. However, as indicated by Frost &
Sullivan in its report, security is the major issue acting as a hindrance for wide scale adoption of IoT.
Constant sharing of information between devices and users could occur without the consent of
related and authorized personalities. Cited from the same Frost & Sullivan’s report, there is a lack of
a security platform that provides access control and personalized security policy based on user needs
and context, across different types of IoT ‘things’ and smart mobile devices. The availability of such
security platform in the market will enable developers and service providers to develop and offer
innovative end-to-end secured IoT services that able to meet various security and privacy needs for
their customers in various industry verticals.
Arising from our research work in wireless sensor and IoT devices, the team has developed and
patented an algorithm that enhances the security of the wireless systems and devices by grouping
security parameters required by the respective wireless network and from multiple layers
(application/network/system), and re-sequencing them to generate a unique security key
management scheme. The invention provides the flexibility for user to choose or define its own
combination of the security parameters concerned in applications, network, and systems level, then
sequence and synchronise these parameters in a manner one prefers to form a security key.
In this proposed project, the team will develop a cross-layer security authentication platform, which
can be provided as software plug-in, for IoT nodes based on our earlier research work and the
granted patent, to solve the abovementioned challenges and accelerate the creation of innovative
secured IoT solutions to meet business needs for various industry verticals. The platform will enable
the creation of innovative commercially viable IoT solutions that are secured and adaptable to various
industry needs.
To bring the developed platform closer to the market, the team will work closely with industry
collaborators (Exxel Technology Pte Ltd and VIRE Technologies Pte Ltd), to define and develop
commercially viable application use cases in industry verticals such as building & construction,
transportation, advanced manufacturing, etc. The team will integrate the use cases with the crosslayer security authentication platform and carry out field tests in real environments provided by the
collaborators. The Singapore-based industry collaborator and potential commercialization partner will
work closely with the team from the start of the project to define innovative IoT solutions, provide
some sensor devices, to provide a real environment and field engineers to participate in field tests,
and advise the team on bring-to-market strategies in IoT solutions for business opportunities in
transportation, building & construction, manufacturing sectors, etc.
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Executive Summary
For nearly 400 years since its invention, visualization through light microscopy has been
limited to 2D. In this project, we seek to develop the world’s first true 4D microscope camera
that can be attached to any existing light microscope. By providing previously unavailable
information on two additional dimensions (depth and time), our 4D microscope camera
promises market disruption by changing the way the world looks at bio-imaging. This is in
the same vein as inventions such as microarrays (Agilent, Affymetrix), sequencers (Applied
Biosystems, Illumina) and sound cards (Creative Labs, Turtle Beach) revolutionized their
respective industries.
By combining the usage of electrical tuneable lens (focal length modulated by applied
currents) and algorithms based on Transport of Intensity Equations (TIE), we are able to
obtain 3D quantitative phase information at nanometer-scale with millisecond temporal
resolution. Past attempts at 3D visualization have been based primarily on primitive lens
structures, resulting in inefficient algorithms as in the case of tomography and confocal Zstack reconstruction microscopy, or complex microscope setups as in the case of light sheet
illumination and digital holography.
This new camera add-on will allow us to penetrate the global microscopy/scientific
instruments market. Just as personal computers come installed with a sound card, webcam
and other peripherals, the current 4D camera would be a standard add-on replacing the
aging digital cameras with applications in diverse field and generating a new billion dollar
($3.5B) market.
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Executive Summary
Benign prostate hyperplasia (BPH) is the commonest urological condition that affects men.
Its incidence is expected to rise with the global aging population. As the prostate enlarges
with age, its symptoms are related to obstructed urinary flow, culminating to complete
retention of urine (RU). Surgical options are used when medical therapy has failed. They
are performed via the urethra under anaesthesia.
This project aims to develop a non-invasive way to create a cavity within the prostate gland
using high intensity focused ultrasound energy. The non-invasive approach is crucial within
the patient’s care by preventing their symptoms from worsening to RU.
Our preliminary results on ex-vivo porcine kidneys showed that consistent creation of a
cavity with thermal coagulation at its edges. We built a system that is capable of delivering
focused ultrasound energy with guidance. This shows that we are able to create a bloodless
cavity within the prostate. In our in-vivo porcine kidneys, results are not consistent to
insufficient tissue power delivery due to “heat-sink” effect and low power generator. This
grant will allow us to build the higher-powered generator and further our experiment on invivo porcine kidneys. Our aims are immediate cavity creations within the kidney and verify
that there is no bleeding from its edges.
In the next phase, our success will further be translated to the canine prostate gland, which
is an important step to our eventual application onto human prostate. The goal is to achieve
a bloodless relieve of the patient’s symptoms of obstructed urine flow without passage
through the urethra.
Our non-invasive approach is novel, and its hemostatic feature distinguishes from our
closest competitor, Histotrispy that focus on cavity creation alone. Thus, our position is
unique in both intellectual property position and revolutionize BPH patients care in
preventing symptoms worsening and surgery.
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Executive Summary
Singapore is one of Asia’s main energy and petrochemical hubs and one of top oil trading
and refining centers in the world. As a result, the country is vulnerable for oil spills. A
massive oil spill with more than 28,000 tons of crude oil heavily contaminated Singapore’s
sea environment in 1997. There have been several physical, chemical and biological ways
for oil spill cleaning. Among them, sorption is considered as the most effective and simple
method. Polypropylene (PP)-based absorbents are widely for oil absorption but they are
non-biodegradable, possess low absorption capacities and slow absorption rates. So a
suitable replacement for (PP)-based absorbents where high oil absorption capacity, fast oil
absorption rate, biodegradability and environmental issues are of concern is desirable.
In Singapore, about two thirds of the energy consumption in buildings is used for space
conditioning (temperature and ventilation). Energy use for air conditioning is driven by the
need to maintain a comfortable indoor environment for human occupants and to provide
thermal conditions to ensure proper functioning of equipment. The design and operation of
sustainable buildings are motivated by the need to reduce energy use and harmful carbon
emissions. Particularly, decreasing building energy demand overall through the
development and deployment of highly effective insulation materials to improve the energy
efficiency of a building is demanded.
Biodegradable cellulose aerogel sheets made from the sol gel technique using
environmental wastes developed in this proposal can be the best candidate for the future of
the above industries. The new degradable sheet retains not only the oleophilic properties of
oil absorbents, but also heat insulation properties of current building insulators. The
developed cellulose aerogels are non-toxic, ultra-lightweight but strong, flexible, foldable,
water repellent, oleophilic and have extremely low thermal conductivity like air. Through this
proposal, paper waste in Singapore (1.26 million tonnes/year) can be reused and change
the future of the oil spill cleaning/building industry around the world.
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Executive Summary
The aim is to develop a prototype, and perform animal study of a novel bidirectional arterial
cannula or sheath which eliminates limb ischemia when placed inside a vessel – while
occupying a large percentage of its lumen - by allowing blood flow to the limb while at the
same time maintaining perfusion to the body, or maintaining access to the aorta or heart in:
1. Extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO)
 Used for temporary mechanical circulatory support for heart & lung failure. Lower
limb ischemia remains a significant problem, which may result in infection,
amputation or death.
2. Minimally invasive cardiac surgery
 Gaining popularity
 Problems of compartment syndrome have been reported
 Some surgeons prophylactically place a distal perfusion cannula to prevent this
problem
 A cannula like this is currently a “nice-to-have”, but would eventually be a “musthave” as patients who request this kind of surgery – usually otherwise healthy
individuals - have high expectations
3. Endovascular aortic repair (EVAR)
Most standard EVAR procedures take 1-2 hours. Though limb ischemia is uncommon in
this group, it does happen, especially with pre-existing peripheral arterial occlusive disease.
 Increasing numbers of fenestrated and branched abdominal EVARs – which
take up to 4-6 hours – increase the likelihood of limb ischemia. Some surgeons
routinely perform prophylactic shunts or bypasses in order to prevent limb
ischemia.
 The current race to develop the aortic arch branched endograft could further
expand the market
4. Transcatheter Heart Valve Replacement
 The US PARTNER trial reported 15.3% major, and 11.9% minor vascular
complications.
 New possibilities on the horizon include transcatheter aortic root replacement,
transcatheter mitral valve repair/replacement which may require the sheaths to
be in place for prolonged periods.
There is currently no product of its kind on the market.
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Executive Summary
Percutaneous nephrolithotomy (PCNL) is the favoured treatment for large kidney stones.
This procedure is a challenging task even for experienced surgeons, since treatment
outcomes are highly dependent on the accuracy of needle puncture in the desired position
of the kidney. At present, the PCNL is done under x-ray guidance. The surgeon adjusts the
needle direction in a 3-dimensional movement judging from a 2-dimensional x-ray image.
This has several limitations.
1. Steep learning curve.
2. Increased complication rate.
3. Prolonged x-ray exposure time to achieve desired puncture.
Our team has designed a needle guiding device to gain rapid and accurate access to the
kidney collecting system. By using this device, we are able to simplify the whole process
into 2 simple steps. Dummy testing of the system resulted in 100% targeting success rate
with extremely high accuracy and mean procedure duration of 1-4 minutes even for
engineers with no surgical training. The radiation dose was tremendously decreased as xray is limited to two images.
This system is simple, reliable and inexpensive. It belongs to HSA Class A medical device
with very low risks. We expect the same level of success in further study to validate its use
both in animal experiment and in first human trials.
We have already identified two industrial partners. One is experienced in medical device
R&D and manufacture, the other in medical device commercialisation and distribution. With
their help, we are confident that in the next 12 months we will be able to make this device a
commercialisable product that is ready for first patient use in hospitals.
We also strongly believe the use of this system is not only limited in kidney surgery but also
in many other areas of x-ray guided needle biopsy procedures. The potential market for this
device is huge and beyond the scope of this application.
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Executive Summary
There are approximately 750,000 new cases of liver cancer diagnosed globally in 2008 or
5.9% of all cancers. Liver cancer is the third most common cause of death from cancer
worldwide, estimated at nearly 700,000 deaths in 2008.The main cause of this cancer is
from viral hepatitis which affects more than half a billion persons worldwide, which pose
them at high risk of developing cancer, many of whom are unaware that they are
infected.2Liver cirrhosis from other causes such as alcohol can also give rise to liver cancer.
Pre-clinical validation of the ADD to enable first in man would position ADD nearer to
commercialization to save more patients with liver cancer. Whilst liver resection remains
the only practical definitive curative treatment for many patients with liver cancer, the
significant blood loss during the lengthy surgery remains a problem for the surgeons. Liver
surgery till date is only offered in selected centers throughout the world, limiting the cure to
this cancer.
Responding to this, we have developed an ADD prototype, which can coagulate and divide
the liver after detecting the absence of blood-flow in the resection plane. This will limit lateral
thermal injury to tissues adjacent to the resection plane, expedite the resection process and
provides added safety from the risk of bleeding. This has been demonstrated in preliminary
experiments in the pig’s liver.
We have patented ADD at the national phase in 2013. Our NRF POC application is
requesting for funding to conduct additional surgeries on pigs to collect more relevant
scientific evidence to refine the engineering aspect of this patented ADD. We believe our
ADD would be ready to be tested in human subjects after we have successfully completed
these additional surgeries on pigs. Technology commercialization of ADD would ensue after
successful testing in human subjects.
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Executive Summary
Succinic acid is a platform chemical used in pharmaceutical, chemical and automobile
industries. It can also be co-polymerized with 1,4-butandiol to form a biodegradable polymer
polybutylene succinate (PBS). However, most succinic acid is still produced from
petrochemical feedstock such as butane and maleic anhydride, and is not renewable.
Recently, some companies started to produce bio-succinic acid from glucose by using
submerged fermentation (SmF) processes. However, glucose is a food source and the yield
of succinic acid in SmF is very low. To recover succinic acid from the fermentation mixture,
a huge amount of water needs to be evaporated.
To overcome these issues, we propose a solid-state fermentation (SSF) process in which
agricultural waste from making sugarcane juice, so-called sugarcane bagasse (SB), can be
converted into succinic acid without adding water. Thus, the product succinic acid will be
highly concentrated (~80%) and can be purified to 99% purity after re-crystallization. It will
be used by our industrial collaborators such as Minima Technology to make biodegradable
PBS and biodegradable plastic.
The key technology behind this proposal is a patent-pending solid-state fermentation
process enabled by a unique bacterial strain XMR32 isolated in our lab. XMR32 is a
facultative anaerobe which can grow by using solid SB as a substrate. After 60h of
fermentation in SB, XMR32 can produce concentrated succinic acid juice (~80%), which
can be extracted from SB directly by using mechanical squeezing (succinic acid
concentration in traditional submerged fermentation rarely exceed 5%). Succinic acid in the
80% juice can be precipitated directly by adding calcium chloride (a low cost compound) to
obtain white crystals. This strain also produces hydrogen gas which can be used as an
energy source to dry the crystals.
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Executive Summary
The aim of this project is to develop a prototype in situ highly sensitive sensor for phosphate
monitoring in freshwaters. Phosphates are usually measured through the conventional
procedures of sample grabbing, transport and storage, and analysis with expensive
instrument such as inductively coupled plasma (ICP) along with considerable consumption
of noble gases. This procedure is therefore costly, less sensitive, time consuming, labor
intensive and prone to loss/gain of phosphates to/from containers over the course. To
overcome the problems, on-line sensors such as WIZ, Italy, and WTW, Germany, are
recently available but limited for phosphate measurements in wastewaters due to their low
sensitivity.
Phosphates are the limiting/controlling nutrient for blue algal blooms. Frequent occurrence
of algal blooms in fresh waters as a result of excess nutrients has been a global problem
causing water quality deterioration and hypoxic conditions which lead to the death of
animals and threats to human health. Recent examples are massive algal blooms in Lake
Erie, Canada, 2011, Chaohu Lake, China, 2013, and Taihu Lake, China, 2007. In addition,
secreted toxins from algae such as Microcystins are lethal and highly concerned.
Monitoring of phosphates in fresh waters would therefore help on early warning algal
blooms.
To meet the urgent needs for accurate and sensitive measurements of trace phosphates in
fresh waters, we have developed a sensor which combines built-in in situ preconcentration
to increase the low concentrations in water to high concentrations in the sensor and on-site
detection to achieve on-line measurements (US Provisional Application No. 61/945,919). In
situ preconcentration is achieved by employing a binding phase for convenient absorbance
detection and for selectively complexing phosphates diffused from a well-defined diffusive
layer. The diffusive layer also serves to retain the complexed large molecules. Phosphates
accumulated in the binding phase are detected on-site by inexpensive paired light emitting
diodes (LED) in the sensor. The sensor is software controlled and automated for on-line
monitoring. Data are stored or transmitted wirelessly. The prototypes of the sensor have
been fabricated and tested in simulated fresh waters in the lab. Thus, in this project, we will
further optimize the prototype and validate it in Singapore reservoirs and waterways by
comparing with existing methods.
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Executive Summary
Hydrogen proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) are currently emerging as a
popular energy source owing to their high power density. Some of the major advantages of
using PEMFCs include:
o
o
o
o

Silent operation;
High efficiencies allowing for a small device;
Low operation temperature of approximately 45-65oC;
Non-carbon emitting, with only water as a waste product.

Conventional PEMFCs are fed hydrogen and air via a gas canister and fans respectively.
Water, a byproduct, must be removed in order to prevent deterioration of the fuel cell. This
is typically achieved via periodic expulsion of hydrogen into the surroundings; however, this
has the downside of wasting fuel.
Certain environments or applications, for example, in space, deep sea or military use, do
not permit the use of air as a source of oxygen; instead it is fed directly via a gas canister.
Similar to the previous system, these systems require periodic expulsion of gas (oxygen
and hydrogen), leading to fuel wastage. It is therefore of interest of develop a PEMFC
system which does not require any gas expulsion as this would ensure 100% fuel utilization.
In this project, we propose to improve upon a design previously patented by our team in
order to develop a prototype 500W PEMFC module that has stable and high performance
with zero fuel wastage. The module will include the fuel cell stack, control system, gas
cannisters and other peripherals required for full functionality. In essence, the module relies
on alternating between high and low gas pressure to forcefully expel water with no fuel
wastage. The advantages of developing such a module include:
1. Significantly higher energy density as compared to conventional lithium ion
batteries;
2. Highly flexible and customizable system where energy capacity can be
increased by carrying more gas cannisters;
3. Easily scalable and manufacturable to allow for mass market commercialization;
4. Production of portable water, which can be consumed or combined with an
electrolyzer to allow for resynthesis of fuel.
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Executive Summary
Rechargeable lithium ion batteries (LIBs) have revolutionized the portable electronics
industry over the past 20 years and its market value reached $10 billion in 2013. The current
market is dominated by LIBs using graphite anode and LiCoO2 cathode materials. However,
these LIBs suffer from sluggish charging, short product lifetime and potential safety hazards.
In addition, additives such as polymeric binders and conductive materials are used in these
commercial LIBs, resulting in low volumetric density of electrode materials.
To address these issues, our technology aims to develop electrode materials for ultrafast
charging LIBs with long product lifetime. In addition, our technology enables the fabrication
of elongated TiO2 nanotube electrode directly on the current collector, eliminating the usage
of conductive materials and binders (additive free).
Compared with conventional graphite anode, our technology allows a battery to be charged
within 3 minutes, with a high capacity of 176 mAh/g. This is a fraction of the time taken by
graphite materials with similar capacity (charging time is longer than 60 min). The use of
high-density TiO2 nanotubes as an additive-free electrode will also reduce the size of the
battery. We have also demonstrated high-rate charging-discharging (3 min per charging)
for more than 10,000 cycles. This is equivalent to a product lifetime of more than 25 years
(assuming one charging per day).
In this proposed POC project, we would produce a battery prototype based on 18650 cells
with the targeted application in consumer electronic devices. 18650 cells are commonly
used in laptops and cameras, and they are generally taken as the benchmark for industrial
adoption. The final prototype would exhibit ultrafast charging capability, long product
lifetime, and safety over wide temperature ranges. Such novel ultrafast rechargeable
batteries will revolutionize portable consumer electronics and gain significant advantages
over existing graphite-based batteries.
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Executive Summary
The grand objective is to realize unprecedented audio Class-D amplifiers – potentially the
industry de-facto standard for smart-devices, etc. The two intended markets are the
gargantuan general-audio Class-D amplifier and the wireless-headphone markets,
respectively >3B units and US$1.3B annually. For the former, our design features
unprecedented performance, yet with lowest cost (IC-area). For the latter, Class-D
amplifiers remain inapplicable (until this proposal).
Specifically, our Class-D amplifiers feature:
(i)
Low-Output-Noise
Our design featuring the lowest output-noise of all reported Class-D amplifiers, for the first
time-ever allows the application of high power-efficient Class-D amplifiers for applications
where the loudspeaker is placed close to the ear, including headphones.
(ii)
Ultra-High-Power-Efficient
This is imperative for extended battery-lifespan – a critical consideration. Our design
features the lowest quiescent-power of all reported Class-D amplifiers for the same
performance. For example, in a wireless headphone application, our design offers 50%
extended battery-lifespan.
(iii)
Ultra-High-Supply-Noise-Insensitive
This is imperative for low power-supply output-noise. Our design features the highest
supply-noise-immunity of all reported Class-D amplifiers, translating to highly robust
amplifiers (simplifies system-level design) and simplest power-management, leading to
reduced system-hardware, smaller form-factor and reduced cost.
(iv)
Ultra-High-Fidelity
The new generation of smart-devices demand ever-increasing higher fidelity. Our design
features the highest fidelity of all reported Class-D amplifiers. For example, our design for
the first time-ever realizes ‘Ultra-High-Quality’ standards.
(v)
Small-IC-Area
This translates directly to cost, and is particularly imperative as Class-D amplifiers are highvolume (billions of units) and commoditized. Reported Class-D amplifier designs that feature
relatively good performance require complex circuitry, hence large IC area. Our design
features the simplest hardware, hence the smallest IC area (lowest cost), yet highest
performance.
In short, our unprecedented Class D amplifier for the first-time offers the possibility of
application to headphones, and the highest performance yet lowest cost – potentially the
industry de-facto standard for universal adoption.
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Executive Summary
We propose an autonomous, low cost, ultra-sensitive water monitoring system for
cyanotoxins that can be placed in the consumption water network (reservoirs, treatment
plants, delivery pipes, etc), sending real-time data to a centralised monitoring facility. Such
a system would considerably reduce manpower required for current laborious onsite sample
collection and laboratory based testing and serves as a beacon for water contamination.
The sensing mechanism underlying the monitoring system is based on the use of
functionalized magnetic particles as outlined in provisional patent (No 10201402275U) that
will be further developed in this project. Whilst paramagnetic particles exhibiting magnetic
properties only in presence of external applied magnetic field is most commonly reported
for sensing applications, we propose the use of ferromagnetic particles that retain magnetic
properties even in absence of an external magnetic field as a convenient tool for sensing
applications. This poses a significant advantage over paramagnetic particles in which an
additional reporter binding or redox reaction is necessary for quantification, adding to the
complexity and length of the measurement process. The ferromagnetic particles enable
direct quantification by measurement of their magnetic field using simple, low cost
magnetometers or solenoids instead of costlier setups.
By implementing a continuous flow system with magnetic particles trapping, time
accumulated measurements can be carried out, providing unprecedented accuracies over
current measurement techniques like ELISA.
The project will involve the synthesis, characterization and modification of novel
ferromagnetic particles for use in assay based detection of the cyanotoxin, microcystin-LR.
On-board electronics for detection of magnetic particles will be developed and integrated to
realise an autonomous sensor. While the proof-of-concept sensor system is intended to
meet the need of our first potential customer, PUB, the work can be easily adapted to
applications in various fields including food processing, clinical diagnostics and defence.
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Executive Summary
Currently, a LED bulb costs about 20 times than candescent and bulb. However, LEDs are
advertised to have 50 times longer lifespan and thus provide cost savings in the long run.
However, in reality, a LED bulb will most likely have degraded significantly way before the
lifespan of the LED is reached. As the general lighting LED price keeps falling,
manufacturers are expanding their application into high power LEDs (e.g. for automotive
lighting and stage lighting) to increase profitability. However, these LED systems have much
shorter lifespan because the LED die generates more heat which accelerates degradation,
leading to earlier failures. Heat conduction away from the LED die to the base substrate is
currently limited by the die attach (i.e. material that joins the LED die to the substrate). A
high thermal conductivity die attach material would extend a LED’s lifespan by conducting
more heat away, thus reducing degradation.
Currently, gold-tin solder is primarily employed as the die attach in high power LEDs.
However, it has issues such as its limited thermal conductivity, void formation after heating
(to bond the LED die to the substrate) which creates reliability issues, and movement of the
LED die during the bonding process as the solder melts, which limits close placement of
multiple LED dies. Our invention on Cu nanoparticles paste is able to bond the LED die to
the substrate at lower temperatures with higher thermal conductivity than gold-tin solder,
with no issues of void formation or die movement. Our initial experiments have already
demonstrated the feasibility of using nano Cu paste to bond a die to a substrate with good
thermal, electrical and mechanical properties. This proposal aims to prove that the nano Cu
paste can be applied directly as a die attach material into the LED packaging process steps
and achieve better properties than the gold-tin solders.
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Executive Summary
Colonoscopy is the clinical gold standard for colorectal cancer screening and confirmation.
Importantly, colorectal cancer is the second most common cancer in Asia and continues to rise at
alarming rates when compared to Western countries. The number of colonoscopies will increase
exponentially with Asia’s aging population and growing expenditure on healthcare.
Clinical Need
Colonoscopy is one of the most technically demanding procedures as the flexible colon can cause
unpredictable looping of the colonoscope during its insertion (Figure 1). This is an issue as looping
can
(a) cause abdominal pain and patient discomfort,
(b) impede further intubation and
(c) lead to colonic perforation if loop formation is wrongly identified.

Project Aim/ Scope



To develop a brand-agnostic, disposable endoscopic accessory device which will provide
endoscopists with early warning of looping via real-time visual indication.
To conduct regulatory-compliant bench and animal studies and prepare documentation for a
first-in-man feasibility study. This will significantly progress the device development towards
regulatory approval submission, particularly in Europe.

Key Benefits





Accurate visualization: Endoscopist is able to visualize the formation of loop during procedure,
reduce the risk of perforation and minimize patient discomfort during difficult colonoscopies.
Increases procedural success: Improves rate of complete colonic examination
Improves efficiency: Reduce procedural time, resulting in cost savings for hospital and
insurers
Improves training: Increase adoption of colonoscopies in Asia where there is shortage of
experienced endoscopists (doctors).

Our device will not only shorten procedure time by such doctors but may even support increasing
evidence that trained nurse-endoscopists may safely and effectively conduct such procedures.
Potentially reducing the learning curve for trainee endoscopists (due to visuo-spatial disorientation)
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Executive Summary
Squamous cell carcinoma (SCC), a common form of skin cancer in Asia, is aggressive with
a high probability of local tissue destruction. Current gold standard treatment for SCC is
wide-margin surgical removal, which is invasive and causes significant disfigurement. The
use of light for cancer treatment, ie photodynamic therapy (PDT), to trigger the controlled
release of reactive species to kill tumor cells, offers a less-invasive and cheaper treatment
option. However, current commercial PDT drugs are non-targeting, activated by only visible
light which has limited tissue penetration depth, and are susceptible to deactivation by light.
The use of a stable and non-toxic inorganic material as the photosensitive compound, and
the involvement of ‘invisible’ near-infrared (NIR) light in PDT which affords greater tissue
penetration depth, will resolve these issues.
Herein, based on an existing NIR and antibody mediated therapeutic nanodevice developed
in NTU, we propose to
(1) reengineer the nanodevice to be 800 nm activated, and
(2) undertake in vivo efficacy evaluation of this therapeutic nanodevice using human
squamous cell carcinoma tumor xenograft model in NOD SCID mice.
This multifunctional nanodevice consists of
(1) a rare-earth based 800 nm-activated upconverting NaYF4 nanoparticulate core
(doped with Nd, Yb and Tm),
(2) covered by a visible-light activated N-TiO2 shell, and
(3) surface-conjugated with SCC-targeting antibody (anti-cANGPTL4).
The doped NaYF4 core can be triggered by a simple hand-held 800 nm laser, which has
optimal tissue penetration and will not cause tissue overheating, to activate the N-TiO2 shell
for the generation of reactive species for cancer cell killing. This phenomenon of
upconversion, i.e. converting NIR to visible light, is unique to the rare earth materials
described in our invention. Therefore, the current NIR-PDT nanodevice is first of its kind
with no competing technology, and will overcome the limitations of conventional PDT by
offering high tissue penetration, minimal side-effects and active-targeted cancer killing.
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Executive Summary
Successful completion of our project should result in a clinical trial validated, patent pending
myopia prevention system, ready for licensing negotiations. Myopia has reached epidemic
proportions in Singapore, with high prevalence rates of 83% in 18 year olds. Early onset
myopia can lead to visually disabling pathologic myopia in adulthood. Research has shown,
daytime outdoor activities (light levels >1000 Lux) trigger the release of dopamine, an ocular
growth inhibitor, which prevents myopia. We propose a novel solution, the ‘Outdoormeter’,
a treatment system that will motivate children to increase time spent outdoors by providing
enabling technology combined with badge incentives sent by e-mail to encourage desired
behavior, further assisted by parents’ supervised tracking on a companion PC.
Phase I of the POC will complete Outdoormeter system design. In the second phase, we
will conduct a validation study of 100 school children wearing the Outdoormeter prototype
compared with an appropriate control group of children, to establish efficacy. The Phase II
study is critical for commercialization, to convince an existing market of both licensees and
end-users that the product is effective. We believe the potential for successful adoption of
our system is very high, as exemplified by wearables such as Fitbit which have achieved
huge market success by targeting >10,000 daily steps. No wearable device-based system
comparable to proposed patent-pending product for the prevention of myopia, is currently
available or even seemingly been suggested. Our research indicates a growing market of
parents keen on purchasing myopia prevention products, an initial ready market. Our
commercialization plan is to license the validated system. We believe project output will be
of considerable interest to potential licensees who will see an existing market of interested
parents, especially in Asian countries with children at high risk of myopia, with good growth
potential, following initial acceptance.
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Executive Summary
Photometric analysis methods are universally used in laboratories to measure variety of
sample properties—typically analyte concentration in a liquid sample. Existing photometers
are bench-top instruments of significant bulk and cost. They use cuvettes which need large
sample volumes, have a tedious workflow, are expensive to own, and risk sample
contamination. There is an unmet demand for a low-cost, personalized photometer that
offers convenience, performance and seamless integration with modern data-processing
and visualization devices such as tablets and smartphones.
To harness this unmet demand, the group has developed a novel concept of a pocket-sized
“personal photometer” termed “Photopette”. It is an all-in-one handheld device consisting of
a compact and low-cost photometer, and a disposable measurement tip. In this project we
propose to demonstrate the concept for such a disposable measurement tip containing a
“Lab in a Tip” for a one-step and convenient analysis. In this “Lab in a Tip” approach, the
measurement tip contains a laboratory of its own with integrated reagent reservoirs and
microfluidic flow-system. Each tip is specifically designed for a particular analyte and
application. The change in transmittance value for analyte is read using the “Photopette”.
Photopette with its “Lab in a Tip” will make photometric measurements ultra-fast,
convenient, and portable. It will provide flexibility to work with small sample volumes either
on a laboratory bench or in the field with minimal waste generation. As the tip will replace a
classical cuvette, sample transfer step is eliminated which mitigates cross-contamination
and human-error risk.
We aim to demonstrate this generic “Lab in a Tip” approach with this grant for two specific
analytes: Protein quantification and pH measurements. Protein measurements are essential
in any life-science/biomedical labs, wherein optical pH measurement is the only reliable
method for pH measurement of brackish and sea water. Demonstrating that common
assays can run in our “Lab in a Tip” will lead to a scalable business for life-sciences analysis
based on this novel and disruptive technology.
We envisage the Photopette with its “Lab in a Tip” as the ultimate personal photometer of
the future. It is useful for all life-science/medical laboratories, chemical, food and petroleum
industry, and will replace conventional spectrophotometers for on-site environmental/water
measurements. It will be a next generation analytical tool featuring wireless connectivity and
smart phone user interface. If successful, it will revolutionize laboratory analysis in the same
way as Eppendorf’s® automatic pipette did 50 years ago.
The project is executed by a team of skilled and experienced researchers who can make it
happen! Based on the first round of NRF-POC grants the PI received in 2008, he has built
AYOXXA (www.ayoxxa.com), which now employs 25 people in Singapore and Germany,
and have received more than 20 million S$ in venture funding.
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Executive Summary
Immobilized patients or those with mobility impairments resulting from spinal cord injuries,
muscular dystrophy, multiple sclerosis, arthritis, stroke or ageing, remain stagnant and are
at significant risk of developing kidney and bladder infections as well as pulmonary
infections which may lead to serious complications including death. The most common
problem is pressure ulcers caused by restriction of blood supply to parts of the body that is
under pressure and became life threatening when infected. It is estimated that
approximately 1.2 million people suffer from pressure ulcers or bedsores at any one time in
the United States alone and almost 70% of sufferers are over the age of 65. However,
current solutions are either too costly and large (turning beds), or inflict emotional and
physical burden to caregivers (manually turning).
We propose a portable and affordable solution to replace manual body rotations for nonambulant patients with a portable pneumatic inflation that lifts the patient’s body from side
to side when required. An automatic pulsating inflation sequence is introduced to augment
the patient’s pulmonary functionality and relieve their pressure sore. The pneumatic system
can also be self-controlled to position specifically to the user's pressure points to provide an
appropriate relief of bed sores for immobilized patients. The current proposal involves
producing a commercial ready product with supporting user trial to prove performance and
effectiveness.
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Executive Summary
Singapore has a small but thriving and increasingly important food fish industry despite
having limited space. It is also an ornamental fish hub of the world. The increasing demand
for fishmeal, combined with overexploitation of fish stocks, has spurred a search for cheaper
and sustainable protein ingredients to reduce or eliminate the use of fishmeal in aquaculture
diets.
This project aims to convert algae biomass from the treatment of wastewater into algaebased fish feeds. Different types of algae species will be combined to give a desirable
nutritional value of the feeds.
The project finds novelty in the development of high-value fish feed from low-cost
microalgae obtained from the treatment of aquaculture waste. Such development can close
the aquaculture loop by converting the biomass from waste treatment into high-value fish
feed. This can allow aquaculture systems to be self-sustaining with substantial savings in
the cost of fish feed. It can also help in the development of a more complete aquaculture
system, contributing to and supporting national food fish security. The expected system will
allow for the symbiotic coupling of waste water treatment to the production of fish feeds, an
unprecedented development which can greatly improve the profitability of aquaculture.
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Executive Summary
In 2014 the photovoltaic industry has installed roughly 20 million solar panels, each of which
contains 60-72 solar cells. The high volume, high throughput production behind the record
installation marks the growing industry’s transition from semi-automation, which still
involved significant amounts of human handling, operations, inspection, data interpretation
and judgement, towards full automation production with little human intervention. Solar Eye
is the ultimate imaging system of solar cells that will enable the production line to implement
real-time feedback and automated process control. By combining state-of-the-art, X-ray like
inspection abilities of luminescence imaging, with powerful finite-element simulations
pioneered at SERIS, Solar Eye is the only metrology tool that can resolve key properties of
a solar cell and relate them to manufacturing processes at high speed, simultaneously, in a
non-destructive manner. The speed, versatility and non-invasiveness of Solar Eye in
determining cell properties such as the contact quality, will be pivotal towards turning
detailed solar cell analysis from an art into an exact science that can be duplicated from one
production line to another. The project funded by the POC grant will consist of two major
phases of commercialization activities:
1) Installing an offline prototype tool in Solartron, a production line in ramp up mode in
Thailand, to validate measurement methods in the real production environment and
gather feedback;
2) building, testing and gathering industry feedback on, an in-house prototype tool that
is compatible with the stringent robustness and speed requirements of inline
metrology in the solar cell production line.
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Executive Summary
Diamond is a remarkable material that has outstanding physical, optical, electrical and chemical
properties. Diamond is the hardest natural material with the highest Young’s modulus (1050 GPa), it
has the highest thermal conductivity, it has a large band gap (5.5 eV), is chemically inert and
biocompatible. In spite of these highly desirable qualities, for many years diamond has not been the
material of choice for many optical and electrical device applications. The reason is that traditionally
diamonds have been;





Expensive - If larger single crystals were required (e.g. 1x1cm), then they would typically be
cut from large natural diamonds.
Difficult to grow in high quality with low impurities, reproducibly using CVD technique.
Difficult to include p and n type dopants to make devices, either during growth or by ion
implantation and annealing.
Difficult to pattern using traditional lithography due to hardness and resistance to chemicals.

In recent years, many of these limitations have been overcome and now high quality single crystal
substrates can be grown using CVD. This means that high quality electronic grade diamond plates
can be grown with little or no variation from sample to sample. Several companies can now offer high
quality single crystal type IIa diamonds for device applications including Element-6 (de Beers) and a
local Singapore company 2A technology Pte Ltd.
The main competing technology for diamond particle detectors are silicon based diodes. Current
silicon based particle detectors produce signals with relatively low signal-to-noise ratio and are not
suitable for applications in harsh radiation environments. Due to their radiation hardness, we foresee
that diamond based detectors could offer a good alternative to existing silicon based technologies.
In comparison with silicon, diamond has five times larger band gap which inherently produce ~150
times less noisy signals than silicon. In addition, diamond based detectors could be used in many
advanced applications such as medical dosimetry.
In this project we will deliver three fully characterized and tested diamond based particle detectors.
Two detector geometries that utilize bulk single crystal diamond plates, and one thin film detector
that can be used in transmission mode.
We envisage that these detectors will mainly be used in the rapidly expanding medical imaging and
radiation therapy industry, the space/satellite industry, or in industries where environmental
monitoring is important (e.g. Nuclear industry, mining etc.).
This project brings together two key partners, each providing a unique set of capabilities, skills and
expertise.
2A-Technologies – Is a local company specializing in high quality diamond growth. They are currently
manufacturing some of the purest high quality single crystal diamonds available on the market. In
addition they have developed surface treatment processes that improve the electrical characteristics
of their diamonds.
CIBA/Physics-NUS – We have extensive experience in particle detection, imaging and analysis,
device characterization and ion beam implantation and processing. These unique skills enable us to
process and fabricate the final detectors. In addition, the facilities at CIBA can be used to perform
various device tests on the final prototypes under “real” operating conditions.
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Executive Summary
Producing water from seawater reverse osmosis (SWRO) is energy intensive and
expensive. Energy recovery systems (ERSs) such as the pressure exchanger are widely
used in large scale SWRO plants due to its remarkable efficiency. Its use can reduce the
energy consumption of SWRO from more than 6 kWh/m3 to 2-3 kWh/m3. Despite the
popularity of ERSs in large scale SWRO plants, the use of ERSs in many small scale
decentralized SWRO applications that rely on isolated RO modules rather than RO module
trains, remains uncommon. This is largely due to the high capital cost and the requirement
of skilled personnel for installation. Therefore, the energy consumption for small scale
SWRO applications is currently as high as 8 kWh/m3, which limits the development of small
scale SWRO.
In this proposal, we aim to address this market need by providing a compact, energy efficient
and easily operable module for small scale SWRO applications (i.e. <100 m3/d). This novel
module includes an integrated ERS which can reduce energy use by at least 50%. The
integration also eliminates the capital cost for a separate ERS as well as the need for skilled
personnel for installation. Additionally, the module design enables internal feed flow reversal
on the RO membrane surface which significantly reduces membrane scaling and extends
the operation time and life span of the module. This module is compact and easy to operate,
which is favourable for situations with space limitation or the lack of skilled personnel.
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Executive Summary
Elderly people often suffer from various impairments such as poor vision or hearing,
declining memory, limited mobility and deteriorating cognitive skills. Moreover, emotional
issues for the elderly who live alone may lead to severe psychological problems such as
depression. In current smart homes, information about the elderly (e.g. fall detection) is
often sent to the caregivers in the form of warning messages. For the purpose of safety
monitoring, these warning messages are often adequate. However, there is a lack of
technology to help the younger generation analyze the social signals associated with the
elderly’s living patterns and to promote inter-generational interactions.
In this project, we propose the world-first unobtrusive sensing system based on the Internet
of Things (IoT) with intelligent-agent-mediated storytelling functions for supporting safe,
active and dignified aging-in-place. IoT based unobtrusive sensing enables the real time
collection of the elderly’s personal big data for predictive analytics and storytelling through
various sensors located in the home. Our primary focus is on the prediction and detection
of problems related to the emotional and physical well-being of the elderly, especially those
who suffer from the empty nest syndrome. A secondary objective is to enhance intergenerational communications. Data-driven storytelling is used in this project as a unique
and critical way of initiating, enabling and managing various communications between an
elderly person and their loved ones.
The key technical novelty of the proposed system lies in an innovative combination of
(1) unobtrusive sensing of the environment, users’ activities and physiological signals,
(2) analysis of the sensed data to infer the physical and emotional wellbeing of the
users, and
(3) generating engaging stories to describe the wellbeing and activities of the users.
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Executive Summary
Bronchial asthma (BA) is one of the most common diseases in children, and its prevalence
has been rising during the last thirty years worldwide. Evidence shows that 10 million (2011)
children are being diagnosed with asthma during their lifetime in the US alone, of which 1.7
million are aged below 4 years. Our own studies in Singapore showed that the prevalence
of BA is 22% during the second year of life, with similar prevalence in older children.
BA is a chronic inflammatory disorder of the airways, occurring at all ages, and manifesting
by airway obstruction, causing symptoms of cough, wheezing, shortness of breath and
eventually respiratory insufficiency. One of the key features of BA is its underlying chronic
bronchial inflammation, for which preventive treatment is a necessity, helping to improve
the long-term prognosis of BA.
Despite the development of many new treatments, asthma continues to take a heavy toll on
the health of millions of children. The management of BA in children involves an appreciation
of the current treatment practice in addition to a willingness to educate and support the child
and their family in the long term. Too often pediatricians encounter children with unchanged
or even worsen conditions due to the seemingly elementary problem of technique and
compliance. Thus, instead of tackling the issue by prescribing higher dose or stronger
medication, the solution could be as simple as providing children and parents with an easy
to use tool that simplifies their routine.
The recommended treatment for BA for children is by the aid of the use of a pressurized
metered-dose inhaler (pMDI) attached to spacers. However, current available spacers have
major limiting issues relating to poor administration technique, low patient compliance and
decreased drug delivery. Thus there is an imperative need to produce an ideal spacer.
The aim of this project is to develop a prototype of an ideal spacer, which will improve the
management of childhood asthma, by incorporating the following components:
An ideal spacer should have the following features:




a visual indicator to give immediate feedback that medicine inhalation is complete
a recorder feature to track usage of medication
a reminder feature to prompt caregiver for administrating medication

The proposed solution will offer a simple tool that will simplify not require extra effort on the
part of the parent or patient, especially for a tedious treatment regimen such as for asthma.
This will benefit asthma treatment and asthma control, in addition to other respiratory
conditions, reducing morbidity and mortality of BA.
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Executive Summary
Hypothermia (when body core temperature < 36.0°C) is not uncommon during surgery,
especially in children (30-50%). It can lead to increased risks of blood loss, wound
infections, heart problems and longer hospital stays.Each year, hospitals spend significant
resources on temperature management to keep patients’ temperature within the normal
range, especially in the surgical, intensive care and newborn units.
The current warming systems are costly and inconvenient to apply; wired and cable-laden,
electrically-powered forced-air blankets or water-filled mattresses, fraught with risks of
overheating, burns to the patient and surgical field contamination. Locally, forced-air
warming units coupled with disposable blankets are costly and mainly used for surgeries of
long duration.
We aim to create CoSYcloud ™, a safe, portable and self-regulating support surface with
thermo-stabilizing properties that keeps paediatric patients warm and dry in the operating
room/special care unit. It can be easily applied and thus especially suitable for short
surgeries in high risk paediatric patients. We will achieve this with air-free temperature
control via conductive warming, without electricity by harnessing the energy exchanges in
a Phase Change Material (PCM) that keeps temperature within the range of 36-37.5oC.
Our materials team will identify the suitable PCM, which will be encapsulated into nanomicrospheres and suspended in heat-dissipative interface. We aim to fabricate our product
prototype to be tested in the laboratory before it is prepared for testing on humans,
especially children and infants, who are most at risk of hypothermia. If successful,
manufacturing and commercialisation of our product CoSYcloud ™, will be carried out by
our interested industrial partner NIPO Pte Ltd.
Worldwide, the versatile nature of PCMs allowed it to be used in various applications, such
the incorporation of PCMs into green building technologies, thermal storage system and
even onto fabrics such as NASA spacesuits to keep astronauts cool and comfortable.
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Executive Summary
Lipids, also known as fats and oils, play increasingly important roles in all aspects of life and
various industries including nutrition, cosmetics, biomarker and drug development. The total
R&D market for lipid analysis is currently estimated to be USD 750 million (this number does
not include yet the vast market for lipid diagnostics). Existing analysis methods are suitable
for highly abundant lipids (millimolar in human blood) such as cholesterol, triglycerides and
phospholipids, but lack the sensitivity and robustness required for analysis of low abundant
lipids, many of which are bioactive and thus of critical importance for biomarker and drug
development. One such lipid is sphingosine-1-phosphate (S1P), a low abundant
(micromolar) signalling molecule which is currently emerging as a valid biomarker for lifethreatening illnesses such as multiple sclerosis, cardiovascular disease and cancer as well
as inflammatory processes such as arthritis and lupus.
The commercially available method to detect S1P (antibody-based ‘ELISA’ kit) has major
disadvantages:
(i)
(ii)

only high S1P concentrations can be analysed and
cross-reactivity with similar molecules risk false results.

We plan to develop a lipid extraction kit for the selective enrichment of S1P. Our kit will be
the only product on the market to enable measurement of S1P levels in very low amounts,
which is absolutely indispensable for detection in medically relevant concentrations, by
specifically concentrating (‘enriching’) S1P. This will initially open up a whole new area of
R&D in life sciences and therefore significantly expand the lipid analysis market, and
secondly be followed by use of our extraction methodology to develop validated clinical
testing regimes, using mass spectrophotometric protocols in a clinical setting. In particular,
these kits will enable
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

translation into clinical studies and thus towards clinical biochemistry, which is
the future of hospital based testing and screening,
discovery of novel lipids possibly with biological activity and
enable clinically actionable results informing changes in medical intervention.

Some key opinion leaders already recognized the significance of our innovative approach
and request to test it, including R&D divisions of big pharma and world leading groups in
biomedical research.
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Executive Summary
Lipids are a fundamental class of biomacromolecule alongside nucleic acids and proteins.
While microarray technologies for nucleic acids and proteins have reached a mature stage
with widespread commercial implementation (and a multi-billion market size), similar
capabilities for lipids are sorely lacking.
This gap is a major hurdle for pharmaceutical drug development because lipids provide the
physical basis for cellular membranes—the site of over 60% of currently approved
pharmaceutical drug targets. It is exceedingly difficult to screen drug candidates targeting
membrane components due to the inherent low-throughput capabilities of current
technologies. A key issue here is that proteins and nucleic acids can be covalently attached
on microarray platforms, whereas lipid molecules spontaneously self-assemble into lipid
bilayers, which are the principal architectural element of cell membranes. In this case,
covalently attached lipids fail to self-assemble and do not form membranes—conventional
lipid blot technology in this field is in part inferior due to this problem.
There is a major gap between market need and existing solutions with regards to artificial
cell membrane platforms based on lipid microarray technology. We will develop a paradigm
changing microarray platform that provides the world’s first biologically relevant artificial cell
membrane to facilitate the testing and identification of a new generation of pharmaceutical
drug targets. Our single-use disposable microarray kits will allow researchers to extend the
reach of their existing analytical instruments by providing them with the tools to accurately
mimic the cellular milieu of their drug targets. This technology will address an unmet need
in the proteomics and genomics market, which is projected to be worth US$7.4B by 2018.
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Executive Summary
Smart drugs that specifically poison and destroy only cancer cells, but not normal cells, have
been an age-old holy grail of the entire BioPharma industry. Several new technologies such
as nanoparticles and antibody-drug conjugates (ADC) have been touted to show promise
as smart drugs against cancer. Of these technologies, the ADCs are being rapidly
developed and marketed by big BioPharma firms. Currently, there are two such drugs
approved by FDA, Seattle Genetics/Takeda’s Adcetris® and Genentech/Roche’s Kadcyla®,
with another 30 ADCS following suit in different phases of clinical trials. Both Adcetris® and
Kadcyla®, however, have been slapped with FDA’s “black box warnings” after approval,
due to severe risks of toxicities, thus limiting their market acceptance. Our enhanced
technology could bring ADC smart drugs to the tipping point by eliminating such risks of
toxicity.
Each ADC consists of three components, namely, the antibody, the cytotoxic drug and the
linker. An antibody produced by immune lymphocytes, which specifically recognizes
particular cancer cells, serves like a laser-guiding device to deliver the cytotoxin to the
cancer cells, and the linker must ensure the cytotoxin is released if and only if it is inside the
cancer cell, never prematurely. Unfortunately, to date, all the ADCs currently under clinical
development (ADC 1.0) use the maleimide linker, which is reversible and unstable in the
bloodstream. These two issues could lead to severe toxicities, inconsistent
pharmacodynamics, and significant quality variation even during drug production.
After years of effort, we have developed a novel alternative to the maleimide, the
allenamide. On top of showing far greater stability and irreversibility compared to maleimide,
it is highly efficient, specific, and scalable in its chemistry. We envision our allenamide
platform technology will generate a new class of antibody-drug-conjugates (ADC 2.0) that
are far safer and more effective. We aim to leverage the NRF POC award to propel us into
successful partnerships with big BioPharma firms.
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Executive Summary
Over 6 million patients have laparoscopic (key-hole) surgeries every year, each requiring 35 small holes (or ports) in the abdomen for tools to access internal organs. However, once
these tools are removed, the holes are left behind, spanning several layers such as skin,
fat, fascia and muscle. For optimal healing, the cavity should be closed properly in layers
especially the fascia; else the patient can have subsequent hernia. A hernia is the exit of an
organ like the bowel, through the wall of the cavity in which it normally resides. Hernia repair
requires expensive surgical intervention and is associated with significant morbidity.
Currently, there are no safe and convenient options that enable closure of these
laparoscopic holes; hence clinicians typically use manual suturing. However, visualization
through these small holes is poor, and with the risk of injuring bowel, surgeons may close
the cavity sub-optimally.
We propose a suturing-based hernia prevention device to safely and easily close multiple
layers of the abdominal wall. Prototypes will be tested on pigs to ensure safety of using the
port-closing function near internal organs and demonstrate efficiency over manual suturing.
The design will be refined based on the testing results. The device will not disrupt the
existing surgical workflow, thus enabling ease of adoption. In order to achieve these
objectives, we have built a strong interdisciplinary team consisting of gastro-intestinal
surgeons and engineers with industry experience.
Our proposed solution provides an effective option to prevent herniation among the millions
of patients undergoing laparoscopic surgeries, particularly diabetic and obese patients who
are especially at risk. For any surgeon performing laparoscopic surgeries, the device meets
a crucial unmet clinical need.
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Executive Summary
Angle closure disease (glaucoma) will affect more than 70 million people by 2020 and
majority will be in Asia. This is an irreversible blinding condition which needs early diagnosis.
One of the unmet needs is an inexpensive device that can image the front portion of the eye
which drains the nutritive fluid of the eye (aqueous humor) called the angle. This area is
closed in angle closure disease. Currently, there are no inexpensive methods for imaging
the iridocorneal angle.
Specific aims:
1. 1.To develop a miniaturized imaging probe for viewing and evaluating iridocorneal
angle;
2. 2.To integrate the imaging probe into a standard slit lamp microscope used for
routine eye examination.
3. 3.To integrate an angle closure detection software from angle images for automated
diagnosis
4. 4.To evaluate the probe in human subjects with angle closure disease as proof of
concept
Methods:
This project will develop an imaging probe designed and developed by integrating a
miniaturized chargecoupled diode camera and light-emitting diode light source, which
enables evaluation of the iridocorneal region inside the eye. This probe modality will be
further integrated onto a standard ophthalmic slit lamp biomicroscope and tested in human
subjects.
Clinical importance:
This new approach will ensure an added value to clinicians by providing the possibility to
image iridocorneal angle simultaneously during slit lamp biomicroscopic examination (which
is part of every ophthalmic examination). The probe can be stand-alone (to be used by a
technician) or to be integrated with slit lamp (to be used by a clinician). The market need
will be equal to the number of clinicians seeing eye care patients. The cost of the instrument
will be affordable to any healthcare set up.
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Executive Summary
For children with special needs such as Autistic Spectrum Disorder, hospital visits take them
out of their normal environment and they can become extremely anxious, uncooperative
and combative even during simple processes such as being moved from one area to
another within the hospital on a bed. If they need an operation under general anaesthesia,
it is a challenge to the nurses, doctors and the parents as they resist, struggle or even fight
with the hospital staff and put themselves, parents and the staff involved in their care at risk
of physical and psychological harm.
These uncooperative children may be given oral sedative medicine before general
anaesthesia to calm them down so that they will cooperate. However, significant proportion
of these children refuses sedative or lies down on a hospital trolley or breathes the
anaesthetic gas through the anaesthetic mask. In such cases health care professionals
have to hold the child down with the parents’ help and consent to administer the anaesthetic
and then lift them manually onto the operating table when they are anaesthetised. This can
be distressing and challenging to the parents, staff and the patients especially when children
are heavy and strong as they approach adolescence.
The objective of our proposal is to develop a specialized vehicle to provide safe and efficient
peri-operative transfer of combative special needs patients undergoing procedures in the
operating theatre and to allowing safe performance of initiation of anesthesia and airway
care of patients. This project aims to achieve both patient safety and staff protection.
Our proposed vehicle has a motorized mechanism capable of transforming into multipositions to adapt to patient’s position and facilitates patient positioning for transfer to
operating room and operating table as well facilitating patient’s medical care with its
specialized interactive mobile and bed modules.
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Executive Summary
Tactile sensors have in recent years emerged as key components in biomedical systems
for monitoring critical physiological parameters. Conventional sensors, however, are rigid
and solid-state, which limits their use on skin surfaces, particularly during natural body
movement. Furthermore, the mechanics of solid-state devices are fundamentally limited by
plastic deformation and mechanical failure, compromising their sensitivity and overall
robustness in applications that require extreme deformation.
Our team has recently developed a new scheme to fabricate tactile sensors on flexible
substrates using a non-corrosive conductive liquid as an active pressure sensing element.
The innovation here lies in the use of a liquid-based material as the sensing element of the
tactile sensor. Liquid represents the ultimate limit in mechanical deformability. Due to its
intrinsic mechanical deformability, our liquid-state device is capable of undergoing extreme
deformation and is anticipated to overcome limitations associated with existing solid-state
technologies. Our liquid-state sensors are therefore highly suited for biomedical applications
in which the device is in intimate contact with the skin, undergoing extreme deformation
while conforming to human motion.
Our invention describes a new scheme to fabricate flexible tactile sensors that exhibit high
performance even when subjected to extreme pressing, bending, or stretching. We have
demonstrated that our device exhibits deformation-dependent resistivity, undergoing
detectable changes in electrical resistance as the shape of the device varies. The sensor is
highly reliable and robust, maintaining repeatable electrical characteristics even after many
cycles of deformation.
In this proposal, we aim to advance this class of sensors by enhancing sensitivity, reliability,
and dynamic range, and by integrating them into functional devices capable of
multidirectional, spatially distributed tactile measurement. Subsequently, we seek to
develop a working prototype for real-time healthcare monitoring for commercialization.
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Executive Summary
Water is an essential component of the industry, as large volumes of high quality water are
required in many processes. For example, the semiconductor industry constantly moves
towards greater miniaturization, resulting in always higher purity requirements. In view of
the increasing amounts of ultrapure water required and the need to comply with local
wastewater discharge standards, it is becoming imperative to reduce industrial water
footprint by maximizing reuse. In this context, the market size for industrial wastewater
treatment and reuse is considerable (>$20 billion) and growing fast (7.5% a year).
The key step to reuse industrial wastewater is generally membrane filtration; however a
physical-chemical treatment is needed to reduce the presence of organic matter (often nonbiodegradable) that would otherwise cause membrane fouling. This has led to the
development of advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) in the recent years, based on the
hydroxyl radical (•OH), a non-selective oxidant that can react very quickly with many
biorecalcitrant industrial pollutants. The LEFEBVRE group (supported by start-up grant)
explores the electrochemical generation of these •OH radicals by electro-Fenton, an
innovative technology which presents the benefits to use a clean reagent (electrons) and
reach high degrees of depollution.
An invention disclosure for our electro-Fenton process has been filed as a PRV application
in July 2015 (ILO Ref: 15049N-US/PRV). This 18-month project intends to progressively
develop and scale up the technology in view of its commercialization. Our business plan is
to license our technology to Century Water Systems & Technologies Pte Ltd who has
expressed interest in it (cf. support letter) and intends to establish a pilot at the
semiconductor plant of Philips Lumileds (the early customer) in Singapore.
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Executive Summary
The e-commerce industry is growing at an accelerated speed, owing to better Internet
penetration and vast popularity in mobile shopping worldwide. Hence, e-commerce
companies require fulfilment centres capable of processing customer order within 6 to 48
hours with robotics and automation technology. Though most warehouse operations are
fully automated, item picking remains the most labor-intensive operation in such setting. A
warehouse picker needs to locate the storage shelf for the ordered items, manually pick up
from the shelf, scan the bar codes, put them into an order container and repeat the same
tasks for every order. It is estimated that a warehouse picker walks over 10 kilometers and
repeats this tedious picking process more than a hundred times a day. In a un-automated
fulfilment centre, it takes around 1.5 hours to fulfil one customer order.
In this POC project, the prototype of an Automated Robot Item Picking System (ARIPS) will
be built. ARIPS is capable of receiving orders from the fulfilment centre’s warehouse
management software system, automatically navigate within a warehouse, locate the item
on a shelf, recognise and register the pose of the item, pick it up and put it into an order
container.
Ultimately, ARIPS will be a technology enabler for scaling up fulfilment centres, improving
efficiency and productivity, and bringing down the cost of order fulfilment. Beyond the benefit
of ARIPS to e-commerce fulfilment centers, it will find applications in traditional
supermarkets and other types of retail shops in assisting the matured workforce.
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Executive Summary
In this project we will develop flexible thermochromic foils for windows that change in
transparency according to ambient temperature variations to regulate heat automatically.
This will address a growing need in the US$40B market for energy efficient windows. Air
conditioning and mechanical ventilation (ACMV) contributed to approximately half of the
building energy consumption. Therefore, energy saving in buildings is the primary objective
for energy policy at regional and international levels. Smart windows are the only way to
regulate indoor temperature according to the different outdoor weather conditions in
contrast to the conventional energy saving low-emissivity (low-E) and double glazed
glasses. The proposed thermochromic foil is the most economical smart window material
that can be readily attached to either existing or new glass installations.
Compared with current market leader, 3M’s reflective films, our NTU prototype foil can result
in temperature reduction of more than 6ºC in tropical climate countries. The most unique
feature of our foil is the ability to block out sunlight entirely during summer and allows entry
of up to 80% of solar energy during winter. This allows the product to address the global
market regardless of the tropical or four season countries. As there is no product available
commercially or similar product that has such active feature, this unique foil makes a
compelling solution towards the drive for energy saving green buildings.
The foil is fabricated using solution-based process which is an easily scalable process in
manufacturing. The principal investigator (PI) and the collaborators are experienced in
transferring similar lab based process to industry scale production. We strongly believe that
our flexible thermochromic foil for smart window is a disruptive innovation that reduce
energy consumption of buildings and bear far-reaching social and economic impact in
Singapore and the world.
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Executive Summary
Flexible electronics have grown rapidly in the past few years. According to
MarketandMarket, a U.S. global market research and consulting company, the global
flexible electronics market is expected to reach $13.23 billion by 2020, with an estimated
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of over 20%. Electrode is an important component
in these devices, and it has to meet at least the following criteria
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

highly conductive,
bendable or stretchable and
cost-effective.

For optoelectronic applications such as solar cells and light emitting diodes (LEDs), the
flexible electrode also has to be highly transparent. Conventionally, indium doped tin oxide
(ITO) is widely used due to its high electrical and optical performance.
However, the brittle nature and the high material cost associated with the scarcity of Indium
have greatly hindered its applications. To resolve the above issues, in this proposed work
we are advancing our development of the disruptive technology, copper nanostructures
(“NanoCu”) ink. The NanoCu can exist in the form of nanoparticles or nanowires, or a
mixture of both.
With over two years of research efforts, our research group is capable of scaling up the
synthesis of copper (Cu) nanostructures to kilograms level per batch. In addition, we are
also able to formulate highly stable NanoCu ink (up to 30 wt%), which could be deposited
by spin coating, inkjet printing and any roll-to-roll processes. The as-prepared Cu
nanoparticles film showed superior electrical performance with a sheet resistance of as low
as 0.02 Ω/□, which is one order lower than most commercial products. The resistance
change after 100 cycles of bending test, up to 1000 cycles, was less than 15%, which is
very good. The initial increase in resistance can be overcome by using different Cu
nanostructures such as nanowires. To make the electrode transparent, Cu nanowires ink
was used. Currently, the transparent electrode using our NanoCu technology is able to
obtain a film sheet resistance (Rs) of 120 Ω/□ and a light transmittance (T) of 60%. In the
near future, i.e., in the next six months, we are confident to significantly improve the
performance of NanoCu based transparent electrode (Rs < 20 Ω/□; T > 80%) such that it
will be comparable to the performance of ITO film. As a demonstration, the NanoCu
electrodes will be incorporated into flexible solar cells. The key performance parameters will
be evaluated and compared with commercial products.
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Executive Summary
The recent advent of synthetic biology has provided new opportunities in the development
of biological systems (“cell factories”) and bioprocess engineering, for the production of
useful compounds. This is a rapidly growing field of economic importance across various
industry sectors such as chemicals, pharmaceuticals, and energy. The global value of this
has been forecasted to be US$11.8 billion by 2018.
A critical challenge commonly faced by the industries that utilize “cell factories” is the
scaling-up of the engineered biological systems (i.e. systems developed at lab scale might
not work optimally at industrial scale). Under such scenario, fine-tuning the external
conditions in bioprocess engineering might not result in desired yield if there is an inherent
“fault” in the engineered biological system to adapt to these conditions. An attempt with a
large number of experiments to optimize the biological systems at this stage would become
prohibitively costly while an inadequate number of experiments would result in sub-optimal
systems.
The proposed project intends to address these unmet needs by incorporating predictive
modeling into the current development approach. We proposed a framework to develop
predictive mathematical models for the design and optimization of biological systems (in the
context of external conditions) throughout the development process (from lab scale to
industrial scale). A framework of utilizing mathematical modeling is still lacking in the
engineering of biological systems. This is largely due to a lack of appropriate modeling tools
that are practicable and that could address the needs in working with the complexity of
biological systems. Our proposed framework is based on proof-of-principle studies that we
have demonstrated for mathematical modeling of engineered biological systems at lab
scale. To validate the framework, we would demonstrate the use of the mathematical
models in optimizing E. coli in the conversion of hydroxycinnamic acid under scale-up
conditions.
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Executive Summary
The global market size of alcohol solvents is estimated at 5.8 million tons in 2015 and is
expected to exceed 6.7 million tons by 2020. Alcohols such as ethanol and isopropanol are
widely used as direct solvents or precursors for other chemicals. In a variety of industrial
processes, the separation of alcohol from an aqueous mixture is crucial because it
determines the solvent quality and overall product costs. Dehydration of alcohol/water is
challenging because of the formation of constant-boiling mixture called azeotrope.
Currently, alcohol/water dehydration is mainly achieved using azeotropic distillation which
relies on the addition of azeotrope-breaking agent. Azeotropic distillation entails high
operating costs and requires long columns and process.
Membrane-based pervaporation is a promising, emerging technology for alcohol/water
dehydration. Unlimited by the azeotrope barrier, pervaporation consumes about half (50%)
the energy of azeotropic distillation to achieve same separation efficiency. Comparatively,
pervaporation is a better solution due to smaller footprint, standardized system design and
ease of operation, modular configuration with excellent scalability, and without introduction
of additional chemicals. However, the actual dehydration efficiency in terms of water vapour
permeation rate, water selectivity, and stability is determined by the membrane used.
In this project, we will develop robust thin film composite (TFC) pervaporation membranes
for alcohol solvents dehydration. Aiming at superior water vapour permeation rate, water
selectivity and stability, attention will be given to the characteristics of the substrate, the
formation of gutter layer, and the synthesis conditions of the separation layer. The team has
the capability to design and fabricate advanced membranes, to characterize and evaluate
the membranes, and to design pervaporation systems and integrate it with existing industrial
facilities. We believe that our technology will benefit the pharmaceutical as well as
semiconductor and electronics industries in Singapore that are actively involved in spent
alcohol solvents reclamation and reuse.
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